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Azzam Azzam sentenced to 15 years
By JAY BUSHNSKY, DAVID BUDGE

and news agencies

An Egyptian court sentenced
Israeli Druse Azzam Azzam yes-

terday to 15 years in jail with hand
labor for spying for Israel.

The judgment was announced in

the state security court in Cairo,
which also gave Egyptian Emad
Ismail a life sentence. Two Israeli

Druse women also received life

sentences in absentia.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu told the weekly cabinet

meeting yesterday that Azzam
Azzam “is innocent and should
not spend a single day more in an
Egyptian jail.” He said he sent a
message to Egyptian President

Hosni Mubarak last week asking

Netanyahu appeals to Mubarak for release
that he exert his influence to win
Azzam 's release. He sent it to the

Egyptian leader again, this time on
befctilf of the entire government.
Astonished and disappointed ax

the sentence. Defense Minister
Yitzhak Mordechai .recalled that

he gave Mubarak “his word of
honor” that an investigation

showed that Azzam Azzam was
not engaged by any element of
Israel’s security apparatus.

Azzam and Ismail were charged'

with making criminal arrange-

ments to spy for die Mossad. Two
Israeli Druse women — Zahra

,

Gneiss and Mona Shawahna —
who were tried in absentia on the

same charges, got life sentences.

Prosecutors charged that the
women recruited Ismail as a spy.

They said Gneiss seduced Ismail
while be was working in Israel as
a way to get him to spy cm Egypt
The prosecution also said that

Ismail was offered 5 1,000 a
month for information on
Egyptian companies, the situation

of Egyptian workem inJordan and
security measures taken by Egypt
toward Egyptians who approach
Israel "s embassy in Cairo.

Both men bad pleaded innocent.

Farid Deeb, Azzanfs attorney,

also had argued that Ismail was
tricked by police into signing a

confession, maintaining this

proved Azzam’s innocence.

He said Ismail went to police

after becoming suspicions that

Greiss and Shawahna were recruit-

ing him as a spy. The lawyer said

police told Ismail he would be
heed if he wrote down what hap-
pened, but instead he was demined.

Relatives and friends of Azzam
yesterday called on the govern-
ment and Netanyahu in particular

to do everything possible to secure

his release. The sentence of
Azzam shocked the close-knit

Druse community throughout die

country and especially among rel-

atives in friends in his home vil-

lage Mughar in Lower Galilee.

His brother Fhandi Azzam said

the family were in a state of shock
and everything possible was being
done to calm Azzam ‘s wife and
four children following the verdict.

The family reiterated that

Azzam was innocent of the

charges against him and that his

arrest, trial and sentence were
politically motivated.

Baisheva Tsur Adds:
President Ezer Weizman

expressed the hope that the heavy
sentence meted out to Azzam
would not cast too deep a pall on
relations with Egypt. He said that

he had made extensive enquiries

and had not found any evidence to

indicate that Azzam was involved

in espionage.

Jon Immanuel adds:

Much of the evidence against

Azzam was based on an Egyptian

laboratory test which indicated that

invisible ink was present in lathes

underwear, the means by which

Azzam sent messages back to Israel.

The court rejected Deeb’s

request to have the lingerie tested

at a neutral laboratory abroad.

However, other tests in

Egyptian laboratories have been

questioned. For example, bubble

gum imported through Israel to

Gaza was tested for progesterone,

a femal hormone, and found posi-

tive. The same gum tested sepa-

rately in Israeli and UK laborato-

Azzam Azzam in a Cairo court

cage yesterday. (R«nen>

ries found there was no proges-

terone.

opens today World mourns Princess Diana
By ARYEH DEAN COHEN

Cover those schoolbooks. Make
those sandwiches. The school year

begins today, after agreements

signed yesterday between the

Education Ministry and the teach-

ers’ unions.

The National Parents

Association also agreed to with-

draw' -its threat to keep pupils

home today.

The agreement calls for the min-

istry to return all teachers let go as

a result of last year’s cuts and to

restore 70,000 classroom hours.

However, schools in Arab areas

will be closed through Wednesday
to protest their poor conditions.

Other partial disruptions ofclasses

are expected in Upper Nazareth,

Herzliya, Acre, Beersheba, Adit,

Bene Ayish and the Golan
Heights, Shmuel Abuav of the

Union of Local Councils said.

At the conclusion of an often

raucous meeting, the Knesset

Education Committee called on

the teachers “to open the school

year tomorrow as sdieduled."

It also said after the meeting

that “in the current situation,

restoring the hours and teaching

positions as they were at the end
of the last school year takes prece-

dence over anything else and any
new initiative in the educational

system."

See SCHOOL, Page 2

Centenary
of First
Zionist

Congress
marked
By MARILYN HENRY

BASEL - One-thousand Jews

and Swiss political and business

leaders packed into the meeting

hall of the Basel casino yesterday,

marking the centenary of the day

that 200 delegates met in the same
room for the First Zionist

Congress.

A small explosive went off

shortly after midnight yesterday in

the center of town, damaging a lire

on a car. Police said they did not

think the bomb was related to the

Zionist celebration.

The official Basel Zionist cen-

tennial began 15 minutes late.

The hall was stifling, and there

were repeated murmurs about

“hot air." However, the event

was notable for what was not

said.

The main speakers made no

overt references to the current

imbroglio.

See BASEL* Page 4

By DOUGLAS DAVIS
and news agencies

LONDON - Britain’s Prince
Charles brought the body of his

former wife Princess Diana home
to a grieving nation yesterday after

she was killed in a high-speed

Paris car crash as she was pursued
by photographers on motorcycles.

- -Funeral arrangements for Diana
are expected to be announced
today, Buckingham Palace said.

Diana’s tragic death triggered a

worldwide outpouring of grief for

a womanwhose life was both fairy

tale and tragedy, and a wave of
anger against the media she had by

More on Diana, Pages 2,

3

turns courted and abused.

Diana, 36, (tied with millionaire

companion Dodi Al Fayed with

whom she had dined at the Ritz

hotel in Paris.

Their Mercedes-Benz car,

chased by paparazzi on motor-

bikes, hit a concrete post in a road

tunnel by the River Seine.

Diana's two sisters accompanied
Charles to collect the body.

Their plane touched down under

grey skies at the Northolt military

airport just outside London some
1 8 hours after the accident

See DIANA, Page 4

PRIVATE BANKING
Because No Two Clients Are Alike

Prince Charles, accompanied by French President Jacques Chirac (rear) and Princess Diana’s sis-

ter Lady Jane Fellows, leaves the Salpetriere Hospital in Paris where Diana died. (Ream)

COMMENT

Hounded to death:

Amodem legend

01007064

By THOMAS O’DWYER

She rose beyond celebrity to

become a myth. In her death,

Diana, Princess of Wales, will

become a tragic legend, a Grcek-

style heroine consumed by that

which she was nourished by.

Our modem world has little time

for mythology, tuned instead to

the media babble of those who

would become legends in their

own lunchtime. Soap opera

instead of opera.

That does not mean the modem
world has lost the need for that

myth and legend that gave our

forefathers a heroic aiming point

they maybe could never reach, but

always could strive for.
. ^

The signs were there yesterday

dialancient myth-creation was again

at wark, helping a stunned world to

'understand what has happened.

Diana’s new beau, Dodi Fayed had

produced die Oscar-winning British

movie Chariots of Fire* He left die

world in a chariot of death. The car

hit the 13th pillar in the Seine tunneL

Diana’s brother had always said

the press would kin her in the end,

and the lovers died fleeing from

their relentless demons.

See HOUNDED, Page 4

Important Notice to

Jerusalem Post Readers

In. order to Improve service to our readers,

The Jerusalem Post is revamping Its

distribution system, if, during the transition

period, you experienceeny problems with

home delivery, please call us at
]

177-022-2278 or 02-5315610
YOUR STATE OF THE ART BANK
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DEATH OF A PRINCESS Monday, September 1,1997 The Jerusalem Post

Princess Di
July 1, 1961 -

Aug. 31, 1997

August 22 - Diana began third
1 Fa

'

am! final holiday with A1 Fayed in

die Mediterranean.

August 31 - Diana killed in car
crush with A I Fayed. Reuters

A fairy-tale princess for the ages
By DAVID VON MEHLE

July 1, 1961 - Bom into aristo-

cratic family, third of four children

of Lord and Lady Althorp.

Early years: Diana brought up

at her father's house on the royal

estate at Sandringham in eastern

England and .the family home of

Althorp. in the English Midlands.

1969 - Marriage of-Diana’s par-

ents dissolved. Her father won

battle for custody of children.

School days: Educated at West

Heath, a boarding school in south-

ern England, and a finishing

school in" Switzerland Helped to

run a nursery in London on leav-

ins school.

1977 - Met Prince Charles at

Althorp. Charles, courting her

elder sister Sarah, had been invit-

ed to the house to join a shooting

nartv.

February 24, 1981

Encasement to Charles announced

jiilv 29, 1981 - Charles. Prince

of Wales and heir to the British

throne, married Lady Diana

Spencer in a sumptuous ceremony

at St. Paul's Cathedral in London.

June 21, 1982 - First child bom,

William Arthur Philip Louis,

known as Wills. Diana suffered

post-natal depression.

September 15, 1984 - Second

child bom. Henry Charles Albeit

David, known as Hany.

1985 - First reports of difficul-

ties in royal marriage.

1986 - Charles renewed his rela-

tionship with Camilla Parker

Bowles, a woman he later referred

to as “the love of his life".

Diana developed slimming dis-

order bulimia nervosa. Royal cou-

ple continued public duties, but in

private they were soon leading

separate lives.

June 1992 - Diana— Her True

Story by tabloid reporter Andrew
Monon published. Diana cooper-

ated, through friends, in the writ-

ing of the took which showed her

trapped in a loveless marriage and

attempting suicide to attract

Charles's attention.

August 25, 15192 - Newspapers
published excerpts of a taped tele-

phone conversation between
Diana and James Gilby, who
called her “Squidgy" and told her

repeatedly that he loved her.

December 9, 1992 - Prime
Minister John Majorannounced in

Parlitvment the couple’s formal

separation.

September 1994 - Princess In

Love by Anna Pasternak pub-
lished. telling of an affair between

Diana and handsome cavalry offi-

cer James Hewitt
November 20, 1995 - Princess

of Wales gave television inter-

view in which she admitted adul-

tery with Hewitt and said she

doubted Charles' ability to handle

(he responsibility of being king.

December 20, 1995
Buckingham Palace confirmed
Queen Elizabeth had written to

Charles and Diana urging them to

divorce.

December 30, 1995 - Prime
Minister Major assured Diana of a

major role in public life despite

the prospect of divorce.
February 28, 1996 - Diana

agreed to the request for a divorce,

calling it the saddest day of her life.

July 12 - Charles and Diana

agreed on divorce terms. Diana
was to get a reported £17 million

million) settlement, but was
stripped of the title "Her Royal
Highness".

July 15 - London court granted

Charles and Diana a decree nisi,

the first stage in a quick divorce,

on the grounds that they had been

separated for more than two years.

August 28 - Charles and Diana
granted a decree absolute ending

their 15-year marriage.

April I, 1997 - Diana involved

in scuffle with photographer out-

side gymnasium as she asks a

passer-by to snatch film from
photographer's camera
July 18 - Prince Charles hosted

glittering 50th birthday party for

mistress Camilla Parker Bowles.
August 7 - First media repons

that Diana had found a new love -

Dodi Al Fayed.

Her adult life was never really
her own.

Diana, Princess of Wales, was
barely past adolescence when she
shouldered the world's fairy-tale

dreams, and by the time she died
of injuries suffered in a car wreck
in Paris early yesterday morning,
she had endured years in the
media spotlight as the British
monarchy eroded.
She was 36.

it is possible that on some dis-
tant steppe or desert there are peo-
ple who never saw a picture of the
world’s most photographed
woman.
Bui it was not for lack of trying

by the celebrity-fueled press that
has come- to girdle the globe. Nor
was it for lack of glamor on the
pan of Diana Spencer.

Her face was instantly recogniz-
able - especially in her iconic
pose: her chin cast shyly down-
ward, while her eyes caught the

camera from beneath her golden
bangs.

Through years of palace turmoil
that ran like a soap opera in tire

tabloids - while doing serious

damage to the institution of
England's royal family - she
remained highly popular.

She was widely judged a good
mother to her two sons, William,
the future king, and Harry. She
and her sons were photographed at

school, with ponies, on ski slopes

and gamboling in parks. Those
with long memories recalled that

she was a child-care worker before

she became a royal.

And she was widely praised for

her charitable works, most recent-

ly as a proponent of a worldwide
ban on land mines.

It was this crusade that took her
recently to Bosnia, but by the time

she arrived she was once again in

the middle of a press frenzy.

She had found love - that was
the latest turn in her remarkable
story. Early in August, the British

tabloids that lived and died by the

latest Diana tidbits had broken a

significant new scoop.

The princess was seen aboard

the $32 million yacht of contro-

versial London businessman

Mohammed Fayed, in the compa-
ny ofhis son, Dodi.

And Diana was “telling friends"

- tabloid code for speaking to

reporters- about a new love in her

life.

Dodi Fayed was “the man who
will take me out of one world and
into another," Diana was quoted

as saying, “I trust him." Fayed,

42, also was killed along with

Diana in a car crash in a tunnel

Princess Diana chats with Mirzeta Gabelic, a 15-year-old Bosnian Moslem landmine victim, on August 10 in Sarajevo, where Diana was on a visit to the region as

part ofher campaign against landmines. <AP)

along the Seine. Her driver may
have been trying to elude photog-

raphers chasing them.

Big as Di’s romance was else-

where. it is hard to put into non-

British terms what a spectacular

story it was for England.

Mohammed Fayed, father of

Dodi, is perhaps as near an oppo-
site as one could find to Diana’s

former in-laws. Dodi Fayed was
the only son of tire Egyptian entre-

preneur who swept onto the

British stage about the time Diana
was marrying Prince Charles and
grabbed some of the nation's

proudest possessions.

He bought Harrods Ltd..

London's greatest department
store, and more recently acquired a

leasehold on the Paris home of the

duke and duchess of Windsor, and
will auction off the contents next

month at Sotheby’s. (The duke of-

Windsor, uncle to Queen Elizabeth

II, starred in his own amazing
palace tale, abdicating the throne

to many an American divorcee.)

It had begun with such spectacle

and seeming perfection.. Diana,

daughter of an earl, was the pic-

ture ofdie fairy-tale princess when
she walked down the aisle of Sl
Paul's Cathedral in a white gown

with a train pooled behind her on
the scarlet carpet.

The archbishop of Canterbury

performed her marriage to Charles

Philip Arthur George, Prince of
Wales, until then the world’s most
eligible bachelor.

New Zealand’s great soprano

Kiri Te Kanawa serenaded her.

She rode away in a horse-drawn

carnage enclosed in glass.

And for a time the Buckingham
Palace script played out nicely.

Charles and Diana - people felt

so fond of them they called them
Chuck and Di - were seen walking

on the moors at Balmoral, posing

on tire slopes at Gstaad, reviewing

troops at Buckingham Palace.

The early years of their marriage

may, in the eyes of history, be seen

as a last triumph for the House of
Windsor, the monarchy that has

been both a symbol of England’s

glories as its empire withered and

a cash cow for the nation's tourist

trade.

For as Diana’s marriage crum-
bled, the stature of the royal fami-

ly went with iL A biography of
Diana by British journalistAndrew
Morton detailed a loveless mar-
riage and a suicidal princess. Soon,
the British papers were buzzing

with royal intimacies snatched

from mobile telephones.

The royal saga will continue -

recently the archbishop of

Canterbury, the senior clergyman

in the Church of England,

expressed strong reservations at the

idea of a remarried king at tire head

of the nation's official church.

Her death will supply another

ocean of headlines1
, tell-all books

and television interviews. Perhaps

all of it will one day give the

world Diana as she really was
More likely, though, she has dis-

appeared forever into the myths of

time. (The Washington Post)

World leaders mourn her death SCHOOL
Continued from Page 1

Reactions from world leaders poured in yes-

terday following Princess Diana’s death.

US President Bill Clinton said he and his

wife Hillary were “profoundly saddened" by

her death. “Hillary and I knew Princess Diana

and we were very fond of her. We are pro-

foundly saddened by this tragic event. Our
thoughts and prayers tonight are with her fam-

ily, friends, and especially her children,”

Clinton said in a statement issued shortly after

Diana’s death.

In Australia, Prime Minister John Howard
expressed shock and said the thoughts of many
Australians would be with the two young sons

she left behind.

Howard said the crash had ended “the life of
a person who held a particular fascination for

many people around the world."

In Russia, there were no widespread demon-
strations of grief, but some mourners did lay

flowers outside the British Embassy in

Moscow and President Boris Yeltsin “took to

heart” Diana’s death, an aide said.

German President Roman Herzog
expressed dismay at her sudden death".

Herzog sent his condolences in a telegram to

Queen Elizabeth. “...With her personal
charisma, her courage and above all her
impressive engagement in an array ofhuman-
itarian causes she won over the people in our

country."

World leaders were almost unanimous in

expressing similar sentiments, although Iran

took die opportunity to lash out once again at

the West. Government-run television

announced her death in a news bulletin, saying:

“One of the elements of moral disgrace in the

British court has been killed in a car accident in

France.

Diana and Prince Charles separated from
each other some time ago following a sensa-
tional saga of corruption and moral disgrace."

the announcer said, reacting against a back-
ground of film clips of Diana in an item that

lasted less than 30 seconds. (News agencies)

Harrods heir’s love affair

with Diana shocked UK
By ROBERT WOODWARD

LONDON (Reuter) - Dodi Al
Fayed was the son of one of

Britain's most controversial men
and his love affair with the coun-

try's most famous woman.
Princess Diana, shocked and fas-

cinated the world.

Al Fayed, 41, was definitely not

pan of the British establishment

which Diana felt had so badly let

her down during her 15 years

In deep sorrow we announce the passing of our dearest

LILY SANDER ?”t
of London

Mourned by her brothers and children,

Ptf Fuel, Jonathan and MteftwIWalL
Geraldine Frenkel and Judy Cohen,
Alan, DavM and JuBan Sander
Grandchildren and great -grandchildren

Shiva at Wait 7 Rehov Dan. Baka, Jerusalem 02-672-2488

married to heir to the throne

Prince Charles.

A film producer of Egyptian
descent with a string of flashy

girlfriends and a love of the good
life Al Fayed was about as far

away from the ascetic, serious

Charles as it is possible to get
But this summer romance

straight from the pages of pulp fic-

tion turned to a Greek tragedy in

the early hours oF yesterday morn-
ing.

Since her long drawn-out,

painful divorce from Charles,

finalized 12 months ago last week,
Diana had been carefiil not to to
caught with any male companions,

apparently keen to douse down
media interest in her every move.
But hardly a day has gone by

this month without pictures of

Dodi canoodling with Diana
appearing in British newspapers.
Al Fayed, a rotund man with a

ready smile, appeared to enjoy
Diana’s company as much as she
enjoyed his.

“We relaxed... we had a good
time,” Al Fayed said after one
holiday. “We are very good
friends"

Al Fayed, the family's eldest

son, grew up in Egypt and was
educated in Switzerland. His
mother, Samira, was the sister of
billionaire Adnan Kasboggi.

Mohammed Al Fayed has

repeatedly dashed with British

authorities, who have refused his

requests for a British passport and

publicly attacked his business
methods.

He contributed to the election

With great sorrow we announce the passing, on Saturday,

August 30, of our beloved husband, father and grandfather

Rabbi Dr. JOSEPH BABAD
direct descendent of the Minchos Chinuch, Dean of

Students, Faculty Bet Midrash Letorah, Skokie, Illinois,

Shiva at 4 Rehov Sorotzkln, Jerusalem

The Babad, Brucksteln and Morduchowftz Families

In deep sorrow and profound grief we announce the

untimely death of our beloved husband,
father and grandfather

Ambassador ZV1 BROSH tt

Hie funeral will leave today, Monday, September 1 , 1997,

at 1 p.m.from the Gival Shaul Funeral Parior.

Shiva at the house of the deceased, 10 Hazon Zion St.,

Bert Hakerem, Jerusalem.

Audrey
Liora

Oded, liana, Taml.Yael and Gil.

defeat of the Conservative govern-
ment in the May 1 election with
allegations he had paid senior
Conservatives to ask questions for

him in parliament

Dodi’s family life had been
touched repeatedly by tragedy.

Both Samira, who separated

from his father just months after

Dodi’s birth, and his grandmother
died young. Samira's second hus-

band died in a car crash as did his

stepfather and an aum.

After a short stint in a military

college, he became an attache in

the United Arab Emirates embassy
in London.

But Al Fayed wanted a faster

pace of life and moved to

Hollywood, where he used the

family's vast fortune to produce or
co-produce films like the Oscar-
winning Chariots of Fire and
Hook.
He had houses in London, Los

Angeles and New York, loved fast

cars and had the nut of a number
of yachts. His father's business
empire contained the Harrods lux-
ury store in London.
A frequenter of nightclubs, Al

Fayed was linked romantically
with several Hollywood stars

before meeting Diana.

After his liaison with Diana
became public knowledge, a
model, Kelly Fisher, claimed he
had said he wanted a baby with her
and had promised to marry her.

She claimed that Al Fayed had
shuttled between her and Diana
during one of their Mediterranean
holidays.

The committee called on the

prime minister to redirect NIS
270 million budgeted by the

Finance Ministry to restoring cuts

made in school hours, even if it

means delaying implementation

of a longer school day in some
areas.

Committee .chairman Emanuel
Zissmann and representatives of
parties in the dispute closeted

themselves in Zissmann’s office

for about 90 minutes.

Afterwards, Histadrut Teachers
Union Secretary-General
Avraham Ben-Shabbat emerged
from Zissmann’s office, saying he
had initialed an agreement with
the Education Ministry director-

general.

The agreement said that

1 )The 70,000 hours which were
cut by order of the director-gener-

al's directive from April 1 997 will

be replaced immediately.
2) As of tomorrow, September

1. all teachers dismissed as a
result of these cuts will return to

work.

Ben-Shabbat explained that

returning teachers to work auto-
matically required restoring cut
classroom hours so that they
would have enough work.

It took until later last night for

an agreement to be reached
between the government and the

Secondary Schools Teachers
Association Association chairman
Ran Erez restoring 500 teachers

to the system.

National Parents Association
officials at first appeared disap-

pointed by the agreements, but

later Moshe Sheinfeld. an
Association leader, said they

decided to go ahead and support

the opening of the school year.

Sheinfeld warned however, that

the Association would monitor
whether the agreements were
being implemented.

In trying to spur the teachers
toward reaching agreement.
Education Minister Zevulun
Hammer told the Knesset com-
mittee at die start of the meeting:

“I see our problem in guarantee-
ing... that the standard classroom
hours not be hurt. This is the main
point: that the child not return
home from school a moment
sooner than he did last year.”

“It’s all a matter of trust,”

Hammer said.

In Ashdod, 11 secondary
schools will not open today
because of a dispute over a

municipality plan to try to create

three special classes of advanced
Russian immigrant pupils,

opposed by the Secondary School
Teachers Association as 'racism,’’

according to an association
spokeswoman.

In Herzliya, there may be dis-

ruptions in the opening of the

school year.

The ORT schools in Hatzor and
Carmiel will also not open after

the technological track there was
abandoned.
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Princess Diana and Dodi Fayed walk along the French Riviera
resort of St. Tropez on August 22. (&*«»)

The people’s princess

ByMCHALYUPELMAK

“Wouldn't it have been great if

fairy tales were for real. But you
know as well as the rest of os that

happy endings don'tjust ride in on
the wind."

That was a message sent last

year to Princess Diana by one of

her tens of thousands of fans on
one of the many Internet web sites

devoted to her.

It's theme, prophetic in hind-

sight, could be heard yesterday in

streets as far away from her homo-
land as Tel Aviv.

Diana's tragic end transcended

borders and cultures,, and Israel

was no exception.-.- • ...

Everyone seemed to be mourn-
ing the death ofDiana. Sad Israelis

talked of her grace, beauty and
charm, echoing Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu's apt

telegram of condolence to the

British people.

Both morning talk programs.
Another Matter and It's All Talk

dealt almost exclusively with

Lady Di, her life, and the media’s

disreputable role in her unexpect-

ed death.

Israel Radio's evening show
Someone To Talk To kept up the

coverage.

The BBC World Service report-

ed people in Jerusalem “as

stunned as anywhere in the world
- surprising in a country so occu-

pied with its own problems."

In Gaza, Suha Arafat said “I did-

n’t know her personally, but I felt

close to her because of our similar

humanitarian concerns. She was a

victim of journalists. It's too late

now, but I hope they've learned

their lesson”
The former nursery school

teacher had fired women's imagi-

nations everywhere when she real-

ized the Cinderella fairy tale and
married the prince.

But the fairy tale indeed was not

to have a happy ending. The
princess got divorced and fled the

palace. Yet surprisingly her popu-

larity just grew and grew until she

became a cultural heroine and an

icon.

She was indeed “a princess of
the people ” as Britain’s Prime
Minister Tony Blair called her yes-

terday.

World television networks CNN
and BBC devoted hours of straight

broadcasting to the accident, from
Saturday night and all through
yesterday. The British nation stood

still. Even America went into

shock.

In Tel Aviv the British Embassy
was closed as usual on Sunday, but

Nick Kopaloff, die public relations

director ofJ1A, an organization for

British immigrants, said “every-

one is in a profound sense of
shock over Diana’s death."

“It's almost
,
like .she wanted to

die," die young owner of a watch
store in Dizengoff Center said.

“Shewas rick and tired ofthis life."

“From die moment she married

that Prince Charles she didn’t have

a minute’s peace, not one
moment’s happiness,” an older

woman in the store responded.

“Lady Di was a tragic heroine:

she had a self-destructive streak

which drove her to it,” said a for-

eign correspondent
But Thlma Admon, Ma’ariv’s

literary editor, had. a different the-

ory: "She was up against bigger,

stronger forces. She didn’t have a

chance from the start Her death

reminds me of the fete of Marilyn

Monroe - a female victim in a

man’s world. When she finally

found a man who could envelop

her with care and provide for her

needs, she was brutally killed."

Her dominant qualities - com-
passion, empathy, beauty and
grace - are irrelevant in this life,

with its murderous pace, said

Admon. “Her success in picking

up the pieces of her life and

becoming independent and popu-

lar just weren't enough.

“Even finding a path into peo-

ple's hearts proved insufficient.

Today it is all about power,

money, control. That includes the

moral codes of today's society,

which enabled those paparazzi to

hound her,” Admon said.

“Diana didn’t have what it takes,

and it killed her."
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Paparazzi craze not Israeli - yet
Celebrity-hunting photographers, the

paparazzi, will - as a result of the acci-
dent that killed Princess Diana yesterday
- inevitably come under fierce criticism

the world over.

Although Israel does not have a large

corps of paparazzi who stake out celebri-

ties for candid, preferably compromising,
pictures, it does have an extremely
aggressive photo press corps that has
caused discomfort for more than one
celebrity.

No less a paparazzi target than Arnold
Schwarzenegger told photographers dur-
ing a July 1995 visit that he had “never
seen more aggressive journalists” any-
where in the world.

The same year, rock star Sinead
O'Connor attacked two photographers
taking pictures of her leaving the the

Church of the Holy Sepulcher She broke
their cameras, and tore one man’s shin.
Madonna, during her concert tour here in

1993, cussed out photographers wailing
for her as she left the Church of Nativity,

and her bodyguards reportedly slashed

the tires of waiting photographers.

The most serious incident, however,
came in the summer of 1 993, when Elton
John left the country a few hours after

arriving, citing harassment by photogra-

phers.

In London, John's press people
released a statement saying that even as
he was driving back to the airport, “he
was followed and harassed by aggressive

photographers on motorbikes on the

highway itself, thus causing danger to
other traffic. To ensure safety and good
order, it was decided that Elton John
should leave the country."

Brian Headier, a press photographer
here since 1 984, did not mince words in

criticizing the behavior of some Israeli

photographers.

“Sometimes the way the Israel press
behaves is pretty disgusting," he said.

“They will do anything to get a picture,

paparazzi or not. They have no problems
sticking cameras in the faces of people at

relatives' graves:"
Hendler said the aggressiveness in

Israel has gotten worse with the intensi-

fying competition between Yediot

Aharonoi and Ma’ariv. “If Yediot has the

picture, Ma’ariv has to get it This type

of competition means anything goes," he

said

David Rubinger, winner of the 1997

Israel Prize for photography and a photo-

jouraalist here for some 50 years, said

“celebrity hunting is sheer digging into

the privacy of human beings who have

nothing to do with me. I think it is wrong.

Celebrities have every right to privacy.

What it boils down to is good taste, noth-

ing else"

Rubinger said the blame, however,

rests not only with the photographers, but

mainly with newspaper editors who pay

"outrageous prices" for the pictures.

“Thankfully in Israel we have not sunk

to the level of the paparazzi, but I am not

sure that the fierce competition between

the paper; here will not bring us to that

situation," he said.

Rubinger sees no parallel between pho-

tographing people in the privacy of their

grief at a cemetery, and stalking celebri-
ties and photographing them in the priva-
cy of their summer homes or on yachts in

Europe.

“Il is not the same type of bad taste,"

Rubinger said. "This country mourns
people everyday, people who supposedly
fell for the nation. The grief of that fam-
ily is not private grief, nobody is sure
they won’t be in same situation tomor-
row. This grief is a national disaster.”

Nati Shohat. one of the partners of
Flash 90, a photo agency that services

most of the country’s dailies, defended
Israeli photographers, saying that they
were not like paparazzi because they do
nor ambush people, and that the person
being photo§raphed always knows that

their picture is being taken.

Furthermore, Shohat said, pictures of

Israeli celebrities in compromising poses
are nonexistent

“When have you ever seen a picture of

Shlomo Artzi in the nude, or in an
embrace,” he said. "There is no market

for that here."
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Israel, Jordan sign airport pact

The Jordanian and Israeli transport ministers, Bassem Sakker (left) and Yitzhak Levy, shake hands alter the signing of a memo-
randum for the joint use ofAkaba Airport. (ap>

PM: We differ

with US
on security

By HAIM SHAPIRO

Israel and Jordan put a high pro-

file on an agreement signing yester-

day to land a trial run of Israeli

planes at Akaba Airport, with each

country sending a minister to the

ceremony.

The -reason was not hard to find.

At a time-when the peace process is

at a virtual standstill on all fronts,

the agreement marked a small, but

perceivable step towards coopera-

tion.

“It is the only show in town,'* said

an Israeli official at the airport who

asked not to be identified.

The memcrandum. whose signing

was delayed over disagreements

about how to handle security for

Israeli passengers, was signed by

Transport Ministry Director-

General Nahum Langenfeal and

Captain Jasser ZayyaL die head of

Jordanian Civil Aviation.

But their bosses. Transport

Minister Yitzhak Levy and

Jordanian Transport Minister

Bassem Sakker, were on hand for a

news conference.

Levy said that Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu and Jordan's

King Hussein had set a date for the

signing, forcing negotaitors to meet

a deadline.

He said the memorandum pro-

vides for passengers flying to Eilat

to land at the Akaba airfield and be

taken by bus to the Eilat Airport ter-

minal, for customs and border con-

trol.

Israeli security guards will escort

the buses to and from Israel, while

joint Israeli-Jordanian teams will

handle security in Akaba, Levy said.

The degree of Jordanian sensitivi-

ty to having Israelis handle security

in their country was palpable. A
Jordanian journalist asked Sakker

what would happen if an aimed
Israeli were to attack Jordanians.

“We are working on this as a joint

project There will be security for

both sides," Sakker told her.

Currently the flights will be han-

dled by Arkia and El A! Airlines

from Tel Aviv’s Sde Dov Airport or

Ben-Gurion Airport, but not from
Jerusalem’s Alarot Airport, which
Jordan doesn't recognize.

Even yesterday's flight carrying
Levy and an entourage of officials

and journalists touched down at

Ben-Gurion before continuing on to

Akaba.
Transport ministry officials said

that the flights would begin with a
few a week and would gradually

increase in number over a four-

month trial period.

If the project succeeds, Levy said,

Israel will build a terminal on its

side of the border, next to fee Akaba
landing field.

Levy said the area could attract

hundreds of thousands of tourists.

Sakker said that joint use of the air-

port was part of Jordan's plans to

aim Akaba into a regional center.

It was a little unclear whether pas-

sengers bound for EQat would have

fee option of heading to Jordan

rather than Israel.

Levy said passengers could

choose to visit either country, while

other Israeli officials said they

would have to enter Israel.

By JAY BUSflMSKT

Prime Minister Binyamin

Netanyahu indicated yesterday

to the cabinet that his concept of

security was different than that

of US Secretary of State

Madeleine Albright, who visits

next week.
. .

After the cabinet session, minis-

ters in charge of security affairs

meeting behind closed doors

decided to gradually ease a closure

of fee West Bank and Gaza Strip

imposed after the July 30

Mahaneh Yehuda bombing. They

resolved to follow the situation on

a day-to-day basis.

Briefing fee cabinet on his latest

telephone conversations with

Albright. Netanyahu charged feat

the Palestinian Authority has not

fulfilled promises to crack down
on terrorism.

Ad authoritative source noted

that two Palestinians suspected of

being behind bus bombings in

Jerusalem and Tel Aviv in

February and March last year,

have not been arrested.

The suspects were identified as

Mohammed Deif and Mohieddin

Sharaf. and dubbed successors to

the late so-called engineer or

Hamas bomb mastermind, Yehia

Ayash.
Albright evidently believes suf-

ficient progress has been made on
fee critical security issue to justify

her trip. She had told

Washington's National Press Club

on Aug. 7 that she would head to

fee Middle East provided progress

was made on security issues.

The source said that since efforts

made to step up security contacts

with the Palestinians after the

Mahaneh Yehuda bombing, there

has been only “spot cooperation,"

mainly to prevent attacks just

before or during the Albright visit.

“There is a conflict" between the

US and Israel on the terrorist prob-

lem, the source continued.

Albright is due in Israel Sept. 10

for two days of talks.

In deciding to ease the closure,

ministers left it in the IDF’s hands

to decide at what raw they would

increase the number of

Palestinians they let through

roadblocks, Israel Radio report-

ed.

Netanyahu denied to the cabinet

feat his attorney. Yitzhak Molcho,

had drawn up a compromise on

fee Har Homa and settlement

issue.

Infrastructure Minister Ariel

Sharon wasn't at fee meeting as he .

was convalescing from a tom ten-

don he sustained on his farm this

weekend.

The cabinet also approved an

agreement wife Uzbekistan to fur-

ther cultural, scientific and educa-

tional cooperation, and an accord

with Moldova to waive visa

requirements for diplomatic pass-

port holders.

The issue of the missing

Yemenite children was also raised

but a full discussion was post-

poned for another meeting.

HOUNDED
Continued from Page 1

And so on, went fee myth
weavers, as they did after JFK.

Most heroes of yore were men. It

is to fee credit of fee 1990s feat the

world's two most genuinely famous

people have been women— Mother
Teresa, fee saint, and Diana, fee peo-

ple's princess.

All men love a beautiful woman
— feat is not unusual. What was
new about Diana was that she

became fee beautiful woman that

A-omen too could love and admire

and, for a change, even identify wife.

No ever-after

Every little girl's favorite fairy tale

has always been Cinderella. Diana

heard fee fairy talk and walked the

fairy walk. And then she lived its

raw sexist fallacies, and somehow
struggled on to create a post-mod-

em, post happy-ever-after fairy tale

for a fascinated world.

She was fee icon for fee '90s

woman. She showed women feat

even if you grow up and many a

prince in a palace, life could be as

unfair, wretched and insecure as if

you married a drunken redneck. The
young “Shy Di” who just wanted “to

be a good wife” lost fee prince, fee

palace, fee chance to beconv queen

of England. She settled instead to be
“fee queen of people's hearts.”

Although she didn't exactly come
from a peasant's cottage, Diana’s

background was middle-class mod-
est. At six she heard the sound feat

haunted her for life - her mother's

departing footsteps when her par-

ents* marriage broke up.

She had a mediocre education and
found work in child-care. It was fee

path of a million nice little English

girls of no great talent wailing for

Mr. Right to arrive.

Frog mode
What did arrive was a right royal

Mr. Wrong. AJI at once she seemed
to have everything—money, clothes,

two sons, palaces, even a throne in

the offing. But what about happi-

ness? Wasn't that part of the Prince

Charming deal?

Not any more. The prince reverted

to frog mode. The marriage, said

Diana, was “a bit crowded" wife

Camilla Parker-Bowles there too.

She became hysterical bulimic, ever

more humiliated. She and the world
heard from a bugged phone feat fee

prince of Wales would rather be his

mistress's tampon titan Diana’s hus-

band And when at last she too suc-

cumbed to an extra-marital affair,

that handsome bounder also turned

out to be a rat who sold her intimacy

for a bagful of money.
No wonder women around the

world winced and cried for her. This

was no longer the fairy tale but The
Wives’ Tale, writ large and ugly and
familiar. Even a beautiful woman
can be cruelly abandoned by her

husband
Enor^h already

But Diana began fee long march

back to dignity, inspiring feat brand

of '90s woman who at last has

enough of all fee crap. Supported by
her love for her two boys, she

worked out. stepped out and finally

recognized that her heart, not her

head was her greatest asset

When she feiew herself into chari-

ty work, it was not another “angle".

This was fee Diana the dedicated

nursery teacher grown up at last

When she hugged an Aids patient

and joked “there is no known risk

factor in a hug” she did more to

change British public attitudes to the

disease in five minutes than five

years of government awareness

campaigns had done.

The charity Help the Aged reported

her patronage increased their income

fourfold in one year She adopted caus-

es no other celeb would touch wife a

barge pole and touched diem wife the

magic wand ofmedia attention.

Who ever heard of the anti-land

mines campaign before Diana

walked among the minefields and

the maimed in Angola and Bosnia as

the cameras swarmed around her

and die crippled children?

Live by the sword, die by the

sword. Diana charmed and wooed
the celebrity-hungry media when
she needed public sympathy for her-

selfor support for her hopeless caus-

es. Yet die loathed and feared them
and only last week said she would

flee Britain because of them, were it

not for her sons.

Her fears were prophetic. It is a

day when we in the mote respectable

branches of the media must stand up

and condemn this monster that has

grown in out midst - the paparazzi

hyena pack.

We cannot even say that Diana

died in dignity. She literally was
hounded to death by the yelping

pack, rabid in their money-frenzy, as

they continued to snap and flash at

the crushed bodies in fee car.

Journalism has at last sunk as low

as it cun in the cesspit to become a

pack ofugly men hounding a beauti-

ful woman to death. The profession

has stepped on its own publicity land

mine and is maimed.
It will take more than the myth of

fee princess to purge its shame.
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Fourth brushfire victim buried Erekat sends

letter saying

redeployment due

By BATSHEVA TSW and Win

Hundreds of mourners attended
fee burial yesterday of 19-year-

old SL-SgL Oren Zarif, one of the

four soldiers killed in a brushfire

while on active duty in south
Lebanon.

MK Efraim Sneh, a neighbor of
the Zarifs in Herzliya, eulogized

Zarif as a hero, thanking him "for

what you were, for whaTyou did."

Sneh heaped praises on Zarif

and his army buddies serving in

Lebanon.
“You don’t ask ‘until when?’ or

'when will this be over?* Up there

you grit your teeth, wipe away
your rears of sweat, get briefed

and then wait until dark to head to

fee wadi, whether the one that

burned or any other wadi, simply
for fee sake of protecting your
home," Sneh said.

SL-SgL Zarifs funeral had been
delayed so an uncle who was
abroad could attend.

President Ezer Weizman visited

the families of the other three fall-

en soldiers from last Thursday’s

tragedy, who were buried on
Friday.

At the home"of SgL Shimon
Yadag, 21, in Sderot, Weizman
assessed that Israel would have
to continue fighting in Lebanon
until there were peace talks with

Syria.

Weizman praised Yadag.
“Shimon was a hero. I heard this

from his commanders," he said.

Yadag. an Ethiopian immigrant
who lost his father in Ethiopia,

had volunteered to stay on with
his unit over the weekend
although he was entitled to a

monthly leave.

Relatives said Yadag never told

them be was serving in Lebanon
so they wouldn’t worry about
him.

Earlier Weizman visited the

family of a third soldier, SL-SgL
Ro’i Shukrun. of Jerusalem.

Shuknm's grandfather was a bat-

talion commander in the Golani

brigade in the 1960‘s, and
Weizman recalled that he was
oustanding. Both Shukrun ’s par-

ents also served in Golani.

His mother told of how Ro’i,

who wanted to become a doctor,

had volunteered to serve in a com-
bat uniL

In Or Akiva, Weizman visited

the home of SgL Oshri Schwartz,
who died in the fire at age 1 9. He
too had volunteered for Golani,

after cajoling his mother to sign

permission for him to do combat
duty. Her first husband was killed

in the Yom Kippur War.

ByJONIiBiAHUEL

The chief Palestinian negotiator.

Saeb Erekat, sent a letter to Cabinet

secretary Dan Naveh yesterday

explaining (bat Israel is “due" to

undertake a further redeployment
from fee West Bank by next Sunday.

David Bar-Dlan, policy adviser to

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu, said Israel’s agreement
with the Palestinians does not spec-

ify a date for a second withdrawal,

but only for a final withdrawal, by
August next year.

In this, Bar-Dan is correctsince fee

Hebron protocol overrode the previ-

ousagreements, and set March 1997
as fee date for the first withdrawal.

In a letter attached to fee protocol

signedby then US Secretary of State
Wiiren Christopher it was stated that

“all three phases of the further rede-

ployments should be completed
within 12* months from the imple-

mentation of fee first phase of fee

further redeployment but not later

than mid-1998/’

This means that while the first

weekof September would be the pre-

ferred midway target date for the sec-

ond withdrawal, six months after the

fust withdrawal in fee first week of

March this year, and six months from

the target date for fee third withdraw-

al, it is not obligatory. The midway
point between March and die com-
pulsory third withfeawal date. August

1998, is November. Even December
or January could be considered rea-

sonable since no specific second
withdrawal date is mentioned.

In His letter Erekat relates that fee

"implemention is due on September
7." But he speaks more radically on
the Interim agreement which still

stands concerning fee content of the

required redeployment
The Palestinian Authority rejected

fee first redeployment in March
because Israel offered 7% from area

B. but only 2 percent of area C.
Erekat quotes from the Interim

tOslo 2 > agreement to show that

redeployment is specifically from
area C. Transfer from area B to Ais
described as “transfer of internal

security responsibility." Transfer of
land from area C is described as

"further redployments.”

Levy off to Canada tomorrow
By JAY BUSMHSKY

Foreign Minister David Levy leaves tomorrow on a
quick trip to Canada in advance of US Secretary of
State Madeleine Albright’s visit here on September
10.

He is expected to tell Prime Minister Jean Chretien
of Israel’s interest in working with Albright to move

the peace process forward, a ministry spokesman
said.

Levy’s first stop will be Toronto for the dedication
of a synagogue and educational center for Canada's
Sephardic Jewish communities.
He will deliver fee keynote speech at fee ceremony

which is expected to be attended by about 2,000 peo-
ple.

DIANA
Continued from Page 1

British Prime Minister Tony
Blair was waiting at the airport.

Diana's coffin, draped in the

Royal standard, was carried to a
hearse by eight pall-bearers in a

low-key, silent ceremony dis-

turbed only by fee wind.

Diana's death brought calls for

curbs on intrusion into the privacy

of celebrities.

Earl Spencer, Diana’s brother,

said he always believed the press

would kill his sister. He declared

feat every proprietor and editor to

have paid for “exploitative" pho-
tographs of her “has blood on his

hands today".

The beauty that captivated mil-
lions endured in death.

“She wanted to die beautiful...

her face was preserved," said a
witness who saw Diana dead in a

room at Paris's Salpetriere

Hospital.

French surgeons had desperately

tried to save her life, opening her
shattered chest to sew a ruptured

vein and massage her failed heart.

But at 4 a.ra. Paris time they con-
ceded defeat and told the world
the terrible news.
Charles, whose -15-year mar-

riage to Diana ended in divorce

last year, woke their sons, fee

princes William, 15, and Harry,

12, at fee royal estate in Balmoral,

Scotland, to break fee news of

their mother's death.

The boys were devoted to their

mother and were her only happy
reminders of her attachment to the

royal family.

AJ Fayed, heir to a business

empire that includes Harrods store

in London and the Ritz in Paris,

died in the wreck of the car which
was crumpled like an accordion.

So did fee driver, a Ritz security

guard. A bodyguard was injured.

Police held seven press photogra-

phers at fee scene and investigat-

ed the crash as a possible case of

manslaughter.

Diana and A1 Fayed, 41, had
been the focus of a media frenzy

for weeks since photographs
showed them embracing on a

Mediterranean holiday. It

appeared Diana, fee world’s most
photographed women, had finally

found a man who had taught her to

love again.

The death of the woman who
said die wanted to be "Queen of
People’s Hearts" provoked a wave
of grief around the globe.

But Britons’ grief for Diana was
tinged with anger against a media
that was held to have hounded her
- “Bastards” screamed a motorist

at photographers outside

Buckingham Palace - and pity for

her sons.

She had been due home yester-

day after her holiday and had been
expected to see William and Harry
at her Kensington Palace borne.

Diana's death stunned Israel’s

cabinet and stirred Prime Minister

Binyamin Netanyahu to send his

condolences in the name of the

Israeli government to the people
of the United Kingdom and the

royal family.

“Israel, like fee rest of the world,

was shocked by the death of a
young woman who diligently her-

alded fee world's children,”

Netanyahu said, noting that she

represented her country wife

honor and dignity.

In a telegram to Prime Minister

Tony Blair, Netanyahu asked that

he convey to the royal family fee
sympathy of fee people of Israel

and its government "The
princess’s grace and charm were
exceptional,’’ he said.

"Great Britain and the whole
world have lost an outstanding
person whose life was dedicated to
serving them and advancing their

welfare. Her loss is felt by peoples
all over the world," President Ezer
Weizman said in a cable ofcondo-
lences to Queen Elizabeth, paying
tribute to Diana’s humanitarian
work.

"On behalf of fee people of
Israel, my wife and myself, I

extend to Your Majesty, to fee dear
children. Prince William and
Prince Harry, and to fee royal fam-
ily. our deep sympathy and heart-

felt condolences.” Weizman
added.

Hie president met the princess

of Wales during fee 50th anniver-

sary celebration of VE-Day.
British Chief Rabbi Jonathan

Sacks yesterday expressed the
Jewish community’s "sense of
shock and grief.”

“A dazzling light has gone out of

public life," be said. “For the

young especially, fee princess cap-

tured the mood of a generation."
Referring to her high-profile

campaigns for the homeless, AIDS
sufferers and victims of land
mines, be noted feat she had “a

natural rapport wife the victims of
today's world”.

“Her empathy wife the sick, fee

injured, the hungry and fee home-
less was transparent and moving,"
be said, “and at times she showed
great courage in championing
their cause.”

He hoped that her children
would “find solace and comfort in

fee memory of one who touched
fee hearts of millions throughout
fee world".

Sacks has asked that special

prayers be said recited for Princess
Diana in all British synagogues
next Shabbat
Ambassador Moshe Raviv

expressed fee “deep sorrow” of
Israel and sent his condolence to

fee family on “the loss of an out-

standing personality.”

Jay Bushinsky and Batsheva
Tsur contributed to dtis report
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Continued from Page 1

The current controversy is over

dormant Jewish assets in Swiss
banks or the wrangling over fee

administration of fee humanitarian

fond established six months ago
with SFr 100 million from fee three

major Swiss banks.

However, Judith Stamm, president

of the national paifiament, said this

is the time far fee Swiss to confront

feeir war-era past including its role

in promoting fee J stamp on Jewish

passports. “We want to correct the

mistakes of fee past if that is still

possible," site said.

Stamm, who represented the

Swiss government, also referred to

political events in the Middle East,

saying that Switzerland wished
Israel well and knew it faced diffi-

cult decisions, but should “give
peace a chance.”

President Arnold Koller and
Foreign Minister Flavio Coni, who
fed not abend the centennial events,

are expected to receive fee Knesset
delegation, led by Knesset Speaker
Dan Tichon, today in Bern.

Avraham Burg, head of the Jewish
Agency and World Zionist

Organization, gave a speech that was
similar to fee "Zionist" address of
Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu. “We have a new ertmy

wife no face, wife no ideology, wife

no troops, no organizations," Brag
said, speaking in English. "Our new
enemy is assimilation."

The Zionist agenda 100 years after

Theodor Herzl's congress, he said,

was the struggle far spiritual sur-

vival and for Jewish education.

Heizl was an innocent when be

said. "This country shall have no
enemies.” said Tichon, speaking in

Hebrew. Instead, Tichon said, "fee

Arab nations have made every effort

to destroy the Zionist cause from fee

start"

Yet he said, "Even wife all fee

possibilities for peace, we must at

every moment be ready to repel our

enemies.”
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3-D: Right back at ya
BySHAITSUR

Three-dimensional films act as
the carnival sideshows of the

cinematic world. The show
itself may. look threadbare and
tacky, but that doesn't matter. The
spectacle draws the crowds in. Since
they first appeared’ in the early
1950s - one of many tricks movie
makers came up with to compete
with the popularity of television - 3-

D films have appeared at various
points throughout film history,

offering audiences a chance to be
thrilled.

Local audiences can enjoy the
best and worst of this genre at the
Parliament Arts Festival of Three-
Dimensional Him which runs
through September 5 at the Tel Aviv
Cinematheque. The festival features

a range of 3-D movies through its

various periods. Included are the

‘classics" of fee 1950s to the self-

referenda] and campy spectacles of
recent years.

According to festival producer
Assaf Ashkenazi, die idea to screen

a series of 3-D films came up when
Parliament Arts decided to stage a
unique film event in Israel.

Because of the rarity of these

films and the technical issues

involved in screening them, the idea
proved quite daunting. “A lot erf

people said we wouldn't be able to

pull it off.” Ashkenazi said. “Butwe
took the project and began looking

for ways to get the material." The
project took nearly a year. By
searching the Internet, Ashkenazi
and his crew found leads to a dis-

tributor of 3-D films in- California

and to Richard Haines, director of
Run for Cover, the most recent cin-

ematic 3-D film and die first in 12

years.

“We wanted to build a program
with enough variety in it that h
could be termed a retrospective," he

said. “We put in things from classics

like House ofWax and DialMfor
Murder to fee movies of die ’60s

and '70s which best fit the descrip-

tion of cult films." The 3-D version

ofAlfred Hitchcock's 1954 DialM
forMurder serves as one of the fes-

tival’s highlights. Although

Hitchcock originally shot die movie
in 3-D, it was distributed mainly in

flat-screen format and has rarely

been screened in three dimensions.

Director Haines served as fee fes-

tival’s guest of .honor, introducing

Run for Cover. Released late last

year, fee film stars former TV
Batman starAdam West in a campy
spectacle about terrorists attacking
New Yak. The film also features
cameo appearances by several New
Yak political figures such as Ed
Koch andAl Sharpton.

Ashkenazi, says the festival’s

organizers faced numerous techni-

cal challenges in mounting the retro-

spective. One of die biggest prob-
lems was choosing from among 30
different formats for 3-D movies.
“We warned to go wife the system
that provides fee best effects wife

glasses thatdon’t strain the eyes,” he
said.

Eventually, die festival organizers
brought in a special screen and pro-

jector lenses, as well as 3-D glasses,

winch also proved difficult to find.

According to Ashkenazi, Haines
provided fee organizers with much
technical help. “Richard was won-
derful. The man came here and sat

down with us and explained how all

this works. He held 3-D workshops
for our crew, explaining how to

keep the effects in frame and in

focus." Despite generally sloppy
production values and grade-Z act-

ing, 3-D films have managed to per-

sist for over 40 years.

Ashkenazi credits their inherent

spectacle for this “I think the gim-
mick is the thing feat draws die

crowd," be said. “I don’t think you
could count any of these films as a
cinematic masterpiece. They are fun
films where you go in to fee theater

to enjoy the effects. They won’t
change your life, but you go in and
are impressed-"
Ashkenazi says he Tflras (be films

feat are meant to be seen in 3-D. A
good example is the 1981 piece

Comm*At Ya, whose paper-thin plot

serves mostly as an excuse to have
things jump out at die audience.

Ashkenazi poms out, however, that

die festival has a little bit for every-

one, rnrlndrngHtCfaCOCk bulls.

Despite a general waning in 3-D
moviemaking in recent years, the

genre is far from dead.

Persistent but unconfirmed
rumors have h feat fee Coen broth-

ers are considering creating a three-

dimensional piece, io the meantime,

Ashkenazi says die tremendous

feedback and sold-out showings for

fee festival prove that fee demand

for good old-fashioned spectacle

remains.

You've never been scared

t3 you've been scared in

‘House ofWax,’ starring Vincent Price, was Hollywood’s first serious attempt to make a 3-D movie.

MOVIE REVIEW

A movie to ‘Hyde’ from
By ANNA HOFFMAN

T^r. Jekyll & Ms. Hyde is a

/ J gender-bending, modem-
dress and purportedly

comic rethinking of Robert Louis
Stevenson's classic novel about

the upstanding scientist who con-

cocts a potion that transmogrifies

him into his villainous double, the

walking, talking embodiment of

all his own darkest impulses. This

time around, a smooth-faced
young perfume developer. Dr.

Richard Jacks (Tim Daly), a direct

descendant of the “real" Dr.

Jekyll, starts fiddling with the

estrogen content in his great-

grandpa’s formula and soon
enough sprouts breasts.

Helen Hyde (Sean Young), the

oversexed, conniving shrew of a

career woman he becomes, wastes

no time in plotting a way to take

over Dr. Jacks’s entire being -

body, mind and soul. If she has

her way he’ll remain female for-

ever. Needless to say, a broad

slapstick battle ensues for control

of his/her chromosomes, and var-

ious elaborate computer effects

are used to show him morphing

into her and vice versa.

Anatomical jokes abound, as do a

host of disconcerting flip-flops

between the genders. Dark mus-

taches, long fingernails and sexu-

al organs appear and vanish

before our eyes wife unsettling

regularity.

The Jekyll-Hyde format is, of

course, nothing new on screen (in

DR. JEKYLL
& MS. HYDE

*

Directed by David Price.

Screenplay by T5m John &
Oliver Butcher and William

Davies & William Osborne.
Suggested by Robert Louis
Stevenson’s novel The Strange

Case ofDr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde.

90 minutes.
English dialogue, Hebrew sub-

titles. Parental guidance sag-

With Sean Young, Tim Daly,

Lysette Anthony, Stephen
Tobolowsky and Harvey
Fferstein.

just fee past few years. The Mask,

The Nutty Professor, Mary Reilly

and to some degree Multiplicity

have all toyed wife the same out-

line). While this latest transvestite

version does contain some of fee

oddest and most perverse twists to

date on the basic theme of Good
vs„Evil - or ego vs. id - struggling

inside one person, the movie is for

from the radical rethinking ofgen-
der roles fee filmmakers seem jok-

ingly to be attempting.

“Inside every man there is a
woman” is fee hip “message" to

which fee script pays lip service.

What this apparently feminist for-

mulation overlook^ however, is

the ravingiy misogynistic arc of
the story. After all. Dr. Jacks
spends the better part of the film

trying to kill fee woman inside

hun. And we're meant to applaud
him fa doing so: as played by
Young (who has, in fret, always
suggested an especially fine-

boned drag queen), Helen Hyde is

a totally despicable cliche of a
she-devil, a homicidal vamp wife

broad shoulders and good legs,

whose main mission in life is to

castrate her creator. She’s not a

believably ambitious- woman, so
much as a man’s fantasy/night-

mare of an ambitious woman,
hellbent on domination.

Loosen up. some readers may
argue, this is a comedy - and
screwball comedies, from I Was
a Male War Bride and Some
Like It Hot to Priscilla Queen
of the Desert, have always
relied on fee blurring and even
fee stereotyping of both gen-

ders. True enough. And the pre-

cise problem with a film like

Richard Jacks (Tim Daly) undergoes his first metamorphosis.

Dr. Jekyll & Ms. Hyde rests

with its aggressive comic
approach: the crude sexual gags
and “playfully" violent physical

situations dreamed up by direc-

tor David Price and his team of
screenwriters are notable only
for their extreme hostility, and

their tacit insistence on the dan-
gers of mixing masculine and
feminine urges. Here, then, is

where fee real split personality

conies in. Behind its light-

hearted, just-kidding facade.

Dr. Jekyll is one harsh, conflict-

ed film.

An Austrian ‘Porgy and Bess’
By MICHAEL AJZEHSTAPT

T
he focus of the Bregenz

festival, in the small Austrian

city at the western edge of the

country, sandwiched between

Switzerland and Germany on Lake

Constance, is the stage on which the

annual opera production is present-

ed, The stage is on the lake. As the

directors of fee festival try to make

an impact wife each production,

every opera remains on this sea

stage for two years before the set is

destroyed, paving the way fora new

production.

Operas in Bregenz are presented

without an intermission before a

crowd of approximately 6,000 a

night, many of whom arrive at the

so-called theater in large boats

from fee adjoining cities and

resorts cm fee lake. One boat after

another docks by the stage and

brings the spectators who like

opera and, even more so, enjoy a

great show. Each of the produc-

tions is indeed a show, and larger

than life at that, but not just fee

sake of spectacle. Productions in

Bregenz also have very clear social

messages.

Four years ago, director David

Pountney and designer Stefanos

Lazaridis presented a producion of

Verdi’s Nabucco that became a

very clear history of the Jewish

people, replete witji Holocaust

connotations that sent shivers

down the spine of the

German/Austrian-dominated audi-

ence.Two years ago, Pountney and

Lazaridis returned with

Beethoven’s Fidetio m a stunning

production that had vety clear

hints of a dictatorship regime and

which, tike Nabucco

.

ended wife

its collapse and the triumph of

good over evil.

This year, renowned German

director Gotz Friedrich came to pre-

sent Gershwin’s Porgy and Bess.

An interesting choice. An opera

written by a Jewish composer; cap-

»

turing the essence of fee black

minraity in fee US, presented in a

locale that several decades ago saw

both Jews and blacks as personae

non grata.

This Porgy and Bess was a grand

production that had a lot to say

about today’s society without get-

ting into didactic details. Catfish

Row changed its locale and found

itself in the feadow of a huge free-

way which has been crushed in fee

middle, something like LosAngeles

after fee earthquake- And feus, by

the lake and beneath the highway

which leads to nowhere, scores of

happy people lived in seemingly

peaceful harmony. They play, they

dance and sing, they play dice, they

fife, and they know exactly what

they want in life even when they

can’t afford it- These are happy folk

living in a small community

adorned with graffiti and two

reminders of a better and richer

world. One is fee crushed highway:

the other is a huge airline advertise-

ment above fee highway. It reads

“Somebody up there likes you."

Up where exactly, and whom do
they like are questions neitheropera

nor production even tried to answer.

This gigantic set was created by

Hans Scbavemoch and enhanced by

the colorful and uniquely designed

costumes of Sue Willmingtoa.

Friedrich's direction focused more
on large scenes than on characteri-

zation, and be managed to wow the

audience wife several such

moments, especially in the storm

feat hits fee gmatl community and

bums part of it Regular Bregenz

audiences, who usually do not

accept a production without a fire-

cracker display in it, had to settle

for real fire, which occasionally

seemed to almost to swallow fee

audience. It was frightening, it was

authentic, it was the real thing.

It is hard to talk about musical

refinements in a production in

which fee sound reaches fee audi-

ence through a massive loudspeaker

system. Thar said, the orchestra was

vivacious, playing Gershwin Afro

jazz rhythms wife enthusiasm,

backed by an ensemble of steel

dmminers oo stage which added to

fee overall flavor of the show.

Among the extensive cast, Donnie
• Ray Albert was a first-rate Porgy,

not wife a shabby goat cart as one
usually expects, but wife a modem
vehicle and crutches to walk on
stage. The real star of the production

was Cynthia Haymon as Bess,

encompassing wife her large and

colorful voice and incredible dra-

matic abilities the entire gamut of

emotions in her powerful and sin-

cere presentation - everything from

love to hate, agony to ecstasy, hope
to despair, spite to elation.

Viators to Bregenz can also enjoy

first-class productions of relatively

unknown operas in the indoor the-

ater byfee open stage. This year it

was Anton Rubinstein’s The
Demon, which rendered a powerful

musical presentation in a rather dis-

appointing and boring production.

Next year it will be Montemezzi’s

L’amore deitrere.

Porgy and Bess returns to

Bregenz next summer (July 17 to

August 18, 1998) wife tickets (NTS
80 to NIS 400) going on sale on
October 1 . It is definitely worth the

trip. You can order tickets by calling

the box office at 00-43-5574-1076.

ofthe muse

Israeli children’s shows beamed to US
Educational TV is exporting five of its most popular children’s

programs to a US cable channel beamed at expatriate Israelis and

the US Jewish community. The shows are Parpar Nehmad (Pretty

Butterfly), Erev Hadash (A New Evening), Bli Sodot (No
Secrets), Tik Tikshoret (Media File) and Kesher Mishpahti

(Family Connection). They will be screened simultaneously on

the East and West coasts. Helen Kaye

Tel Aviv Cinematheque previews documentaries

Four new documentaries to be screened on Channel 8 over the

winter will have their premieres at the Tel Aviv Cinematheque

next weekend. They are The Jerusalem Quartet, about four young

string players; Now ... Everything's Angels about sculptor Ya'akov

Dorchin; Moket and Arkadi about the friendship between a

Russian and an Ethiopian immigrant; and Amos Gutman , about

fee celebrated filmmaker. Helen Kaye

Representing Israel in China and Poland

The Israel Ballet will tour three cities in China in October as

part of that country’s international opera and ballet festival. The
company will take fee full-length Cinderella by artistic directa

Berta Yampolsky, as well as ha Harmonium, Balanchine’s

Symphony in C and one other work to Beijing. Shandu and

Cbenzin. The tour is being funded by the Israeli and Chinese gov-

ernments.
Kiddush. Shmuel Hasfari’s bitter play of a family tom apart by

reIigion,w!ll represent Israel at fee Lublin Festival in Poland

between October 8 and 12. The Beit Lessin production will have

a benefit gala at ZOA House September 1 1 to help finance fee

trip. This is fee first time Beit Lessin has represented Israel at an

international festival. Helen Kaye

Jazz at the Tel Avhr and Israel Museums
It’s fee seventh season ofjazz at the museums but with a little

difference. The organizers have put the focus on young up-and-

coming musicians. The musical directors are saxophonist Walter

Blanding and jazz writer Yossi Mar-Haira, who are presenting half

a year of New York jazzpersons starting wife trumpeter Marion

Jordan and ringer Miles Griffith, who’s sung wife Wynton
Marsalis. They’re coming in November wife a Salute to fee Cotton

Club, Harlem's famed nightclub of the ’20s and ’30s. They’re fol-

lowed by fee Wycliffe Gordon and Ron Westray (trombonists)

Sextet, Louis Hayes (drummer) Quintet who played wife Oscar
Peterson, singer Vanessa Rubin, bassist Reginald Veal wife Loston

Harris on piano playing Coltrane, ending with the Eric Reed
(piano) Trio. A season ticket costs NIS 480. Discounts for former

subscribers and museum members. Helen Kaye

Abu Ghosh tickets go on sale

Tickets for the 12th Abu Ghosh Vocal Music Festival (October

22-25) are already on sale and gong fast. Music director Hanna
Tzur has concocted a magical program of 1 6 concerts featuring

such gems as the Rossini Stobai Mater, Puccini's Messa di Gloria,

motets by Poulenc. Bernstein’s Chichester Psalms. Saint-Saens’s

Christmas Oratorio, the Villa-Lobos Mas, and many other choral

compositions. The best local singers and choirs participate in this

biannual choral delight, as well as fee Hanover Boys’ Choir and a
few other visiting musicians. MichaelAjzensradt

US posting for Israeli conductor
American-born Israeli conductor Steven Sloane, fee music direc-

ta of the Bochum Symphony Orchestra in Germany with which he
has won a prestigious German award fa Best Programming, was
appointed music director of the Spoletto Festival in fee US. The
conductor, who leads opera productions and conceits all over fee
world, also works regularly in Israel, where for many years he was
the music director of fee Tel Aviv Vfocal Music Festival. Sloane will

be in Israel November 30 and December 1 to lead the Israel

Chamber Orchestra in a program of works by Mendelssohn. Ben-
Zion Orgad and Oded Zehavi, the latter a new work for three alto

singers as soloists: Mira Zakai, Edna Prochnik and Sloane ’s own
significant other, Natasha Petrinski. MichaelAjzenstadr

Poretsky to Norma’s rescue
Jerusalem mezzo-soprano Susanna Poretsky flew to Stockholm

last week to join fee Royal Swedish Opera season opening produc-
tion of Norma. Poretsky, replacing an ailing colleague, sings the
role of Adalgisa. fee Druid priestess who fails in love with the
Roman proconsul Pollioue, who already fathered Nonna's two chil-
dren. Poretsky returns to Israel in time to open the Jerusalem
Symphony Orchestra season, September 25, singing the solo role in
Mahler’s third symphony. However, she had to cancel ha perfor-
mances wife fee Israel Sinfonietta Beersheba in the title role of
Rossini's L’ltaliana inAlgcri (September 13, 16) and will be
replaced by Galina Malinsky. MichaelAjzenstadt

is George Harrison an old fogey?
They may revere and try to emulate fee Beatles, but chart-busting

'

Oasis doesn’t impress George Harrison. He’d rather get out his old
Bob Dylan records.

To one of the former Fab Four, the younger quintet is “not very
interesting." Nor are U2 a Texas, fa feat matter, he says.
“It’s nice if you’re 14 years old," fee 54-year-old Harrison told

the French daily Le Figaro. “1 prefer to listen to Dylan." Besides,
today’s musicians are a bunch of “egocentrics," Harrison says.
“Will anyone remember U2 in 30 years? I doubt it. And the Spice
Girls? I doubt it The advantage they have is you can look at diem
and cut off the sound.” As fa fee Beaties, “there are now whole
generations of fans, from seven to 77 years old. That assures me
and proves that the group has meaning and still lasts.” Hanison
was in Paris to help promote the latest album by India’s Ravi
Shankar, Songs ofIndia, produced by Harrison. (AP)

Geena Davis and Renny Hariin call it quits
Geena Davis and her second husband, Finnish directa Renny

Hariin, are calling it quits after four years of marriage.
The actress filed for divorce Tuesday, citing irreconcilable differ-

ences. Tbe couple broke up in April. They had no children.
Davis and Hariin married on September 18, 1993, when the brute's

carea was riding high on fee film hits Thelma and Louise and A
League ofTheir Own. She also won an Academy Award forha sup-
porting role in 1988’s TheAccidental Tourist. She teamed up with
Hariin in box-office bombs Cutthroat Island in 1 995 and The Long
Kiss Goodnight in 1996. (AP)
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Albright’s unheeded advice

T
he US State Department is openly trying

to lower expectations for Secretary of
State Madeline Albright’s first visit to the

region, pointing out that she is not “a magician.”

It is one thing for Albright to resist shouldering

the entire burden for breaking the current

Israeli-Palestinian deadlock; quite another for

her to allow Palestinian Authority Chairman
Yasser Arafat to scrap the principled approach

to the peace process she so recently put forth.

In her landmark speech on US policy toward

the Middle Hast on August 6. Albright calledfor

“waging war on terror.” In case there was any
doubt as to her meaning, Albright spelled it out
“identifying and seizing arms caches ... arrest-

ing and prosecuting those involved in planning,

financing, supplying or abetting terrorism ...

[and] doing everything possible to create a

moral atmosphere in which advocacy of vio-

lence and terror withers away ”

Within days, Albright had her answer from
Arafat - not only would their be no wave of
arrests like in March 1996 (a precedent she

mentioned explicitly), but he convened a “unity

conference” with Hamas and Islamic Jihad, the

very groups that were supposed to be quaking in

their boots from an Arafat-led crackdown. The
pictures of Arafat kissing leaders of terrorist

groups could not have been a more in-your-face

rejection of the US demands for a “relentless’'

struggle against terrorism.

In her speech, Albright conditioned her

Mideast swing on “some progress on security

issues.” Though there have been some incon-

clusive three-way (US-Israeli-Palestinian)

meetings on security issues, the “unity confer-

ence” made a mockery of Albright’s statement

that “there can be no winks, no double stan-

dards. no double meanings, and with respect to

the imprisonment of terrorists, no revolving

doors.” This time, Arafat did not even bother

with the revolving door be simply failed to

arrest the. major suspects.
• -

Albright and can try and fudge the issue of
whether there has been progress or not as much
as she likes, but the fundamental reality will not

change: the US demanded that the Palestinians

take the terrorist option off the table; Arafat

responded by nailing it smack in the middle, for

all to see.

One might argue that Arafat is planning to

crackdown on tenor, but he is holding out for

Israeli concessions first. But Albright herself

rejected this approach, surfing that “there is no
room for using security cooperation as leverage

in a negotiation.” Albright also said that there

can be “no moral equivalency between suicide

bombers and bulldozers, between killing inno-

cent people and building houses.” Both these

principles have been reflected in US policy by

introducing at least a fig leaf of separation

between security cooperation and the conces-
sions that are being asked of Israel, The plan has
been, first the Palestinians fight terror, then

Israel implements some form of a settlement

freeze. This sort of separation in time between
the two halves is a fig leaf, because it does not

really change the asymmetry of the deal on the

table: the Palestinians agree to stop violating

their fundamental commitments in Oslo, while

Israel agrees to a new concession to be added on
top of Oslo.

If Albright gives in on the Palestinians mov-
ing on their part of the bargain before she

arrives, even the fig leaf of tbe sequential

approach is gone. In its place. Albright is report-

edly planning to create political pressure on
both sides by appealing directly to Israeli and

Palestinian public opinion.

The clear implication of tbe go-over-the-

heads-of-the-Ieadere approach is that majorities

on both sides want peace, while the leaders are

being obstinate. The problem is dial imposing

even-handed pressure does not turn a lopsided

deal into a fair one. More importantly, the deal

violates the fundamental principle Albright her-

self enunciated of not allowing security cooper-

ation to leverage Israeli concessions.

There are two steps to getting out of this jam.

One is for Albright to tell Arafat that, despite the

announcement of a date for her visit, die trip

will be postponed unless he takes the serious,

visible steps against terrorism that the US has

demanded. This would be a high-stakes, con-

frontational approach, but if the US is serious

about ending the see-saw approach to fighting

terror, it is the way to go. The alternative is to

wait and try the same thing after the next blow
up, after US credibility has been reduced by not

sticking to its guns.

The second step is to expect from the

Palestinians something outside of security

cooperation (which would be taken as a given)

in exchange for the concessions demanded of

Israel. The logical choice here would be tbe

postponement of the second redeployment by

six months so it coincides with the third and

final redeployment The result would be that

both Israel and the Palestinians would be giving

up part of their Oslo-granted ability to improve

their territorial position in anticipation of a final

status agreement As a bonus, another potential

source of breakdown in the process would be
eliminated.

A few weeks ago. Secretary Albright could

not have laid out more clearly and cogently the

centrality of the fight against terror to the sur-

vival of the peace process. She was right then

and her argument still holds true today. Now. if

only she would follow her own advice.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
DANGEROUS IDEA

Sir, - Stephen Rosenfeld came
up with a bizarre solution to the

problem of Arab terrorism and the

stalled peace talks (Aug. 20.)

He quotes Dote Gold. Israel’s

delegate to the UN. who says,

“Israel made peace with Egypt and
Jordan because no violence was
allowed to hover over the peace

negotiations. We can’t allow vio-

lence with Arafat."

Mr. Rosenfeld agrees, and sug-

gests that in the case of Egypt Mid
Jordan. Israel was negotiating with

recognized states - and Aat all

Israel need do is to grant statehood

to “the PLO - up front,” and vio-

lence by Arafat would disappear.

Obviously, Mr. Rosenfeld for-

gets that Egypt, Jordan, Syria,

Lebanon, and Iraq made war (die

ultimate terrorism ) when they
were recognized states, and Israel

still had to demand a "no terror-

ism" condition for peace.

Today, giving statehood ro Arafat

will result in Israel being used as a
“burnt offering for peace.”

Our statesmen must learn from

Great Britain in the FaJkiands, the

US in Kuwait. China in Hong Kong,
and Jordan in "Black September.”

Mr. Rosenfeld’s idea belongs to ihe

dangerous “messianic catechism” of
the Oslo-friendly media.

INTROSPECTION AND
SOUL-SEARCHING

Sir, - Watching the 50th anniver-

sary celebrations in India (a country

with problems far more insoluble

than ours), I have been struck by the

almost unanimous call - from
everyone from politicians to people

on the street - for introspection and

soul-searching. They actually seem
to want to discover where their

country has gone wrong and to

work toward solutions. The amount
of self-criticism and realistic assess-

ment die Indians have voiced is

very impressive.

The Indians areinteiligent,

dynamic and perceptive. We sue no
less so, and we would do well,

approaching our own 50th anniver-

sary. to engage in our own intro-

spection and sou!-searching. We’re
all aware of where our country has

gone wrong: our politicians ate

corrupt, our governments have no
long-term plans and also no
accountability, our youth is bland,

bored and ignorant drug use and

crime are rising, religious coercion

is growing, patriotism Is unfashion-

able. and we people on die street

don’t give a damn abouteach other.

No matter what happens, there will

alwaysbe an Indra, Unlesswe correct

our terrible problems, we may not be

able to say die same for much longer.

Ra'anana.

MORTONS. BAUM
Tel Aviv.

MARILYN MAGEN

3000 YEAR CONNECTION

Sir, - 1 must take exception with

most of the points in Jonathan
Rosenblum’s opinion
“Confrontation: The Whole
Point,” (Friday, August 15).

However, there is one point I

would agree with.

Mr. Rosenblumis probably cor-

rect when be writes: “The most
lapsed Italian Catholic still wants
the Vatican to remain the Vatican.

He would be outraged if a group
of Protestant tourists were to come
into Sl Peter’s Square and attempt
to conduct a revival meeting.”
However, the point is that

women, Masorti and Reform Jews
are not tourists from another faith.

We are Jews who have the same
3000-year-old emotional connec-
tion to die Kate l and Temple
Mount as any other Jew. Why do
you assume that we are not struck
with awe and wonder the same as
any other Jew when coming face
to face with nearly 3000 years of
Jewish history?

Why do you assume that a
young woman coming to
Jerusalem who knows nothing of
Judaism will not find the same
commitment that your young Yale
student or backpacking friend did?
Is it that only a commitment to

Orthodox Judaism counts?

SUSANRAND-UKRJTZ
Kfar Vradim.

FROM OUR ARCHIVES
60 years ago: On September 1

,

1937. The Palestine Post reported
that tension eased after two days
of violence during which claimed
seven killed. Moshe Goldenberg.
the mukhtar of Beit Alfa, had a

narrow escape when he was shot
at in Beit She’ an.
The "Halifon” (Exchange)

Company brought goods From
Poland in accordance with a spe-
cial agreement which allowed the
transfer of Polish Jews’ goods
and capital to Palestine.

30years ago: On September 1

.

1947. The Palestine Post report-

ed that the UN 50,000-word-

long majority report recom-

mended to the UN General

Assembly that Palestine be con-

stituted within two years into an

economic union comprising

from the Arab and Jewish States

and the autonomous City of

Jerusalem.

During the transition period the

Administration was called upon

to admit 150.000 Jews and sus-

pend land-transfer restrictions in

the Jewish State which would

include eastern Galilee, the

Coastal Plain and the Negev.

25 years ago: On September 1

,

1972, The Jerusalem Post report-

ed that Soviet pull-out from
Egypt was virtually total.

President Sadat was expected to

launch a new peace initiative.

Soviet officials met with

President Assad in an apparent

effort to consolidate their pres-

ence in Syria.

Alexander Zvielli

OPINION

The good news
YOSEF GOELL
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I
wish to beg your indulgence if

I depart for this once from the

regular fere ofany self-respect-

ing Israeli columnist who blanch-

es at the very thought of com-
menting on anything but doom
and gloom and the next imminent

catastrophe. Those who are

hooked on bad news and who are

genetically programmed to run

from good news as from fire, are

officially excused from reading

any further.

Those hooked on
bad news are

officially excused
from reading any

further

I have had little to do with hos-

pitals throughout my half centu-

ry’s sojourn in this country, except

through my wife who was in

charge of the Hadassah Ml
Scopus's emergency ward for 14
years.Over the past two months I

have had occasion to travel daily

to Hadassah Ein Karem for radio-

therapy treatment A much greater

shock than the photon zaps I

received from my Cyclops-eyes

linear accelerator was to be sub-

jected day in, day out to the min-

istrations of the staff's of
Radiotherapy (and Oncology)
departments who were excruciat-

ingly nice and caring.

For a veteran Israeli like myself
who has survived, not unscarred,

countless encounters with nasty

Israeli bureaucracies and authority

figures, the experience was at first

confusing. But as the weeks went
by it became an incontrovertible

feet that the staffs, from the physi-

cians, through the nurses, the tech-

nicians, the secretaries and the

floor swabbere, all deserved top

marks in human relations.

This is no mean feat, for a large

proportion of the clientele of these

departments tend to be scared to

death; and while this turns some

ofthem into especially meek spec-

imens, others become downright

ornery if not aggressive. None of

this behavior seemed 10 affect the

extraordinary kindness of all the

staff members.
The cynical half of my nature

saw this as so extraordinary as be

virtually unnatural - in the normal

Israeli context, that is. I soon came
to the not unreasonable conclusion

that there must have been some
hidden process of selection and

self-selection at work. Many other

patients confirmed my conclusions

that only a special sort of person

with an unusually high “niceness

and kindness" quotient, gravitated

to work in these departments.

It should be stressed in this regard

that most of the staff - with the

exception of the physicians - were
abominably underpaid, especially

fee new immigrant women from
fee former Soviet Union, who were

being cynically exploited. But there

was also a process of selection and

training at work. When I shared

these impressions with some of fee

doctors, they all named the current

department bead. Dr. Zelig

Tuchnez; as being primarily respon-

sible for instilling and insisting on
maintaining that atmosphere of
kindness in die department Since I

was not his private patient I feel no
compunction in giving public

praise where praise is due.

In a broader all-Israel context, it

was especially edifying to die pro-

fessional Cassandra in me to real-

ize feat things could be made bet-

ter in any Israeli institution if there

are only enough determined peo-

ple in charge who put a premium

on carrying out their professional

and managerial jobs while being

nice to their customers, clientele

or patients and to each other.

GOOD news seems to come in

bunches. For fee past three

decades and more I have been

addicted to going everywhere by

car. For these nine weeks, howev-

er, I traveled daily back and forth

across Jerusalem by Egged bus.

Tbe Number 27 line which begins

near Damascus Gate, fills up with

Palestinians, haredim, Sephardim

from the Bukharan Quarter, an

assortment of boy and girl soldiers

headed • for fee Central Bus

Station, Hadassah staffers and

outpatients. In short, a good cross-

section of Jerusalem's population.

As opposed to fee "common
knowledge” that we Israelis are a

particularly surly, if not nasty ver-

sion of humanity, especially when
we are crowded together and in a

rush, I am pleased to report that

during those nine weeks 1 never

witnessed one instance of nasty or

impolite behavior among the pas-

sengers or between them and fee

by-and-large pleasant and helpful

drivers.

Can it be, asks a veteran apiko-

res like myself, that fee messiah is

indeed on the way?

The writer comments on public

affairs.

It’s up to Arafat now
Tsraelis often view fee choice

I between Hamas and Yasser
JL-Arafet as one between the devil

and fee deep blue sea. This wasn’t

quite fee way the “Men of Oslo”

saw it, of course. While Shimon
Peres went about chasing rain-

bows towards a non-existent “New
Middle East,” the late prime min-
ister Yitzhak Rabin, probably gen-

uinely, believed that by embracing
the PLO as a partner and going

ahead with Israeli territorial with-

drawals - even before a final peace

agreement had been reached - this

new "partner” would be able and
willing to put a complete stop to

Palestinian violence and terrorism.

The enormity of their mistaken

assumptions was borne out - tragi-

cally - by the spiraling curve of

bloodshed in fee years following fee

Oslo agreements. Though promis-

ing from time to time to take deci-

sive action against terrorism, there

has been scant evidence that he

intended to put wards into action.

What's more, if Arafat indeed

intends, as many security officials

now believe, to rekindle a major
outbreak of violence - some sort

of “intifada-plus” - in order to

farce Israel’s band in the peace
process, he may well be purposely
courting the Hamas and even fee

Islamic Jihad (though the latter is

far from being one ofhis favorites)

in order to place them in fee fore-

front of the planned violence.

Many ordinary Palestinians have,

of course, every justification for

being frustrated. They too were
fobbed off with unrealistic and unre-

alizable prospects - a Palestinian

state in all of the “West Bank” and
Gaza, as a minimum, with Jerusalem

as its capital fee “right of return” to

Israel or at Least to the future

ZALMAN SHOVAL

Palestinian state and. probably much
more important to the average

Palestinian, a drastic, overnight

improvement in their economic lot.

But far from bringing about imme-
diate prosperity, the combination of

rampant coemption (described to me
by one prominent Palestinian as "the

worst anywhere in the Arab world”-
which is saying a lot), an inefficient

bureaucracy, a “couldn’t-care-less”

attitude in most oftheArab werid and
even among large parts ofthe affluent

these ultimate aspirations are:

Except for a minority ofPalestinian

“doves" who genuinely accept a

“two-state” solution and recognize

Israel's right to exist, most of the

rest, whether “moderates” or

“extremists,” see any agreement

with Israel including Oslo, only as

an intermediate step towards its dis-

appearance from fee map.

Prime Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu has termed Arafat's

embrace of Hamas leader Abdul-

ArafaFs embrace of Hamas could turn out
to be the “Wss of death”
to Arafat’s leadership

Palestinian Diaspora -plus the inter-

mittentclosures which laacl is farced

to impose for security reasons, all

these have not only destroyed

Palestinians’ * dreams but also

deprived many of their daily bread.

Small wonder, therefore, that an
organization like Hamas, amply
financed by well-wishers in Saudi
Arabia and groups and individuals

in tbe West, has been able to step

into the breach. Hamas distributes

alms to the needy, supports chil-

dren’s schooling and often provides

otherwise unobtainable medical aid
- all this and (Moslem) heaven too!

TIE PALESTINIANS’ ultimate

political aspirations would never
have been fulfilled even under the

previous Labor government - and
former secretary of state Henry
Kissinger in an important article

recently makes it very clear what

Aziz Rantisi a potential “kiss of
death” to the Middle East peace
process - but it could turn out to

be fee “kiss of death” to Yasser

Arafat’s own leadership as well.

In courting the Hamas and the

Islamic Jihad, he seems to be
throwing prudence to the wind
even in face of fee warnings of
some of his own security advisers

who understand feat Hamas will

exploit the Palestinian
Authority’s welcome-mat to gar-
ner ever greater popularity and
influence amongst the
Palestinians. After all, their rea-

soning goes, the Hamas’s real

aim is not to praise Arafat but to
bury him (at least in political

terms) - so why accord it

increasing political legitimacy?
But what Arafat's games - some

would say double-games - put at

risk more than anything else is the

very future of fee peace process,

jeopardizing not only what his

people could achieve in honest

and realistic negotiations wife

Israel but also all feat they have

already achieved since Madrid.

True, not least as a result of
Arafat's own mistakes, some of

the terms of reference for a final

peace settlement wife Israel have
changed since fee days of Oslo,

but if he persists in his present

stance, he will increasingly find

himself in a lose-lose situation -
both wife regards to Hamas and
vis-a-vis Israel.

One might, of course, ask

whether, given their record so far, it

is in Israel’s best interest to help

Arafat and fee PA? The answer to

that is a qualified “Yes.” If they

stan acting like credible partners,

fulfilling all their contractual oblig-

ations - especially m the security

and anti-terrorism field - and at

fee same time making good their

commitment to finally abolish the

Palestinian Charter which calls for

the destruction of Israel, there is no
doubt that the result would be
quicker and better progress in fee

political negotiations, and closer

cooperation in the economic field.

It’s up to Arafat to decide;

deluding his people and perhaps
himself that Washington, the
Europeans, tbe Arab states or even
Israel's Labor Party will bail him
out, will get him nowhere. And
though, he may in fee short run
have to pay a political price for

getting serious about combating
terrorism, in the long run this is

the only way to bring peace -and
prosperity to his people.

The writer is aformer LikudMK
and ambassador to Washington.

Russian chutzpa
CHARLES KRAUTHAMMER

moving toward Russian borders.”

There is irony in this Russian
complaint In May, Russia signed

a treaty that effectively absorbs its

western neighbor, Belarus. I do
not recall Russia consulting with

the West about thus moving fee

Russian defense frontier 350 miles
west, indeed, to within 80 miles of
Warsaw. Yet that same Russia is

sion will once and for ail remove
fee ambiguity surrounding fee sta-

tus of Central Europe.

Stability through finality. NATO
expansion defines fee place of cen-
tral Europe. It is no longer to be a
buffer between Russia and fee

West, manipulated and bullied into

complying wife fee wishes of its

powerful eastern neighbor. It is no

NATO expansion defines the place of

central Europe

We are about to enter the

most important foreign

policy.debate the US has
had since the GulfWar. One might
say - given fee near pathological

indifference Americans have
developed toward affairs foreign -

fee first foreign policy debate
America has had since fee Gulf
War. No matter. We had better get

used to thinking of something

other than ourselves.

The issue is NATO expansion. It

ought to be an easy call. After all

we won fee Cold War, and the

Cold War was largely about con-

trol of Central Europe. How per-

verse, after 50 years of trying to

wrest it free from Russian control,

to now disdain our winnings at the

cashier's window.
Moreover, fee Poles, the Czechs

and fee Hungarians, allowed final-

ly to express themselves, have

declared loudly their unequivocal

desire to join fee WesL
So what is the problem? Russia.

Even pro-Westem Russians warn
feat NATO expansion is an act of

encroachment, a threat to a Russia

feat thought it had finally become a

partner of fee West. Alexei Arbatov,

a pro-democracy Duma member,
writes plaintively feat while he and
his colleagues have cooperated

with the West, “nobody took fee

trouble to warn Russians feat

NATO, the most powerful military

alliance in the world, would start

now objecting bitterly about fee

alliance - wife popular consent
and without annexation - expand-
ing east.

But more important than the
chutzpa is the illogic of fee
Russian position. It rests on the

assumption that NATO expansion
into Poland (and the others) is a
threat to Russia.

Ask yourself this; Is Poland a
threat to Russia, or is Russia a
threat to Poland?
DISPUTES over fee status and sta-

bility of Central Europe have been
at the heart of the three world wars
of this century. (The Cold War was
World War DX>. As Peter Rodman
of fee Nixon Center for Peace and
Freedom points out, NATO expan-

ionger to be camped, as one wit put

it, looking back on Poland's histo-

ry, in the passing lane of fee inter-

state highway connecting- Russia

and Germany. It will be pan of fee

West - where it wants to be.

As for fee threat to Russia, this is

sheer nonsense. Neither Poland,

norNATO through Poland, has any
designs on Russia proper Russia
lost its empire, but its homeland is

secure. Only Hitler repeated

Napoleon’s folly, and no one is

about to repeat Hitler's. Russia's

concern is, in fact, not about its

homeland but about its vanished
empire. NATO expansion means
the definitive end to the Soviet
imperiurn's westernmost domain
This upsets the Russians. Well,

the British were upset when they
lost the American colonies, and, in

this century, everything else. But
feat gave fee British no claim on
their former dominions nor trumps
their former colonies' wish to fol-

low their own destinies.

Hence the final argument of
expansion opponents: They con-
cede feat Russian fears are either

itTational (if sincerely felt) or
disingenuous lif merely a nostal-

gia for empire.) - and then capitu-

late to them. To trample Russian
desires and ignore her claims, they

say, is to jeopardize democracy in

Russia Mid. in particular, to under-
mine those democrats in Russia
who have been advocating closer

ties with the West.

More nonsense. Democracy will

rise or fell in Russia fee way it

does in other countries. The out-

come will depend on whether its

economic system (presently ban-
dit capitalism) and political struc-

ture (presently authoritarian

democracy) satisfy the material

and social needs of the people.

Foreign policy comes - there, as

in the US - very low on the list.

NATO expansion will have oily
fee most marginal effect on fee

evolution of Russian democracy.
But it will have a decisive effect on
European stability. We mustn't
pass up this chance to achieve it

(Washington Post Writers Group

)
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When Good
News Is Bad
For Politics

By RICHARD L. BERKE

Washington
OW sweet it is!" drawled V. Earl Dickin-
son, a state legislator from Mineral, Va_
This November, unlike two years ago, and
two years before that, Mr. Dickinson faces

no opposition. In fact, in his 26 years in office, he has
never seen voters so “really happy.”

“I keep on going to the funerals, going to the
weddings and showing up at all the different places,” the
73-year-old Democrat said. “But the pressure is not
there, so Z can sit back.”

Poodle skirts aren’t back yet, but to hear it from
incumbents, the happy, even carefree, circumstances of
the Eisenhower era are: Profits are up. Unemployment
is down. And, notwithstanding the stock market’s gyra-
tions, the news seems only to get better. Just last week,
the Government reported that the economy grew at a
much faster clip during the spring than anticipated.

But good times are not always good for American
politics. Good times make for complacent incumbents.
And they lead challengers, in their desperate hunt for
issues, to engage in excesses that detract from legiti-

mate criticisms of their opponents.
Make no mistake, it is hard to campaign amid

prosperity. Ruth W. Messinger, who is expected to win
the Democratic mayoral nomination in New York next
week and then to challenge Mayor Rudolph W. Giuliani
in November, knows that as well as anyone. Ms. Messin-
ger last week raised the critical Issue of decrepit and
overcrowded public schools. But, straining for attention,

she overreached in her first television commercial; it

featured a staged scene of a class being taught in a

* Junes Estrtn/Ttae New Yirt Ttaan

College enrollment is expected to grow 14 percent in coming years. Students at Manhattan Community College crowd a room to register for courses by computer.

Rationing Higher Education

Prosperity can lull

incumbents and make
challengers overreach.

crowded bathroom. Her efforts fell even flatter with the

subsequent disclosure that for the 'first time in seven
years, the city’sschoolshad more new classroom spaces

than new students.

The biggest beneficiaries of a thriving economy
(besides the wealthy investors who helped bankroll the

campaigns last year) are President Clinton and, by
extension. Vice President Al Gore, who hopes to run in

2000 on the theme of prolonging the prosperity. The
Republicans who control Congress are also well posi-

tioned if the economy bolds. The longer voters are
satisfied, die less Incentive they have to upset the status

quo.

What would Mr. Clinton’s campaign theme have
been in 1092 had he not seized on the gloom about the

economy? Had the economy been in better shape, Mr.
Clinton may have found himself in the predicament
faced by Walter F. Mondale in his 1984 campaign
against President Ronald Reagan— that is, trying with

no success to convince voters that they were living on
the brink of “an economic Dunkirk.”

In announcing last week that he would not run for

Governor of Massachusetts next year. Representative

Joseph P. Kennedy 2d demonstrated the difficulty of

staking out issues when the economy is humming. Had
he run, he said, a central tenet of his campaign would
have been that “our economy is growing today, but we
can’t be so content with things as they are.”

That hardly sounds like a rallying cry. But politi-

cians are unaccustomed to straining for issues. For so

long, they saw their role as diagnosing ills that face the

nation — from nuclear war to recession to welfare

abuses— and then fighting over remedies. Now, without

galvanizing issues, people are becoming even more
isolated from government, and elected officials face

Continued on Page 3

Why College Isn’t for Everyone
By KAREN W. ARENSON

WELFARE has had to change. Health care
has bad.to.ch^nge. The corporate world

.

has hpd tochange. Now it’s higher educa-
tion’s turn.

In the same way that America is having to make
hard choices about distributing finite resources in

those other areas, so it is being forced to decide
whether what passes for a college education today is

worth the price, and whether society can afford de-

grees for all who want or think they need one.

The crunch is coming, especially for public univer-

sities, because states are putting brakes on higher-

education spending just as the children of baby boom-
ers are projected to swell enrollment by 2 million, to

16.4 million, by the year 2006. The result, from the City

University of New York with 200,000 students to the

University of California with 165,000, is new debate on
who should go to college and why, the quality ofwhat is

offered, and academic productivity..

“For a century, this has been a growth industry,"

said Arthur Levine, president of Columbia Teachers
College. “Now government is saying, we have lots of

priorities, tike health care and prisons, and we can’t

afford to put another nickel into higher education, and
we’re going to ask lots of questions.”

A $180 Billion Industry

Since World War n, a major aim of public policy

has beat to make higher education mote available, and
it has succeeded remarkably. Today two-thirds of all

high-school graduates go on to college, nearly 80 percent

into public systems. President Clinton would like to

make two years of college as universal as high school
But while educating the elite few was cheap, edu-

cating the many is expensive. As college has become
more central to society,higher education has grown into

a (180 billion industry, nearly 3 percent of the economy,
from $2.4 billion, less than I percent, 50 years ago.

That growth attracted the attention of state legisla-

tors in the early 90’s, as tax revenue fell and pressure to

cut spending grew. From 1990 to 1994, higher-education

spending declined from 14 percent of state budgets to

12I> percent, according to the Center for the Study of the

States at the Rockefeller Institute in Albany. To make
up the difference, tuition climbed.

While many states have begun to spend more again,

some educators predict that the growth will be limited

and carefully monitored. Despite the coming surge in

enrollment, said David W. Breneman, an economist and

A new boom in enrollment

is about to collide with

society’s ability to pay.

dean of the Curry School of Education at the University

of Virginia, “I think the growth rate will be grudging.”

The public pressure an budgets comes even as

more Americans see college as a necessity and a right

In a CBS News poll this month, 75 percent of the 1,307

people questioned said college is needed to get ahead in

life, compared with 49 percent in 1978; 86 percent said

that “every capable person has a right to receive a
college education, even if he or she cannot afford it”

But as Americans demand more education, they

are divided over paying for it In die CBS poll, which had
a margin of error of plus or minus three percentage
points, 48 percent of the respondents said the Federal
Government was responsible for insuring that every
qualified person gets a college education, but 47 percent

said itwas not Similarly, 47 percent said that the cost of

a college education is justified by what people get out of

it while 40 percent disagreed.

Like health care, higher education faces sentiment
that the private sector should do more and government
less, that public institutions are bloated, that technology
shoald cut costs. So as more people enroll, public
systems grow as targets for politicians and voters.

Nowhere is that more evident than in New York,
where admisskm to the City University of New York is

guaranteed to anyone with a high school diploma or its

equivalent. Gov. George E. Pataki and Mayor Rudolph
W. Giuliani criticizeCUNY for spendingtoo much effort

on remedial classes and for graduating too few of its

community-college students.

Open Admissions at What Cost?
The city university’s trustees have asked questions

going to the heart of foe debate: the purpose of foe
public system, is it there to get all citizens launched
according to their needs — whether studying engineer-
ing, learning English or mastering high-school math?
Or is Its responsibility to mainfnhi high standards?

“CUNY is the last artifact of the people who
created open admissions, where the notion of open
access for all continues to be celebrated,” Cart T.
Hayden, chancellor of the New

t
York State Board of

Regents, said recently. "The tradeoff is, if you really are
committed to access for all, you are going to be admit-
ting people who are not ready to do college work.”

CUNY is approaching a crossroads, he said, but so
is an of higher education, "because in large measure,
issues of quality have not been addressed.”

Some CUNY trustees long for a return to the days
when fewer people went on to college and City College
drew educated second-generation Immigrants who
couldn’t afford private colleges and Jews, who faced

Continued on Page 4
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Pensions in Peril?

Social Security isn't

so secure.

By Craig R. Whitney ^
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Hollywood Women Go to War n

War is hell, but how has it changed with the integration of women into the military? Who
the heck knows? Hollywood sure doesn’t, says the Pentagon, which has panned Demi
Moore's new film, “d.l. Jane."

“G.l. Jane” is probably less a reflection of reality than of evolving audience tastes,

which, to judge from an earlier popular movie about female soldiering, have changed
considerably since the 1980’s. For fun. the chart below contrasts the 1980 comedy “Private
Benjamin" (star and producer: Goldie Hawn) with the brutal, action-packed ‘G.l. Jane"
(star and co-producer: Ms. Moore).

PRIVATE BENJAMIN

Word* on Con-
fronting danger

“Oy vey." ’m going in."

Rewards A French lover who turns out to be a cad,

whom Goldie dumps. Self-respect.

A medal. The respect

of men.

T

TOMKUNTZ

Premise Bubbly young Jewish princess joins army
to forget dead husband, runs into trouble

with men. Prevails with sheer perkiness.

Ambitious female Stallone joins Navy
j

Seals, runs into trouble.with men, a
j

powerful woman Senator and the Libyan 1
Army. Prevails with M-16 and buff bod. 1

Key bathroom/
shower scene

Very sexual. Husband dies on top of

Goldie during love-making.

Oddly asexual: Macho drill instructor
|§|

unfazed by nude Demi in shower.

:'A

Fashion statement ‘Do you have any color besides green?" Shaves head. 9
Guts Forces self to vomit to get out of training. Eats garbage to survive training. JJK
Fraternization Occurs frequently. Male superiors and

female subordinates like shacking up.

Occurs rarely. None of the other Seals
wants to bunk with Demi.

Male commander Tries to force himself on Goldie. Tries to bash Demi’s skull in. "i
Her retaliation Blackmails superior to get cushy

Paris posting.

Bashes superior’s skull right back; kicks

him you know where. A

f.
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Nationalism With
A Zionist Twist

Many rabbis have spumed the secular vision of a Jewish homeland- In 1994, Rabbi Moshe Hirsch of the Orthodox and anti-Zionist

Neturei Karta sect welcomed PJL.O. Chairman Yasser Arafat to Jericho.

By ROGER COHEN

Basel, Switzerland

T
HINGS were falling apart hi Europe
when the first Zionist Conference

gathered in this Swiss city on Aug.

28, 1897, and resolved 100 years ago

today to create a Jewish homeland in Pales-

tine. The Emperor Franz Josef still ruled in

Vienna, as he had for the previous half

century, but new nationalisms were eating

at the static heart of his multi-ethnic em-
pire. The Hapsburgs — like .the Ottomans,

the Romanovs and the Hohenzolierns —
were about to pass Into what the Viennese

writer Stefan Zweig later called “the world

of yesterday.”

Just how explosive the unraveling of the

ancien regime would be was unimaginable

to the 200 delegates who gathered in Basel

100 years ago. But it is painfully obvious

now. Nationalism, in the words of the histo-

In Israel, a Messianism

foreign to Herzl’s

nationalism.

rian Jacob Talmon, has proved “the most

effective factor in the modem world.” In

fact, the violent unrest in the Balkans today

looks like the last gasp in a protracted

Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman death.

So maybe it was inevitable that a centen-

nial meeting on Zionism in Basel last week
would focus cm whether Jewish nationalism

was differentfrom any other nationalism. If

it was similar in its origins, was it also

similar in its capacity for myth-driven ex-

cess, in its readiness to use the story of its

conception to justify the violent acts of the

present?

In the beginning Zionism was certainly a

response to other nationalist movements.

Theodor Herzl, the Viennese journalist,

brought the 200 delegates to Basel in 1897 to

discuss the danger to the Jews that lurked in

the looming fragmentation of the Austro-

Hungarian empire in which he and over one

million other Jews lived.

If the old God-given imperial order was
passing— with its autocracyand its slothful

multi-national tolerance— and if the spread
of education, communication and social mo-
bility was ushering in a new era of nation

states, what would happen to the Jews in

these new nations? How, for example, was a
German-speaking Jew in Bohemia to re-

spond to Czech nationalism?

Herd's answer, laid out in his eerily pro-

phetic book of 1896, “The Jewish Suite,” was
that Jews would have no security in the

emergent modern world. Jews, whether
poor or rich, would always be seen as stereo-

types: the strident socialist, the successful

salesman. “One thing Is clear,” Herzl wrote.

“Everywhere, your bear the same air,

which may be summed up in the classic

Berlin formula: ‘Juden Raus’ — 'Jews
out’ ”.

And so began the push for a Jewish state,

what the first Zionist Congress called a
“homeland in Palestine secured by public

law.” It was created by means that were, in

the view of historian Miroslav Hroch of

Prague University, largely the means of
other nationalist movements. "If Zionism
was the constitution of the Jewish nation,"

Mr. Hroch said, “then its methods also had
much in common with other nationalist

movements.”
Thus, Zionism involved the shaping of a

secular identity from an old religious identi-

ty. It involved the quest for self-determina-

tion of a non-dominant ethnic group. It

sought — through a flag, an anthem and
other symbols — to forge, even invent, a
sense of a community among very different

people — some living in semi-feudal condi-

tions in Russia and others as emancipated
as Herzl himself. Zionism cultivated an as-

sociation with a historic territory — Pales-

tine — and offered a galvanizing vision of a
utopian future.

And in. undertaking this daunting objec-

tive, Zionists sought to exploit the interests

of one of the Great Powers. Zionists knew
that Britain was interested in having a
Jewish presence in Palestine as a means to

destabilize the Ottoman empire.

But Zionism was critically different from
other nationalist movements. There was no
common language. “Who among us,” asked
Herzl contemptuously, “speaks enough He-
brew to buy a railway ticket using this

language?” Another, more critical differ-

ence was that the Zionist project involved

not the carving of national borders through

mixed European populations — treacherous

enough in itself and cause of several wars
including the latest fighting in the Balkans
— but a massive displacement of Jews from

Europe to a Palestine inhabited by Arabs.

A third difference was that Herzl. with his

rational and secular convictions, specifical-

ly eschewed recourse to any divine justifica-

tion for his nationalist movement He was
nothing like the Croatians who talk today of

defending a “Catholic frontier” against bar-

barism, or like the Serbs who view them-

selves as a “celestial people” with a God-
given mission to beat back Islam going back
to the Battle of Kosovo in 1389.

In fact, it was precisely Herzl’s secular-

ism, his sharp focus on practical measures,
that led many rabbis to spurn his movement
as an attempt to create through human
organization a deliverance that they thought

Should be divine — a fact that lends some
irony to the religious and providential tones

of much Israeli nationalism today.

therein, it seems, lies the twist The re-

turn to Zion — the hill in Jerusalem on
which the “City of David” stood — and the

repeated battles with the Palestinians

fought there have inspired a Messianism

foreign to Herzl’s nationalism. To many
delegates at the centennial conference, Zi-

onism had succeeded — albeit too late for

six million European Jews — in its essential

aim of the establishment of a Jewish state,

only to be frustrated by excesses that are

common to all other nationalist movements.
“Zionism's agenda today must involve

insistence on the same rights for others as

we demand for ourselves,” said Yehuda
Bauer, a historian. “It requires the separa-

tion of church and state in Israel. In short,

Zionism must still work on what Herzl pre-

scribed. These are difficult adjustments, but

they are preferable to more conflict”

The Jewish Question, Settled

Of course, Israel’s very existence as the

democratic and participatory state that

Herzl imagined insures that Europe’s latest

seismic shift — the end of the cold war and

the break-up of former Communist states —
does not leave Jews marooned. The Russian-

speaking Jewish Communist in Kazakhstan

today has somewhere to go, unlike the Jews

of the new and unstable national states of

Europe in the 1920‘s and 1930’s.

Zionism has not yet, as Herzl hoped,

brought peace. But it has resolved the Jewish

question, the question of where the Jews

should go, in the way that any nationalism

does: through the backing of a national iden-

tity with credible force. The Jew need no

longer be passive before remarks like that of

the British diplomat who, asked in 1935 to

define anti-Semitism, replied, “An anti-Sem-

ite is a person who dislikes Jews more than Is

natural.”

In this sense the Jew is better off today

than a Yugoslav, any person of mixed Slavic

descent left homeless and soulless by the

delirium of Messianic Balkan nationalism,

the final spasm of the European upheaval

that Herzl foresaw.

Japanese Parenting

Introducing a Child to the Culture of Shame
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By NICHOLAS D. KRISTOF

Tokyo

J

APANESE children are amazing.

It is impossible to be an American parent in To-

kyo without feeling a mix of curiosity and envy at

the improbably angelic tots who inhabit kinder-

gartens in Japan, who sit in restaurants without try-

ing to unscrew the salt shakers, who walk by ice cream
stands on a hot summer’s day without citing an inalien-

able right to a cone.

So when the chance came, I decided to try my hand
at parenting Japanese style. My five-year-old, Gregory,
was playing by the swings when he suddenly dove into

the dust and emerged to show me the treasure in his

palm. It was a 100-yen coin, worth a bit less than a dollar.

When Japanese children find coins on the street,

their parents often take the child to the local police box
to turn it in as ‘found property.'

’

I vowed to do the same. Gregory would be thrilled,

and maybe the episode would help teach him the concept

thatfinders are not always keepers. Who knows? He
might even turn intoan angel like mostof his Japanese
friends.

The striking thing about the angelic qualities of Jap-

anese children is how well the halo survives into adult-

hood these days.

Japanese society is remarkably honestby interna-

tional standards.A foreigner can get intoataxi inTokyo
andexplain that he doesn’tknow the area and still count

on getting to the destination by adirect route ;
once

there, the driver will even pick out the correct fare from
a preferred handful of currency.

How does a society inculcate such honesty?
It has a lot to do with a culture of shame. Social

pressure means that Japanese parents cannot drive a
dirty car around the neighborhood or wear an old T-shirt

when taking their kids to school, and the same pressure
keeps them from writing bad checks. As a result of such
pressures, Japan has a very low murder rate but a fairly

high suicide rate. When the Japanese get fed up, they
don’t kill their neighbors, as in America. Instead, they

kill themselves.

Japan imbues rigorous notions of propriety into

children from an early age. No one here debates wheth-
er values can be taughL Society operates on the assump-
tion that they not only can be taught but must be. And
the teaching starts the first time a child finds a coin on
the pavement

S
O the day after Gregory found that 100-yen coin,

we went to deposit it in the local police box.A
stocky young policeman with trim hair and
piercing eyes stood there, and I pushed Gregory

toward him.We explained our mission, and the police-
man nodded sagely and pulled out a “found property”
form.

“When did you find the coin?” the policeman asked
Gregory.

“Yesterday,” Gregory squeaked.
“What time?”
That stumped Gregory, who could not really tell

time, but we decided that hehad found it about 5:50 p.m.
The questions went on and the policeman estab-

lished Gregory's address,occupation and the precise lo-

cation in Artsugawa Park where he hadfound the coin.
Then the policeman telephonedsome kind of central of-
fice to explain gravely that a citizen had turned in a 100-

yen coin ; he received an administrative record number
for the found property.

Then, he praised Gregory's honesty, gave us a re-

When the Japanese get fed

up, they don’t go out and kill

their neighbors, as in

America. Instead, they kill

themselves.

ceipt and told us that In a bit more than six months we
could claim the coin if no one else had claimed it

The police officer probably spent 30 minutes han-
dling the matter. A cynic might call this kind of pro-
cedure a colossal waste, particularlysince parents
sometimes bring in kids with smaller coins, sometimes
even a one-yen coin, worth less than a penny. But the
Japanese see it as an investment in honesty.As I walked
outof the police station with a beaming Gregory I was
convinced that it was a brilliant idea.

But nothing is as simple as it seems.
Three days later, Gregory was walkinghome from

the kindergarten when he suddenly leaped into the
shrubbery andemerged with a 10-yen coin, worth less
than a dime.

“Let's go tothe police station!”he suggested, his
facebrimming with excitement

It got worse.
Gregory started findingcoins right and leftandde-

manding that we go turn them in. The policeman had
been very patient the first time, but I thought that if we
went In every few days with a small coin and asked the

police officers to fill out all the forms, they might be in-
clined to arrest Gregory.

Fortunately, Gregory’s Japanese kindergarten be-
gan collecting money for the poor, with the stipulation
that donations had to be from the kids themselves not
from their parents. So I told Gregory that it would be
okay if he donated the coins he had found to the poor peo-
ple. and he seemed only slightly confused about why it
was suddenly all right to give away money that previ-
ously I had emphasized was not his.

I began to realize that teaching Japanese-style val-
ues is harder work than it seems.

j uuut,
.»uuua ui Leacmng uregorv honesty

and he appeared to realize this. Disingenuousness per-
naps was not the best way to teach honesty. I still
thought that the system of taking children to the police
station to turn in coins was a good way to teach values,
but perhaps not if the child had eyes as keen as Greg-
ory's. *
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coins so enthusiastically. He found a few, whicl
I put aside suggesting that we collect them to
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a bil mor* than six months after

he had turned in the 100-yen coin, we went hack to the p<
lice station to inquire about it.
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The policeman checked the records, announced tfu
no one had claimed the coin, and handed it over to Greg
ory with a compliment about his honesty. Gregory

week later, he SuddeSy fell to

'

the ground and picked something up.
“Daddy!” he shouted, thrilled. “A coin!”
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In Europe, Too, Social Security Isn’t So Secure
By CRAIG R. WHITNEY

T
HE "contract between the genera-
tions” that underlies most national
pension systems in Europe, as well
as Social Security in the United

States, is headed inexorably {or trouble, in
less than a decade in many countries.
When the post-World War II baby boom

generation retires, younger generations
may not be able to keep their part of tbe
bargain. In most developed countries, peo-
ple are living longer while having fewer
children, spelling disaster for “pay as you
go” pension systems that tax current work-
ers to finance-the retirement of their elders.

The problem is even more acute in Eu-
rope than in America, because Europeans
rely more heavily on government pensions
And Europeans of the generations that ex-
perienced World War n and its aftermath
regard the generational contract as part of
a sacred commitment to pHmmato the eco-
nomic insecurities and injustices that

helped spawn that conflict.

In a hedonistic, materialistic age that
takes peace for granted, “pay as you go”
pension systems are soon gotag to require
young people to sacrifice a good part of their
own well-being to keep their elders living in

style. Will they want to?

Don’t Bet on It

Don't bet on it, according to the 29-nation

Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development in Paris, which is encouraging
its members to start thinking now about
switching .to pension systems financed by
investment plans. Switching isn’t easy.

This week voters in New Zealand wfll start

going to the polls in a referendum asking

whether the country should move to a com-
pulsory retirement savings plan and gradu-
ally give up the tax-based system that has
provided pensions for die past 100 years.

The referendum may fail because of fears

that mandatory retirement savings would

cancel out tax cuts promised by the conser-

vative coalition elected last year. But New
Zealanders are not alone in their reluctance

to bite the bullet

In 1995, when a conservative Government
in France announced that it would require

locomotive engineers on the state-operated

railways to work beyond the age of 50— like

everyone else — before they could collect

pensions, a national transportation strike

shut down tbe country until the Government
backed, off. Most people, according to polls,

supported the strikers, thinking the Govern-
ment was trying to weasel out of a half-

century-old commitment to public servants.

This June, the French replaced the conser-

vative Government with a Socialist one that

immediately canceled tax incentives for pri-

vate retirement Investment plans.

The French system, too, is headed for
trouble. French pensions pay retirees about
70 percent of their average wages. Right

now. with about three workers for every
person drawing a pension, financing pen-
sions requires an average payroll tax of

about 25 percent of gross salary, with em-
ployers paying more than employees.

Pure Pain
But in fee year 2015, France will have only

two workers per retiree; by 2030, according
to recent projections, 30 million French
workers and their employers will be expect-
ed to finance pensions for 18.6 milium retir-

ees. Pure “pay as you go” would mean pure
economic pain for those paying.
The curve is similar in Japan and Germa-

ny, Italy and most other European countries

except Britain, where since the 1980’s 5.5

million people have opted out of the state

system, taking advantage of tax incentives

offered by Conservative governments to en-

courage private investment plans.

Prime Ministers Margaret Thatcher and
John Major may have been able to change
pensions, but they never tried seriously to do
away with cradle-to-grave socialized medi-
cine in Britain because people loved it too

much. Continental Europeans feel much tbe

same about their pension systems, which
eliminated one of the main causes of soda!
insecurity in the first half of Che century.

In Germany, runaway inflation and the
two world wars twice destroyed the entire
life savings that earlier generations bad
counted on to pay for their retirements.

In France, the trauma of defeat, the Ger-
man occupation and collaboration in World
War II— and pressure from the Communist
Party, which emerged' as a leader of the

Resistance— createda powerfuldemandfor
a system of postwar social solidarity that,

like the rest of tbe welfare state, would heal
past divisions.

Fifty years later, the French and other
Europeans consider their social benefits as
rights, and governments, mindful of the
French experience in 1995, are skittish about
paring them. The result Is that in most
countries, few people are even aware of the
looming gap in pension funding

Government pensions

are costly, and

younger workers may
be unwilling to pay.

Hie most obvious solution is what Conser-

vative governments did in Britain: encour-

aging people to provide for themselves, using
Social Security as a fallback. But people can

feel abused when, as in Britain, governments
rhangp and the incentives for private Invest-

ment are reduced.

For continental Europeans, that strategy

is too harsh in any event. People who invest

their savings wisely or with a bit of hick

could end up living high off tbe hog, while

others, they fear, could end up with less.

Another possible solution is to reduce

benefits. In Germany, where pensions al-

ready take 20l3 percent of every salary

(shared evenly between employers and em-
ployees), Chancellor Helmut Kohl's coalition

has proposed gradually letting pension bene-

fits erode from the current level of 70 percent

of a person’s last net salary, to 64 percent by
2030. But the Social Democratic ogpositinn

has so far blocked any change. In the United

States, where Social Security takes 10 per-
centof salaries, split evenly between employ-
ees and employers, benefits are just over 40
percent of average earnings.

Some economists suggest that the retire-

ment age, now© in most countries with "pay
as you go" systems, should be gradually
raised to 70 to keep enough money flowing in

to stave off bankruptcy. But by far tie
preferred solution, according to Douglas
Fore, an OJE.CJD. economist, is to switch to

fully funded investment systems.

Chile did that in 1981 on the day most
people around tbe world celebrate as Labor
Day, May L

Passing the Buck
And today, 93 percent of Chile's population

participates in a system that allows employ-

ees to contribute 10 percent of their annual

salary, up to $20,000 a year, into one of 15

retirement investment funds under Govern-

ment supervision.

Jose Ptaera, tbe architect of the plan, said

recently that he bad persuaded authorities in

Argentina, Peru and Colombia to move to-

ward similar systems, and that Mexico, Bo-

livia and El Salvador were beaded that way.

But in countries with less dynamic eco-

nomic growth, as a recentOECD study put it,

“There are no painless solutions. The young-

er generation will have to pay the bulk of the

costs one way or another.”

Longer Lives,

More Retirees
Increased life expectancies

for baby boomers around
the world will mean more
people collecting govern-

ment pensions but fewer

workers to pay for them. A
look at people over age 65
as a percentage of the

working-age population, and
projections for the future.

Source. Organization lor Economic
Cooperation and Development
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The Running of the Tomatoes

By AL GOODMAN

BuftOL, Spain

Wednesday, as on the last Wednesday of

1
August every year, the village square of Buflol

(turned red in a giant food fight with ripe

tomatoes. Upwards of 20,000 people pelted one

for an hour— and, before and after, bought food

nks and acted like tourists,

e sticky frenzy is called La Tomatina. It has

sd television cameras from abroad and listings

Internet. A restaurant named Tomatina opened

ir in Sl Helena, Calif., decorated with a photo of

at and a door painted to look like it was just

red with a tomato.

Is is no small feat for Buflol, a working-class town

i people formerly renowned for its cement fac-

ae town. In fact, formerly had nothing to do with

es. It still does not grow them or process them,

bars don’t even serve Bloody Marys.
f

t in Spain’s crowded field of town fiestas, that s

ter. Spain has its did festivals — Pamplona’s

- of the bulls is the best known— and now Its new

ie throngs attracted by cute themes that have no

, speak of In local tradition or culture.

mpiona was running bulls through town back In

i century. In Valencia, 24 miles from Buflol to

Spain, the “fallas” festival is traced to medieval

ers who burned excess wood shavings on March

nor their patron saint, SL Joseph. It has grown to

! a spectacular Maze of papter-mdche figures on

. night, with hundreds of thousands of onlookers.

training recognition for its fiesta, Buflol had

ition not just from these two, but from many

towns whose fiestas tapped centuries of tradition. And
Buflol had little of its own.

The town banned bullfights in the 1930’s, consider-

ing them to be crueL But a decade later, a tomato fight

broke out on the town square during a local procession.

There are varying explanations of why the tomatoes

started flying, but all agree that more tomatoes were

thrown the following year, and the fiesta took seed
It remained mainly a local event until 1983, when

Spanish national television showed up. Tomato T-shirt

sales followed soon after, and this year one villager

started selling waterproof disposable cameras for $10 to

tourists about to enter the fray.

Joining in the action last week were travelers from

San Francisco, Washington, London and Tokyo who said

that making tomato sauce in public was their principal

reason for visiting Spain.

Museums. Big Deal.

A booming firework signaled the start, and six large

trucks filled with 137 tons of pear-shaped tomatoes

entered the town square in a staggered procession.

“It was like being caught in a blender,” said Martin

Lenick, 33, a chemical engineer from Chicago who first

heard about the fight the previous night while enjoying a

Bloody Mary in Valencia.

When the exuberant crowd surged to grab tomatoes

dumped from the trucks, the sheer force ofmotion pulled

Mr. t eniek out of bis $80 handmade leather sandals

purchased days earlier ta Milan. They were lost in the

slush, and be happily fought barefoot.

The bragging rights seem to be irresistible for

foreigners. “Everyone sees museums,” said Deirdre

Goggins, 31,who works ata San Francisco software firm.

"But bow many can say, ‘When T was ta Spain I partici-

pated in a tomato fight’?”

After the fight, everyone cleans up the streets and
building facades, and many go home fora meal of tomato
salad and gazpacho, a tess-than-anctent tradition.

Other Spanish villages have also discovered that

fiestas need not be historically certified.

In the isolated southern mountain town of BSrchules,

bar and discotheque owners were fed up with power
failures in December that more than once left their New

* Year’s Eve galas in the dark. So the town, population 860,

invented a fiesta three years ago to celebrateNew Year’s

Eve in August This year, foreigners were among the

5,000 people who paid top dollar to uncork champagne,
dine, dance and kiss each other at tbe stroke of midnight

Government officials say fiestas add variety for

tourists who would be visiting Spain anyway for its

beaches or art museums. Tourism generated 10 percent

of tbe nation’s $582 billion gross domestic product last

year and accounted for rare out of every eight jobs.

There are no data on the impact of the fiestas, but

some towns have estimates. Valencia, Spain’s third-

largest dty, spends about $3 million a year to build its

papier-mflChO “fallas,” and in recent years has taken In

more than $65 million from the fiesta.

Bunol’s main expense is tomatoes, about $14£Q0
worth this year. All of them, except for those from local

gardens that might end up in the gazpacho, are trucked in

from the next province.

That Is stiD closer than the original home for toma-
toes, which Spanish explorers brought back from Mexico
and Peru. Buflol is nestled at the foot of a 15th-century

castle. And if someone could locate a local ancestor who
sailed with the conquistadors, tbe problem of the tomato
fight fiesta’s short pedigree might be solved after alL

Good News,.
Bad Politics

Continued From Page 2

even less pressure to accomplish anything. Thor,
too, Americans are by nature nonldeological, and
they might have been exposed to an overload of
ideology in the 1994 and 1996 campaigns.

Gov. Tommy Thompson of Wisconsin, a Repub-
lican, said the public’s Interest in politics, including

the Congressional fund-raising inquiry that resumes
this week, is wearing thinner than ever. “Because of
the economy, people are saying, Tm not afraid of
losing my job,’ ” Mr. Thompson said. “So who wants
to turn on their television and listen to a bunch of
grown men argue over who was getting what money
from tbe Chinese?”

The healthy economy made it easy for Congress
and the President to agree to balance the budget,
which now will make it all the harder for politicians

to figure out what to talk about For incumbents, it’s

not worrisome in the short run. “Politicians have all

died and think they have gone to heaven,” said
Burdett A Loomis, a political science professor at
tiie University of Kansas. “Think of the allure of it:

you can cut taxes. You can balance the budget You
don’t have to cut Medicare."

But how do politicians present themselves now?
The mood was ambivalent last weekend at a confer-
ence of Midwest Republicans in Indianapolis. Speak-
er Newt Gingrich drew cheers when be hailed the
tax-cutting pact with Mr. Clinton. But hours later,
former Vice President Dan Quayle was applauded
by the same audience when he castigated the party
for its role in tbe agreement

While there are only a handful of elections in

November, tbe traditional Labor Day kick-off seems
particularly muted. In Virginia, the race for Gover-
nor is such a sleeper— and both caiwtirfafM to
be mouthing such similar middle-of-the-road prom-
ises— that a group of influential business executives
has decided to sit out the race and focus on finning

someone to run when the seat Is open again in 2001.
The contest for Governor of New Jersey has

focused on local issues like automobile insurance.
Gov. Christine Todd Whitman said she has been
struck by the degree to which voters are concerned
only about "things that impact their lives very
directly.”

Think Values
Q. Whitfield Ayres, a Republican pollster in

Atlanta, said many of his clients have the same
refrain: “So what’s next? What should Republicans
do now?” Mr. Ayres is counseling them to artfully
weave vague worries about moral values into more
concrete issues like crime and education. The danger
is that If social issues begin to replace the economic
issues that have traditionally been the province of
Republicans, that could undermine tbe party’s efforts
to appeal to independent-minded voters.

And elected officials who think they are so popu-
lar right now perhaps should not be overconfident It

could be that the Eisenhower-like boasts of “peace
and prosperity” are ill-advised. If the economy falls
flat, these same politicians could be punished at the
polls for presiding over a downturn.

“I don’t think people are going to swallow the
’Happy Days Are Here Again* argument forever,
said Michael S. Lewis-Beck, a political scientist at the
University of Iowa. “They have to send kids to coUe**
and to pay for mortgages.”

But, at least for now, most politicians are not
about to try to convince people tharthings are not as
good as they may think. Just look at a poll conducted
last month by CBS News: A whopping 73 percent of
Americans rated the economy as in verv mod nr
fairly good shape.
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Ideas& Trends

Self-Help Credo: I’m
O.K., You’re Not

By FRANK BRUNI

F
OR people living in an ostensibly

free society. Americans have lately

been subjected to a particularly vig-

orous display of finger wagging.
Smoking? Don’t do it near your neighbor,

and don't endorse movies that glamorize it.

Violence on television? Blot It out, either
through personal resolve or V-chips. Di-
vorce? Don't do it, and support remedies
like Louisiana's "covenant marriages” to

make couples tough it out Fur? Wear it at
your own risk.

Americans will

consider paternalistic

advice as long as it’s

not mandatory.

The list goes on, and the lecturing has
grown loud enough that no less an apostle of
big, preachy government than George Mc-
Govern, the former senator and Presiden-
tial candidate, recently raised his voice in
anguished protest

"Where,” Mr. McGovern asked this
month on the Op-Ed page of The New York
Times, "do we draw the line on dictating to
each other?”

That is a question as old as the Republic
itself, with answers as complicated as the
balancing act between liberty and order.
And it strikes at both the long tradition of
didacticism in American life and the pub-
lic's shifting attitudes about it.

When it comes to having Americans tell

each other how to live, they are often unable
to figure out how they feel

“It’s on some level easier, and on some
level necessary, not to wake up every day
and make every decision for yourself,” said

Jean Bethke Elshtain, a professor of socialand political ethics at the University of
Chicago. As a result, she noted, “We spend a
lot of time searching for moral authorities

J611 devel°P very ambivalent
relaDonship to. We lurch.”
Americans’ hunger for clear guides is

most obvious in their steadfast participation
in religion, but their distaste for ironclad
TUlesis equally apparent in the proliferation
of affiliations.

Obeying and Rebelling
That tension — between following and

leading, obeying and rebelling — has some-
times produced rich ironies. Ralph Waldo
Emerson articulated a philosophy of self-
reliance; Americans flocked to public, lec-
tures where he told them how.

In recent decades, sociologists and histori-
ans say, American didacticism has taken
some new forms, and receptiveness to it has
begun to follow some new rules.
Todd Gitlin, a professor at New York

University and the author of “The Twilight of
Common Dreams: Why America Is
Wracked by Culture Wars” (Metropolitan
Books/ Henry Holt, 1995), says that a blur-
ring of the boundaries between the personal
and the political, which began in the I960’s,
has opened the door to moralizing on any
number of new fronts. What people wear, the
language with which they address each other
and the tobacco smoke or perfume wafting
from their bodies have come to be treated
not as private expressions but public issues.
and thus suitable topics for censure and
mare significant — censors.
"Today, many more people feel entitled to

be censorious," Mr. Gitlin said. “It's not all

coming from Billy Graham and Norman
Vincent Peale and Joe McCarthy. It's com-
ing from Newt Gingrich and from Gloria
Steinem and from the animal rights people
and from the Southern Baptist Convention.
What you have in the society right now is a
surplus population of pulpits.”

This riot of voices, some scholars say,
rushed in to fill a vacuum created by the
faltering clout of traditional authorities.

Asaodaied Press

How's this for public moralizing? A Paris showing of vegetable fashion by People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals.

Since Vietnam and Watergate, many Ameri-
cans have demonstrated a limited tolerance
for moralizing from politicians.

At the same time, they have developed a
seemingly limitless interest in behavioral

prescriptions from private figures. The best
example is the explosion of advice and how-
to books over the past three decades.

“What used to be a couple of shelves of
books has turned into a whole business in and
of itself," said Jody Kohn, a spokeswoman
for Borders bookstores.

From the spiritualist M. Scott Peck to the
pop psychologist Laura Schlessinger. from
the political contrarian Rush Limbaugh to

the medical contrarian Andrew Weil, a

hodgepodge of demi-gurus achieve fame and
amass fortunes by telling Americans what's
right, what's wrong and what to do about the

most intimate dilemmas in their lives.

That these didactic enterprises all fall

under the rubric of what is called self-help

echoes the Emersonian paradox while per-

haps illuminating and explaining a great
deal about our seemingly contradictory atti-

tudes toward public preaching.

Nadine Strossen, president of the Ameri-
can Civil Liberties Union, suggests that

Americans feel one way about didacticism
that has the muscle of law and yields rules,

and another way about didacticism tha t has
no authority and spawns recommendations.

“One is coercive and reduces individual

freedom of choice,” Ms. Strossen said. "The
other expands it.”

In other words, Americans don’t mind
being told what to do so long as they asked,

and so long as they maintain the right of

refusal. A reading list from Oprah Winfrey is

one thing, a reading list from a Congressman
quite another. Moralizing about food or rela-

tionships from an author seeking a perch on
the best-seller list raises few hackles; simi-

lar preaching from a special-interest group
seeking Federal legislation raises many.

Outsiders are welcome into Americans’
closets and cupboards. But they would be
wise to show their invitations at the door.

Rationing College
Continued FromPage 1

quotas. Today private colleges often recruit
the city’s best students, while CUNY re-

mains the gateway for tens of thousands of
the most disadvantaged, including students
living below the poverty line, immigrants
who know little or no English and adults
working to support their families. Some of
these students go on to careers as academics
or professionals, CUNY data show, but many
drop out after a few semesters.
The trustees are asking whether students

should take remedial courses before enroll-
ing. They are looking at ways to measure
student progress, in pursuit of what some
trustees call "open admissions with stand-
ards.” They want to shrink the administra-
tion while holding CUNY's 15 colleges to
more explicit standards.

”We probably have hit the high water
mark in terms of revenues from the city and
state and have to be judicious in what we
cut,” Ronald J. Marino, the head of CUNY’s
fiscal affairs committee, said last week.
For CUNY, nearly all issues are on the

table. From state to srate, the emphasis

varies: in Minnesota, how to dismiss tenured
faculty when their programs are superflu-
ous; in California and Texas, how to encour-
age minority students when affirmative ac-
tion programs are shut down ; in most states,
how to make colleges and their faculties
more accountable.

Some educators see opportunities to tight-
en a system grown lax. "We have taken this
system as far as we can stretch it and it’s

been wonderfully inventive, but less and less
of what we do matches society’s needs" said
Frank Newman, president of the Education
Commission of the States, an advisory
group.

Perhaps the biggest concern is that what
is most likely to be lost in any transforma-
tion is access for the most disadvantaged.
"The question is, do you warn to help

people succeed?" said C. Peter Magrath,
president of the National Association of
State Universities and Land-Grant Colleges.
"If so, you have to help. Of course, since
resources are finite and you don’t want to
deprive others, you don’t want to have stu-
dents who hang around forever. The question
is whether you keep open your doors.”

A CLOSER LOOK

Higher Education: Enrollment Up, Spending Erratic2“ hl
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ducation available to mor« But in recent years, as college enrollment and

tuition costs have gone up. Federal spending has fluctuated and state spending has remained relatively flat.

^

Enrollment

Total full-time and part-time

fall enrollment in public and
private 4-year institutions.

10 million students

'80 '84 '88 '92 '

98 2000

Projected

Tuition

Average tuition and fees

paid per student, per year
for public and private 4-year
institutions. In 1997 dollars.

$6 thousand

Federal spending

Federal education support
for college, university and
vocational programs after

high school. In 1997 dollars.

$24 billion

State spending

State appropriations for

higher education for public
and private institutions. In

1997 dollars.

$60 billion

'80 '84 '88 ‘92 '95* ‘80 '84 ‘88 ‘92 '96*

sources U S Oep; of Educorvn. National Canter tor Educational Srabsocs. Center for Higher Educamn. tumors Slate Unvemty
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Another Outstanding Offer from The Jerusalem Post

Buy any two Helga Dudman books and get a present from the author.

STREET PEOPLE

Reprinted by popular demand— “one of the all-time best
sellers sold by the JP."

An informative and amusing
guidebook recalling the

“biographies" of many Israeli

streets. The stories of the
famous men and women for
whom they were named.
Walkers (and drivers) can travel
along Ibn Gabirol. Nordau,
Ahad Ha'Am, George Eliot,

Lilienblum — and know who
they were and what they did!
The perfect gift for English-
speaking Israelis or friends
abroad! Hardcover. 200 pp.

JP Price NIS 53.

THE DOG'S GUIDE
TO

FAMOUS OWNERS

An unusual collection showing
some of ibe world's greatest

men and women in a new ligh t— as devoted companions to

their own VIP’s — their “Very
Important Pooches"! This first-

ever gathering of canine
connoisseurs includes movie
stars, scientists, statesmen and
authors. An entertaining way to

find out more about Alexander
the Great. Sigmund Freud,

Agatha Christie— and many
more. “A rollicking goodbook.
agreat read”— D’vora Ben
ShauL, TheJerusalem Post.

Softcover, 224 pp.

JP Price NIS 48. TIBERIAS

The only history in

English for the general
reader, unfolding the
romantic two millennia

ofTiberias, the Galilee's
most important city.

Through this richly

illustrated book, the

reader will meet early
Jewish sages, fighters,

fishermen. Crusaders,
pioneer doctors,

hotelkeepers and
some amazingly
enterprising women.
Now in its third printing.

Hardcover, 240 pp.

JP Price NIS 70.

A PERSONALBICYCkOPEDlA-
AND HOW TOWWIE YOUR OWN

A PERSONAL 1
ENCYCLOPEDIA

Hap Ta Viiilc Ttai Opii

Yourpresentfrom the author:

Buy any 2 books

andget this volume FREE!
Be amazed at what you can compile with those memories of

«

&3Dli>; P 1®** 0111 tafere and snapshots you just
couldn't throw away. Basedon examples fiom Che author’s
hie, see bow you can create a book, autobiographically and
alphabetically, with the Utter of.lifc! Hardcover. 192 pp. j{A Personal Encyclopedia can also be purchased for NIS 63) :
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Supermarkets are Looking For a Brand New Bag
By DANA CANEDY

Atlanta
»%AVID MCFARLAND makes
M dailyjaunts to a grocery store

two miles from his home, but
not for bread or milk.
He goes to the Kroger supermar-

ket in Alpharetta, a suburb north of
Atlanta, to use the treadmills and
stair-climbing machines in the
store's fitness center. There is even a
trainer with a degree in exercise
physiology to guide him through his
workouts.
CarmeQa Edelman ha$ little use

for the treadmills, but sbe has be-
come a regular at the store for its

cooking school, across from the aisle
where Maybelline mascara and Ste-
phen King paperbacks are sold. For
about $30— food included— students
learn to whip up duck ravioli with
brown butter sauce, chocolate-chip
biscotti and other such delights.

Is your driver’s license about to
expire? You can renew it at the
store’s customer service counter.
Other chains are offering sushi bars
and shoe repair, or providing baby-
sitting while harried parents shop.

All this, of course, is intended to
lure people into supermarkets, and
not just to tighten abs or teach cus-
tomers to stir-fry. Once they’re in-

side, the grocery store of the 90’s is

designed to get shoppers not only to

buy toothpaste and cereal but also to
fill their carts with high-margin con-
venience items like boneless, skin-

less, marinaded chicken breasts. Be-
hind the scenes, meanwhile, store

operators are working to shave pen-
nies off the cost of stocking chicken-
noodle soup and other staples that

add little to their bottom lines.

The goal is to push razor-dun prof-
its closer to 2 percent than 1 percent,

which is about all that even the best
operators have been able to achieve
in the supermarket industry. That
challenge is attracting some of the
smartest money in the United States
and Europe to a business rarely re-

garded as innovative. It is forcing
supermarket operators to spend bil-

lions of dollars remodeling outdated
stores and investing in technology.
And it is driving already big chains

into the arms of larger, more power-
ful merger partners.

The food fight in Atlanta is a mi-
crocosm of what is happening across
the country — especially in growing
cities where chains can plant super-
stores amid new subnrban subdivi-

sions, in hopes of cashing in on robust
economies, relatively cheap land and
population growth.
With profits so slim, the chase is do

or die, and Atlanta’s market Is espe-
cially competitive. Some grocers in

this city, which in the 1990*s has had
among the highest rates of store
openings andnew market entrants in

the country, have already been driv-

Prapared by Goldman. Sachs & Co. using data derived from the Financial Times/Standard &
Poor's Actuaries World Indices, a measure of stock market performance. The FT Indices are

complied Jointly by The Financial Times Limited. Goldman. Sachs & Co. and Standard & Poor’s, in

conjunction with the Institute of Actuaries and Faculty of Actuaries.

PERFORMANCE IN U.S. DOLLARS IN LOCAL CURR.

Week WOOT YTD YTD Dividend . YTD
Country Index % Chg. Rank % Chg. Rank Yield Index %Chg.

Australia 222.93 - 3.3 14 0.5 20 3.81 201.89 8.7

Austria 192.92 1.2 2 1.6 19 1.83 180.47 18.7

Belgium 235.83 - 0.7 7 3.6 17 3.16 216.12 21.2

Brazil 255.55 - 4.0 20 34.7 2 1.43 513.66 41.6

Britain 307.66 - 0.7 8 8.6 14 3.54 281.25 14.6

Canada 211.75 - 1.4 9 11.5 11 1.75 212.90 13.0

Denmark 379.78 - 2.6 13 7.9 15 1.55 354.06 25.4

Finland 285.19 - 3.6 17 16.1 6 1.70 324.40 36.5

France 217.48 - 3.3 15 1.6 18 2.55 206.92 18.5
'

Germany 215.16 - 3.4 16 13.3 8 1.42 201.37 32.3

Hong Kong 491.58 - 8.5 23 - 3.1 21 3.17 489.05 - 2.9

Indonesia 136.93 -22.7 28 -40.0 25 2.62 247.81 -25.1

Ireland 367.53 0.5 4 11.8 10 2.80
.
348.21 27.2

Italy 99.14 1.2 3 18.7 5 1.82 ' 130.36 37.5

Japan 122.85 - 4.3 21 - 4.8 22 0.85 93.41 - 1.4

Malaysia 318.61 -19.3 27 -47.2 26 1.95 357.76 -39.0

Mexico 1.664.13 - 7.3 22 36.4 1 1.58 14.153.68 34.8

Netherlands 386.77 - 3.9 19 15.1 7 2.23 357.73 34.8

New Zealand 87.35 - 2.4 12 - 4.8 23 4.20 72.56 5.2

Norway ' 323.71 2.2 1 9.5 13 1.88 327.50 27.9

Philippines 106.19 -18.4 26 -47.9 27 1.29 160.88 -39.7

Singapore 299.45 -12.3 24 -28.7 24 1.51 208.72 -22.9

South Africa 337.59 - 0.2 5 6.0 16 2.49 346.17 6.3

Spain 242.75 - 0.3 6 10.4 12 237 279.58 29.1

Sweden 476.96 - 2.0 10 13.1 9 1.86 554.35 30.0

Switzerland 285.85 - 3.7 18 19.8 4 1.27 263.01 32.4

Thailand 39.00 -15.8 25 -59.3 28 5.67 51.75 -45.7

United States 366.27 - 2.3 11 21.3 3 1.69 366.27 21.3

|
COMPOSITE INDICES |

Europe 265.25 - 1.9 10.7 2.52 253:16 23.8

Pacific Basin 137.61 - 5.4 - 7.4 1.38 105.53 - 3.7

Europe/Pacific 190.88 - 3.4 2.3 2.04 160.98 10.8

World 249.68 - 2.8 11.4 1.86 224.79 15.8

Source- GotOnan. Sochs 6 Co; Exchange rates as ot Friday* London close

C 1996 The Financial Times Ltd.. Goldman. Sachs A Co. enA Standard <S Poor's.

. Last Week Year

Exchange rate Friday Friday % Chg. Ago

Japanese yen to the U.S. dollar 120.81 118.31 +2.10 108.90

German marks to the U.S. dollar 1.8095 1.8186 -0.40 1.4810

Canadian dollars to the U.S. dollar 1.3883 1.3933 -0.35 1.3681

U.S. dollars to the British pound 1.6200 1.6093 +0.66 1.5647

Source Bloomberg Financial Markets: exchange rales as at Fridays New York dose.

en out And there .are likely to be
more casualties when the economy
inevitably slows.

"The square footage that Is going
in there is just mind-boggling," said

Bonni Zwickel, an Industry analyst

for First Boston, surveying the At-

lanta market “Second- or Third-tier

players just have to fall out at some
paint”
The reason for the industry's at-

tempts to remake itself? Investors

are demanding better returns at a
time supermarket companies are
losing business to unlikely competi-

tors that now stock grocery Items.
Toys “R” Us sells diapers and baby
formula Wal-Mart is counted as the
ftfth-biggest supermarket chain in

America And many baby boomers
would rather buy Boston Market’s
take-out meals than supermarket
frozen dinners or — of all things —
the ingredients to actually cook a
meaL
“The line between grocery retail-

ers and other kinds of retailers con-
tinues to blur,” said Paul Bemish, a
spokesman for the Kroger Company
in Cincinnati, which at $25 billion in

sales is the nation’s largest grocery
fhain "Without US faking action and
becoming smarter ourselves, we
face the possibility of losing our
place in consumers’ minds."

In Atlanta, the competition is visi-

ble in bickering over ads and promo-
tions, battles for prime real estate
and a proliferation of store concepts
that may not pay off. What, after all.

does Kroger really know about the
fitness business? In the Alpharetta
store, it did cruelly plant the gym
just a few feet from the bakery.

Despite the risk that some of their

efforts will flop, the dozen or so com-
petitors here are undaunted. Kroger
relies on service — offering, for in-

stance, dry-cleaning at some stores.

A struggling local chain, Harry’s
Farmers Market, pulls in customers
from 20 miles away with the most
extensive product assortment in

town, everything from fresh fish

heads to $100-an-punce balsamic vin-

egar. Winn-Dixie has positioned it-

self as the bargain shopper’s alterna-

tive, advertising cheap wine and
beef. Publix has simply bullied its

way into the $6 billion Atlanta mar-
ket, spending more than $300 million

to open about 60 stores in five years.

The aisles are becoming crowded
in ocher cities, too. In Houston and
Dallas, Albertson’s and Kroger have
displaced Houston-based Randall’s

as the market leader by rapidly ex-

panding with new or revamped
stores. And Safeway, in which the

New York takeover firm Kohlberg
Kravis Roberts has a one-third

stake, bought a leading chunk of the

Southern California market last year
when it acquired the Vans Compa-
nies.

Other deals include the purchase
of Stop & Shop Companies by Ahold
N.V., a Dutch company, and the ac-

quisition of Kash n’ Karry Food
Stores by Food Lion. In addition,

Kohlberg Kravis Roberts recently

purchased the Bruno’s chain, con-

tinuing its spree of buying underval-

ued grocery companies with strong

turnaround prospects.

T
HE push to create larger re-

gional chains is reshaping com-
petition from Phoenix to Char-

lotte to Seattle, although parts of the

Northeast have lagged behind the

trend. The New York City area is an
especially tough market that many
operators avoid altogether because
of its shortage of vacant land, high

real estate and labor costs and zon-

ing barriers.

In the growth markets, however,

consumers have come to expect even
more variety, increased service and
lower prices. While shoppers may
judge the industry by the number of

stores near their homes that have
sushi bars, the real gauges of success

have more to do with factors far

from shoppers’ view — in produce
coolers, warehouses and corporate

offices.

For example, customers at Kroger
stores in Atlanta may think it is a
coincidence when cashiers hand
them coupons offering 50 cents off

their favorite brand — and flavor —
of ice cream. But scanners that tally

their food bills - at the checkout

counters are simultaneously analyz-

ing what they buy. This technology.

growing in popularity among the

chains, Is being rolled out at hun-

dreds of Kroger stores.

The checkout Hafa allow stores to

instantly print coupons for items be-

ing purchased (or for similar prod-

ucts) and to electronically reorder

merchandise as it sells. Because the

promotions are linked to the inven-

tory, fewer cases of soda collect dust

in warehouses.

Kroger, citing competitive rea-

sons, declined to say how much mon-
ey it was saving through its technol-

ogy investments and other cost-cut-

ting measures. Industrywide,

though, such improvements can
make the difference between turning

a profit or reporting a loss as super-

market sales remain flat.

The industry’s revenues, exclud-

ing sales from warehouse clubs and
convenience stores, increased II per-

cent last year, to $3232 billion. But
sales actually declined slightly after

adjusting for inflation, according to

Progressive Grocer, a trade publica-

tion.

At the same time, the industry's

operating expenses declined last

year to SXL95 percent of sales, from
97 percent in 1995, according to the

Food Marketing Institute, a trade

group. Minute as that may seem, it

was substantial for an industry that

counts its profits in fractions of a
penny: it contributed $3 billion to
pretax profits, helping net income
rise to 1.2 percent of sales from 1.14

percent in 1995 and a low of 0.49

percent in 1993, according to the

marketing institute

Surprisingly, the value of super-

market stocks, which have always
trailed the broader market, is still in

the cellar. Food retailers’ shares, as
measured by the Standard & Poor’s
food retail index, rose 8.6 percent so

far this year, versus the 21.4 percent

gain for the 500 stocks in the broader
S.& p. index. Part of the reason for

the disparity is that the payoff from
the big chains’ costly Investments is

just beginning to show up on balance
sheets; in addition, while supermar-
kets are becoming more efficient,

many still suffer from heavy debts

accumulated in leveraged buyouts
during the 80’s and early 90’s.

The attraction is that even with

skimpy margins, laige, well-run

chains can turn in respectable prof-

its. Kroger's net profit margin, for

instance, was just 1.39 percent last

year, but that translates into a de-

cent $350 million on sales of $25 bil-

lion.

Analysts say profitability should

The Checkout Line

Market shares of the top five

supermarkets in Atlanta.
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continue to edge up for the .overall

industry, between further cost-cut-

tingand cortsoHdations that are trim-

ming purchasing, administrative,

distribution and advertising ex-

penses and giving grocers more
clout with their suppliers.

The industry makeover and the

increased competition is fine by Ms.
Edelman, the Roswell, Ga., woman
who attends the Kroger cooking

school in Alpharetta. She frequents

several stores, depending on her

needs. For recipe ingredients after

class, she shops at Kroger. “But ac-

tually, for my produce, I go to Har-
ry's Market,” she said.

Already, the struggle to win the

loyalty of customers tike Ms. Edel-

man is taking a toil on some grocers.

Winn-Dixie, long the No. 2 chain in

“Customer care center” of a Kroger supermarket near Atlanta includes

a dry-cleaning service. Shoppers can also renew driver's licenses.

Atlanta, behind Kroger, fell last year
to third place, the victim of an as-

sault cm the market by Publix, a
Lakeland, Fla, chain closely held by
its employees.

S
IX years ago, when Ed Cren-

shaw, then a Publix executive

vice president, pulled out his

corporate credit card at a car rental

agency in Atlanta the clerk asked,

“What is Publix?" and wanted to

know if the name was spelled incor-

rectly.

“We knew we would have to do a
lot of work to develop the brand up
here." said Mr. Crenshaw, now presi-

dent of the company. So when Publix,

looking to expand after saturating its

borne state, blew into Atlanta in 1991,

the company simply offered what it

determined was missing: newer,
cleaner stores, more service and-

fresher perishable goods. In just five

years, Publix claimed 14.4 percent of

the Atlanta market
"We know how to make money,”

said Frank Hernandez, regional di-

rector for Publix in Atlanta. "Once
you give people something of value,

they will come back. We are not

trying be something other than a
food business, so we don't want to

have a smorgasbord of things in a
food store and then let customers
forget about food and the essential

things thatwe built this business (hl”
Customers say the approach is

working. "I used to shop at A.& P.,

but 1 got disappointed with their

produce,” said Veronique Maitre, a
translator who was shopping recent-

ly at the Publix store in Alpharetta.

Another shopper, Marie Vitaio has
become a regular at Publix even
though there is a Winn-Dixie store

about a Mock from her bouse in

Smyrna.
“I like a clean, big store,” said Ms.

Vitaio, who works in accounting.

Winn-Dixie, meanwhile, is deter-
mined to use pricing to win back
customers like Ms. Vitaio. The park-

ing tot of its Alpharetta store, which
competes with two nearby Krogers
and one of Wal-Mart’s Sam’s Club
warehouse scores, is festooned with a
large blue-and-white banner promis-
ing "Lowest prices in town.” Inside

the store, signs and tags create a
virtual sea of markdowns. The signs
announce 40 percent off greeting
cards, 50 percent off sunglasses, 15
percent off national-brand snack
chips and 20 percent off school sup-
plies. Some signs ask simply: “Why
pay more?”
“We are in a transition and have

been for many years,” said Mickey
Clerk, a spokesman for Winn-Dixie,

based in Jacksonville, Fla. “Custom-
ers are stretched for time as well as
for money, and what they want to do
is find everything they want at the
lowest prices they can in one place

that is convenient for them. We were
convenient before, butwe didn’t have
the complete variety that today's

customers want”
So the company Is closing stores

throughout its system that are less

than 30.000 square feet and replacing

them with larger ones -7 some up to

70,000 square feet — with room for

floral departments, pharmacies and

bigger delis.-
-

A strategy Ol low prices and big

investments may not seem like a
smart game plan in one of Winn-
Dixie’s most competitive markets.
But the chain has the resources to

wait for weaker operators to fold;

meanwhile, it continues to improve
its stores to be more competitive

with Kroger and Publix.

Some competitors, though, have
simply left or are strugglingtokeep
up. Four years‘ago. Big Star.ohe of

the retail arms of Fleming Compa-
nies. the giant food wholesaler, sold

its Atlanta stores to A& P. and left

the market. Yet AAP., which has
been slow to upgrade its network of

older stores, is barely clinging to

sixth place in the market
"We were really consolidating,”

said Michael Rourke, a senior vice

president of A.& P. “A lot of stores

we acquired were not up to today’s
standard and had to be closed.”

Grand Union and Piggly Wiggly
supermarkets have also sold their

Atlanta stores to other competitors,
while Harry’s Fanners Market, with
five stores, hangs on, but has lost

more than $23 million in four years.

Even the market leaders have
some bousecleaning to do. An older
Kroger store in the fashionable
Buckhead section of Atlanta has dat-

ed fixtures and lacks the amenities
found in the Alpharetta outlet.

Such shortcomings are becoming
less tolerable to Atianta-area shop-
pers. Mr. McFarland, who works out
at the “cardio-theater” in the Al-
pharetta Kroger, said he had noticed
an overall improvement in the area’s
supermarkets in recent years, as
more companies moved in.

Besides the gym, which is run by
Australian Body Works and costs $5
a visit for walk-ins, Mr. McFarland
uses the pharmacy and the Nations-
bank branch at the store. The added
services have turned him into a
Kroger regular when it comes time
to shop for groceries.

"You don’t want to have to make
two stops if you don’t have to,” said
Mr. McFarland, 43, a wine supplier.
And he has the sense that packing
more into his busy schedule will be-
come even easier as Kroger and the
other grocers continue to offer not
just better cuts of meat and more
brands of cereal, but additional serv-
ices as well They have to, he figures,

“to keep up with everybody else in
the neighborhood."

Aug. 25-29: Bonds and Small Stocks Rally, Blue Chips Slump
Sources. Bank Rata Monitor. Bloomberg Financial Markets; The Bond Buyer; Datastreon;
Goldman. Sachs; IBC's Money Fund Report; Merrill Lynch; Standard& Poor's; Ryan

PRICES
DOMESTICEQUITIES

Broad market Down 2.61%

1 S.&P. 500 index 899.47

Blue chips Down 3.37%

1 Dow 30 industrials 7.622.42

•%*; Small capitalization Up 1.65%

il Russell 2000 index 423.43

domestic bonds

Treasuries Up 0.30%
Ryan Labs. Total Return 202.74

Municipals Up 0.16%

1 Bond Buyer index 119.69

Corporates Up 0.35%
Merrill Lynch Master index 893.50

AROUND THE WORLD

European stocks Down 1.52%
F.T.-Actuaries Europe 266.25

Asian stocks Down 5.44%
F.T.-Actuaries Pacific Basin 137.61

Gold Dowd 0.70%
-New York cash price $325.50

Fot&gn indexes are givenm dotiar terms.

YIELDS

BONDS

| Long bonds 6.60%
30-year Treasuries Down 5 basis pts.

Notes 5.96%
2-year Treasuries Up 2 basis pts.

jP
Municipals 5.55%

S Bond Buyer index Down 1 basis pt.

IOO basis poiniBe 1 percentagepomt

OTHER INVESTMENTS

Money market funds 5.02%
Taxable average Down 4 basis pts.

| Bank C.D.’s 5.17%M 1-year small savers Unchanged

£ Stocks 1.71%
S.&P. 500 dividend yield Up 4 b.p.
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Senator Gorton’s Ignoble Crusade
Year after year, legislators load up the Interior

Department's spending bill with provisions aimed

at satisfying some personal agenda or enriching

special interests, usually an industry like lagging or

mining . Two years ago, for example. Westerners in

the 104th Congress snuck into that year’s bill a

bunch of nefarious riders that would have opened up

Alaska's Tongass National Forest for increased

logging and accelerated mining on public lands.

It is unusual, however, to find someone with the

audacity of Slade Gorton, a Republican Senator

from Washington with a 25-year gripe about the

Indians. Mr. Gorton, who runs the Interior appropri-

ations subcommittee, exercised a CongressionaT

prerogative known as the “chairman’s mark” to

add two provisions that would profoundly alter the

basic principles of equity that have governed the

relationship between Washington and the nation's

554 Indian tribes for more than a century.

These riders are reprehensible on several

counts. They would undercut tribal sovereignty and

hurt some tribes financially. They were slipped into

the bill after perfunctory hearings, no real debate

and no serious attempt to draw on the wisdom of a

Congress that has a moral obligation to oversee the

treatment of the continent’s original inhabitants.

Mr. Gorton says that he consulted with the Senate’s

only Indian, Ben Nighthorse Campbell, Republican

of Colorado. The consultation was not persuasive.

Mr. Campbell says the riders will pass only “over

my dead body."

Finally,..the riders corrupt and may actually

kill, by inviting a veto, an otherwise worthy meas-
ure that contains essential provisions favored by the

Administration and by this page. These include

financing for the National Endowment for the Arts

and for several important Federal land acquisi-

tions, including the purchase of a potentially ruinous

mining operation near Yellowstone Park.

One rider would force the tribes to waive "sov-

ereign immunity" from civil lawsuits or lose up to

$767 million, about half the Federal budget for daily

operations on tribal lands occupied by 1.4 million

Indians.- Mr. Gorton says that sovereign immunity

unfairly shields the tribes from being sued in Fed-
eral court Although individuals can be sued in

Federal court, suits against tribes are generally

heard in a tribal court The other rider is a means-
testing provision that would base Federal assist-

ance on tribal income. It is aimed, Mr. Gorton says,

at redistributing income from tribes that have
made money from gambling operations.

Setting aside the fact that only a handful of

tribes have made any serious money from gam-
bling, the means-testing provision is flat-out dis-

criminatory. By treaty and statute, Indian tribes

are sovereign governments. Yet no other sovereign
entity, state or local, has to endure such tests to

receive its share of Federal funds.

The measure requiring tribes to waive legal

immunity in exchange for Federal funds is not only
discriminatory but profoundly ahistoricaL First, it

would deprive the tribes of a basic protection

against frivolous and crippling lawsuits now enjoyed

by Federal, state and local governments. Second,

elevating the power of Federal courts at the expense

of tribal courts amounts to a direct assault on the

entire concept of sovereignty. Finally, the Federal

dollars that Mr. Gorton would withhold from any
tribe that refused to compromise its independence

are themselves part of a solemn bargain, consecrat-

ed by many individual treaties under which the

tribes ceded nearly 100 million acres of land, as well

as hunting and fishing rights, in exchange for finan-

cial support and other protections.

The tribes believe that Mr. Gorton is driven

mainly by personal pique. As Washington’s attorney

general in the mid-1970's, he argued and lost a
landmark Supreme Court case in which the Court

upheld Indian fishing rights in the Pacific North-

west In 1995, he tried to cut $200 million from the

tribes' $1.7 billion annual appropriation. Whatever
his motives, Mr. Gorton has no business trying to

undermine a time-honored relationship with provi-

sions that have been slipped into the legislative mill

under cover of darkness. Even if Congress wants to

transform that relationship, which is doubtful, it

should tackle the issue in full, open debate.

The Vallone Hearings
The Louima brutality case is an ugly reminder

that New York City has yet to establish a strong,

independent body to monitor and investigate police

misconduct. The City Council created such an agen-

cy in 1994, but Mayor Rudolph Giuliani vetoed the

bill. When the Council overrode the veto, the Mayor
successfully challenged the bill in court on the

grounds that it infringed on executive authority.

City Council President Peter Vallone has now
amended the bill and scheduled hearings for later

next month, beginning Sept 23. It deserves wide-

spread support, including the Mayor’s.

Mr. Vallone maintains that the Police Depart-

ment is incapable of policing itself in a consistent

fashion and always lapses into complacency when
scrutiny fades. His proposed Independent Police

Investigation and Audit Board would leave the

primary responsibility with the police commission-

er, the department’s Internal Affairs Bureau and
the district attorneys. The board would confer with

and advise those offices, but, crucially, it would
have its own investigators and subpoena powers.

The board would consist of five people chosen

by the mayor, in consultation with the City Council

It would make recommendations to the Police De-
partment on the formulation and implementation of

anti-corruption programs and could also suggest

structural improvements in the anti-corruption ef-

fort. The net effect would be to make lapses, and
horrors like the Louima case, less likely.

The hearings in the City Council could easily

provide a platform for the anger and division that

the Louima episode has already aroused. It would
be unfortunate if that happened. Mr. Vallone’s plan

is a sound one that deserves a calm and reasoned

discussion.

Editorial Notebook

Where Even Cops Get Robbed
Johannesburg

Crime, or more precisely a ris-

ing fear of crime, has become the

most serious threat to the success

South Africa’s

Crime Problem
of South Africa's fledgling demo-
cratic government. Even a short-time visitor to the

nation's chief commercial city is struck by its belea-

guered atmosphere. Tour guides warn you not to venture

out alone unless you know where you are going. Hotels

have ramped down their operations, and many business-

es have fled to die suburbs. Wbolfe blocks of apartments

have been taken over by drug dealers. Residents of the

Corner suburbs live behind walls topped with barbed wire

and protected by private security firms, their bedrooms
sealed off by internal rape-prevention gates.

The statistics are appalling. South Africa’s murder
rate is eight times that of the United States, its rape rate

three times as high But the crimes that most disturb

residents are brazen carjackings, hijackings and robber-

ies that can hit literally anyone. The president of die

nation’s top constitutional court was robbed at gunpoint

in his own driveway. The police superintendent of a

crime-ridden slum was robbed of his car and valuables

by gun-toting thugs. Various police stations have been

looted of an automated teller machine, a supply of cash

and diamonds, and electronic equipment In what were

either brazen robberies or inside jobs.

The only encouraging trend is that crime Is no

longer spiraling out of control The latest quarterly

figures show all categories of serious crime either

holding steady or declining, albeit at high levels. Govern-

ment officials are not certain whether crime has really

gotten a lot worse than under the previous apartheid

regime or whether it has simply Invaded previously

white areas that had been protected by a repressive

police state. Some officials contend that the problem has

been exaggerated. But there is no doubt that fear of

crime is having an adverse impact. People who emigrate

cite it as one of their reasons for leaving. Businesses cite

it as a deterrent to expanding their operations. Govern-

ment officials fear that it may deter badly needed
foreign investment

“Crime is probably the most serious obstacle In the

path of our political, economic and social transforma-
tion,*’ says Azhar Cachalia, the central Government’s
secretary for safety and security. "Democracy can only

flourish where our people feel safe and in fact are safe in

their homes, their businesses and
their streets."

The roots of the crime problem
lie deep. Widespread poverty, a 40

percent unemployment rate and ap-

palling social conditions are a breeding ground for

criminals who now have easy access to richer neighbor-

hoods with their tempting targets. Illegal guns are plenti-

ful, and more open borders since apartheid have allowed

criminal syndicates to flood the country with drugs and to

traffic in stolen cars, setting off a wave of carjackings.

The police in some areas seem overwhelmed, with detec-

tives handling up to 80 cases at a time, four times the

number deemed manageable. Some police engage in

criminal activities and corruption themselves.
“So far the police have been incredibly inattentive

and ineffective," says William Bratton, the former New
York City Police Commissioner, who now runs a private

consulting firm that sought to advise the South Africans

on crime control Indeed, on a half-hour tour of downtown
Johannesburg in the company of a police official, I saw
little evidence of apolice presence. The most visible sign
of authority was in a violence-ridden suburban shun
where military troops manned roadblocks and my police

escort rode with his gun unholstered

The Government is approaching the problem with a
long-term strategy to improve the training and profes-

sionalism of police and to develop effective Interaction

between police and communities that have long feared
and hated the men in uniform. A business executive has
been brought in to improve the management and alloca-

tion of resources, and consultants have helped some
police stations overcome a shocking inability to keep
their police and vehicles on patrol At several stations I

saw evidence that residents are beginning tosupport and
help the police, even providing tips that help catch
criminals. But it will all take time.

Meanwhile, some 5,000 new police officers and civil-

ians are being hired, and the Government will focus
additional police resources on Johannesburg and a few
other high-visibillty areas that have a disproportionate
impact on the nation's image abroad. That could drain
resources from some of the poor black areas that helped
vote the Mandela Government into office. It could be a
risky political choice, but it is one the Government feels

it must take if South Africa's promising democratic
revolution is to succeed. PHILIP M. BOFFEY

Learning Disabled Aren’t Seeking Excuses^

To the Editor:

Re “Extra Credit for Doing Poor-

ly" (Op-Ed, Aug. 25):

I was 8 years oki when doctors

diagnosed attention deficit disorder.

Today, I am entering my sophomore
year at Stanford. Robert J. Stern-

berg's examples do not represent

typical accommodations for learn-

ing-disabled students. Most such stu-

dents need one or two accommoda-
tions. I ask for note takers in lecture

classes and the use of a computer for

taking essay tests, because writing
by hand is difficult for me. None of

these accommodations make it pos-

sible for me to succeed in a class

without knowing the material.

I agree with Mr. Sternberg that

“even students with genuine disabili-

ties should not be able to use them as
an excuse tor not learning." Howev-
er, 1 disagree with his implication

that this behavior is typical Most
such students are distressed at “hav-
ing something wrong with them" and
prefer minimal accommodations.
Most are small modifications with-

in die curriculum, not changes to

it. Mike L. Ginsberg
Bloomfield Hiflq, Mich, Aug. 27, 1997

•

Easy Out Can Hurt
To the Editor:

As a clinical psychologist and dys-
lexic reader, I applaud Robert J.

Sternberg’s Aug. 25 Op-Ed article It

has been my personal and profes-

sional observation that growth and
development occur as a result of

learning to overcome handicaps,
hardships and disabilities. As a soci-

ety we have lost the ability to distin-

guish between knowing when to give

a helping hand that can enable a
person to move forward and prevent-

ing learning by allowing the label to

become the excuse.

I once complained to one of my
psychology professors that 1 had diffi-

culty doing a required task because of

my dyslexia. He reminded me that l

had acquired the ability to get this far

in my education despite my disability

and that he expected me to continue

to use those same abilities to perform

all my tasks regardless of their diffi-

culty. His confidence is my ability

and perseverance was more useful in

the long run than giving me an easy

OUt HrLDA KESSLER
Berkeley, Calif, Aug. 26, 1997

which had to comply with the recent-

ly enaeted Americans With Disabili-

ties ACL My son was given help, a

tape recorder, editing assistance and

more and graduated with high

grades. „ ,

He took the Graduate Record

Rimb without assistance and did

poorly. He retook the test under the

regulations that gave him extra time,

proceeded to get the highest of

scores, was chased by graduate

schools In his chosen field and went

(Hi to complete a PbJX Mr. Stern-

berg’s statement that these students

are getting too much help is neither

helpful nor correct Our job is to find

thes? students and give them the help

they need. Leonard J. DUHL/M.D.

Berkeley, Calif, Aug. 25, 1997

The writer is a professor of psychia-

try, U. of California at Berkeley.

•

Professional Deficits?

To the Editor:

Robert J. Sternberg (Op-Ed, Aug.

25) brings up a puzzling subject: the

a distress.
York, Aug. 26. 1997

Owen pumps

matter of students with “learning

disability" and "attention deficit dis-

order.” I often wonder why students

who cannot learn or pay attention

should be admitted to college. Do we
train people who cannot walk to be

tennis players or people wbo cannot

see to become painters?

Many colleges are suffering from

financial malnutrition and are com-
pelled to relax their admission stand-

ards. They often admit students with

"learning disabilities" and give

them privileges that other students

Overjoyed Parents?

T
°As a special education teacher

and

thfoarem of three children, one of

wtonfhas learning^i^esj
am

dismayed by Robert J. Sternberg s

Auc 25 Op-Ed article.

If there are parents who are over-

ioved when their children are diag-

nosed with learning disabilities and

^therefore eligible tor testing

modifications, tutoring and wemp-

tion from certain subjects, l ha*ey«

to meet them. If students need to

leam the difference between living

with a disability and using it as an

excuse, that’s the job of teachers and

tbose who train teachers. None of

this justifies attempts to deny stu-

dents the help they need.

Perhaps Mr. Sternberg would pre-

fer the learning disabled take the

more traditional path of smart chil-

dren who cannot succeed in school:

dropout drug dealers, gang leaders

pm* criminals. Caryn Benjamin

Brooklyn, Aug. 25, 1997

Level Field at Last

To ihe Editor:

Re “Extra Credit for Doing Poor-

ly” (Op-Ed, Aug. 25) : Why not forbid

students to wear eyeglasses or hear-

ing aids, too? And while we’re at it,

why not eliminate the requirement of

full access for those in wheelchairs?

If physics is being taught only on the

second floor and a student can’t get

there, that’s life.

Robert J. Sternberg cites no studies

or other evidence to support his claim

that special accommodations are do-

ing the learning disabled more harm

than good and that they are being set

up for failure later on.

Considering that many such stu-

dents are of superior intelligence and

were never given the opportunity to

exhibit their abilities before accom-

modations were made, perhaps what

is really happening is that the playing

field is being leveled. Rather than

being set up for failure, these stu-

dents are being given the chance to

succeed. Steven H. Levin
Briarclifl, N.Y., Aug. 25, 1997

Soft Diagnoses
To the Editor:

Since both my oldest daughter and

I have been diagnosed with attention

deficit disorder, I must respond to

Robert J. Sternberg’s Aug. 25 Op-Ed
article about the disorder. He is right

to be skeptical.

The psychologist who diagnosed

my daughter recommended that I

invoke Section 504 of the 1973 Civil

Rights Act to insure that she get the

“accommodations" she needs. How-
ever, Section 504, with its broad lan-

guage, is subject to misuse. I told my
daughter’s principal that it sounded
as though, if I invoked that law, I

could make him do anything I want-

ed. He said, “That's right.”

I cannot emphasize enough how
soft the definitions of these “disabili-

ties” are: in the case of attention

deficit disorder, it is safe to say that

there is no adult of average intelli-

gence who does not present symp-
toms. Frederick EL Bartlett

Mercerville, N.J, Aug. 25, 1997
•

Not ‘Lazy and Neurotic*

To the Editor:

Robert J. Sternberg’s Aug. 25 Op-
Ed article is basically an attack on
the needs of unique students. I be-

came aware of the problem when my
son had difficulty in Language and
writing at his university. Psychologi-
cal testing resulted in a diagnosis that

permitted special attention.

At that time at the University of

California at Berkeley, there were no
students classified as learning-dis-

abled.A dean who was also a psychol-
ogist said that my son and others like

him were lazy and neurotic. But he
was overruled by the administration.

Dangerous Medicine

To the Editor:

Your Aug. 28 article reports tile

Pentagon’s admission that 20,000

American troops from the 1940’s

through the mid-I960’s may be at

risk for head and neck cancer be-

cause they received radiation treat-

ments for tuner-ear ailments

The procedure involved pushing a
rod containing radium through each
nostril and placing it against the
opening of the eustachian tubes.

This procedure was not restricted

tothe military. As a child I underwent
precisely the same procedure at a
New York hospital for an ear problem
in the late 1960’s. Over the years I

have had nagging concerns over the
procedure, but this is the first I have
heard of its potential effects.

Not only the military but civilian

medical facilities as well have an
obligation to track down recipients of
this procedure for treatment and
compensation. Edwin Eppich

Glendale, Queens, Aug. 28, 1997

The Times welcomes letters from
readers. Letters must include the writ-

er's name, address and telephone
number. Those selected may be short-

ened for space reasons. Fax letters to

(212) 556-5622 or send by electronic

moiI to leders@nyttmes.com, or by
regular mail to Letters to the Editor,
The New York Times, 229 West 43d
Street New York. N.Y. 10036-3959.

Some might graduate, but then

what? Will graduate schools also

welcome them? And if they gradu-

ate, will they find work? Would any-

one want to seek the services of

doctors or lawyers with attention

deficit disorder? Tibor Farkas
Plainview, N.Y, Aug. 25, 1997

•

Failure and Avoidance
To the Editor:

As a child psychoanalyst and psy-

chiatrist with an interest in learning

disabilities, I object to Robert J.

Sternberg’s assertions (‘
1Extra

Credit for Doing Poorly," Op-Ed,

Aug. 25). While any disability assist-

ance program can be subject to

abuses, such abuses do not have any
bearing on the legitimacy of the dis-

ability and the needs of individuals

so diagnosed.

Unlike adults, children and adoles-

cents are required to perform tasks

and master skills from the range of

cognitive endeavors. Adults have the

luxury of dedicating themselves to

their sphere of excellence' and are
not penalized or impeded in their

career if they show no aptitude for

unrelated disciplines.

The argument that individuals

with superior talents will emerge
despite the obstacles ignores the dai-

ly humiliations and suffering of chil-

dren who struggle mightily in con-
ventional learning situations over
some of the tasks demanded of them,
tasks “we grownups” no longer face.

Moreover, Dr. Sternberg shows a
misunderstanding of learning dis-

abilities if be believes that “failing”

will help individuals with disabilities

“correct Itheir] weaknesses." There
is do evidence to suggest that failure

due to learning disabilities facili-

To the Editor:

Your Aug. 28 editorial criticizes

Vice President Gore for violating the
"spirit" of the law when he made
fund-raising calls from his office I

disagree.

The law is driven by a concern
about intimidation— that the person
solicited might fear that a refusal to

contribute will result in an unfavor-
able action by the Government But
the law prohibits only solicitations

made on Federal property. Its spirit

is revealed by that narrow focus: one
who enters a Government building

should not be confronted at that mo-
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Missing Compassion
To the Editor:

What a relief that Robert J. Stern-

berg feels that failure is a great asset

for the learning-disabled child ("Ex-

tra Credit for Doing Poorly," Op-Ed.

Aug. 25) ! He is surely an example to

all of us with children like those he

describes. After an, it would seem
that be, too, has failed — in compas-
sion and understanding, and yet he

can be published as an authority on

your Op-Ed page. Ellen McHugh
Brooklyn, Aug. 27, 1997

Everything’s an Illness

To the Editor:

Robert J. Sternberg (Op-Ed, Aug.

25) inadvertently identifies the ma-
jor cause of the problem that the

United States faces in learning dis-

abilities: tiie American Psychiatric

Association and its Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (fourth edition).

According to D.S.M.-IV, just about
any human behavior is "mental ill-

ness.” The label "learning disabled"
has been pinned on a million children

in this country because according to

D.S.M.-IV, they have "attention defi-

cit hyperactivity disorder.” Why?
Because they “fidget," “can't con-
centrate,” "stare out the window,"
“daydream” or "won't wait their

turn.” Any of these behaviors can
result in a diagnosis of attention defi-

cit disorder.

Until the public and the education

establishment wake up to what the

American Psychiatric Association is

perpetrating in diename of help, more
children will be getting the message
that there is no point in trying to better

themselves. Mort Harries
Haworth, N.J.. Aug. 25, 1997

meat with a request for money. It is

based on the premise that an in-

person visit carries a greater poten-

tial for intimidation than other kinds
of solicitations.

Had the Vice President made the
calls from across the street on his
cell phone, the law would not have
been applicable. Since the potential

for intimidation by a phone solicita-

tion is the same no matter where the
call is made from, it makes no sense
to say the spirit of the law was violat-

ed when Mr. Gore made calls from
his office. Mitchell M. Gans

Hempstead, N.Y., Aug. 29, 1997
The writer is a professor of law at

Hofstra University.

9
To the Editor:

Only one fact was missing from
your Aug. 28 front-page article on the
indictment of Mike Espy, the former
Secretary of Agriculture.
Even more outrageous than his

unabashed arrogance and deceit was
the fact that the investigation itself

cost nearly $9 million.

Tickets to a Bulls game? The Su-
per Bowl? A steak dinner? Gee, you
would think that investigators could
have tracked down $35,000 worth of
crime for a lot less than that After
all it’s not as if he went to the tLS.
Open tennis. Kathryn Manndc

Washington. Aug. 28, 1997

Gore Didn’t Break Spirit of Campaign Law
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In America
BOB HERBERT

Maybe
This

Time
Emerson said: “There are people

who have an appetite for grief. Pleas-
ure is not strong enough and they
crave pain.”

We know who those people are.

They are the fans of the New York
Jets.

It is a sickness, this rooting fox the
Jets. Year after year, decade after
decade, 1 have watched this team in

its sparkling green and white uni-

forms trot onto the field at the begin-

ning of the season and I have hoped,

passionately hoped, for a winner. Al-

most always, they lose.

Not long ago the Jets fired a coach

who had tost his last five games and
replaced him with one who had lost

his last seven. Two years ago the
tpam won 3 games and lost 13, the

worst record in professional football.

Fans prayed that die nadir had been

reached, and cheered during the off

season as the team sprat an incredi-

ble $80 million to lure new and pre-

sumably better players. It didn’t

work. Last year the team won 1

game and lost 15.

I have grown from a skinny teen-

ager to a middle-aged man with this

tP»m, following it faithfully in a kind

of time warp as so many other things

changed, as Vietnam came and went,

as the cold war drew to its conclu-

sion, as Lyndon Johnson gave way to

Richard Nixon, and so on, through

Ford and Carter and Reagan and

Bush and Clinton.

There was one brief burst of glory

in 1969, when Joe Namatb led the

team to an upset of the Baltimore

Colts in Super Bowl HI, but that was
followed by more than a quarter of a
century of notoriously bad football

During that period the Jets fielded

some of the worst teams in the Msto-

T
wenty-five years ago,
khad anyone ever heard

of “telecommuting” to

work? Twenty years

ago, was there such a
thing as a "contract

worker”? The working world isn’t

what it used to be, and more change,

no doubt, lies ahead. What can Ameri-

can workers expect in the future?

Here are a few scary — and optimis-

tic-answers.

Paul fyctsmain is, a professor of

economics at M.LT.
Most people assume that the jobs

of the future will be related to the

technologies of the future: They
imagine that we will become a soci-

ety of telecommuting nerds.

Historically, however, the opposite

has happened: job growth tends to be

greatest in the occupations that new
technology affects the least We have
become supremely efficient at grow-
ing food; that is why there are so few
farmers.

In die Labor Department’s Hst of

‘‘occupations with the largest job

growth,” the top five categories are

cashiers, janitors and cleaners,

salespeople, waiters and waitresses,

and nurses. All of these jobs involve

‘‘being there” — having face-to-face

contact with the consumer, or deal-

ing in a hands-on way with the unpre-

dictable messiness of the physical

world. To put it a bit differently: the

typical worker of the 21st century

will be doing precisely the kinds of

thing that you can’t do over the Inter-

net

Lester C. Thurow is a professor

of economics at M.I.T.

The era of lifelong company jobs

with regular promotions and annual

real wage increases is over. It is your

responsibility to manage your own
lifetime career. But you won’t have a
lifetime career.

No one can manage his or her own
career without a road map, and eco-

nomic road maps cannot be drawn
nnUxx there are career ladders

across companies. And they simply

don't exist.

In Europe, the Middle Ages saw

vast numbers of masterless laborers

wandering back and forth across the

countryside. Walled cities and towns

were the answer. The Japanese talk

about the chaos of having samurai

without masters. Our future is the

masterless American laborer, wan-

dering from employer to employer,

unable to build a career.

Studs Terkel is the author of “My
American Century.”

With the teamsters’ astonishing

victory against United Parcel Serv-

ice, a word long considered quaint—
solidarity — has found a new reso-

nance among the great many, hither-

to unconcerned. How come? Consid-

er the pervasiveness of part-timers

and temps in the workplace. Less

pay. fewer benefits, no security.

You, a long-time, full-time employ-

ee of the company, seemingly secure,

find yourself side by side with a part-

timer or temp. What’s to prevent you

from becoming one of them if it’s to

the advantage of Mr. Big? Sublimi-

nally, images of George and Lenny

appear. John Steinbeck’s ranch

hands — part-timers, temps — may

have worked in the fields. Today,

George and Lenny work in banks,
law firms, insurance companies or
perhaps at your workplace. You bet

you’re concerned.

Arlie Russell Hochschlld is the

author of "The Time Bind: When
Work Becomes Home and Home Be-

. comes Work.”

In die next great shift, che Ameri-
can work force will bifurcate into twfr

groups, the overworked and the under-
worked. Fewer of us~wQTstrike that

elusive balance between work and the

. rest of our lives. Every time a Compa-
ny downsizes, it exacerbates this split.

Workers who are let go will face a
market filled with jobs less secure,

less well paid, more often,temporary

or part time than the ones they had
before. They will wonder how to plan

family events and pay next month’s

rent. For those who work long hours in

understaffed offices or factories,

home becomes a branch office in

which to schedule brief “appoint-

ments” with loved ores at home.

Scott Adams is the author of “The
Dilbert Future: Thriving on Stupidity

in the 21st Century.”

The biggest change in the work-

place of the future will be the wide-

spread realization that having one

idiot boss is a much higher risk than

having many idiot clients. Employees
win flee their corporate jobs in in-

creasing numbers, setting up shop as
independent contractors. Every per-

son will be a microbusiness.

I base this prediction on two forces.

The first is economics. Contract em-
ployees have less management bur-

den. They don’t have to attend manda-
tory safety meetings, mandatory dir

versity-awareness classes, or manda-
tory anything. They just work. A con-

tact employee can charge double die

cost of a.regular employee rad still be
abto^riii.

The second factor: a growing popu-
lar understanding of the relative risk

of working alone versus the risk of

working for one person who can fire

you or make you miserable.

When enough people fire their

bosses and succeed on their own. it

will become increasingly obvious that

the greatest risk is a failure to diversi-

ty your boss’s influence on your fate.

That will be a bad time to be a boss.

William JuHus Wilson, a profes-

sor of social policy at Harvard, is the

authorof "When Work Disappears
With changes in technology and the

globalization of the economy, knowl-

edge-based industries will soon dwarf

all other industries in the economies of

Western nations. While many better-

educated workers will benefit from
these changes, the demand for low-

skilled workers will plummet to the

lowest depths in human history. In the

United States, this pattern will be re-

flected in -extreme and growing wage
differentials between the economic
haves and have nets.

Increased trade with developing

countries will aggravate the econom-
ic woes of low-skilled workers. A
good deal ofdomestic production will

be displaced by imported products.

However, the depressed wages of

low-skilled workers will lower the

economic incentive to import these

products. Nonetheless, the growing
wage inequality will enhance eco-

nomic class antagonisms. As the rec-

ognition grows that diminishing

wages cut across all groups, political

pressures to address this problem
with domestic programs will become
increasingly multiracial in nature.

Elizabeth Perie McKenna is

the author of “When Work Doesn't

Work Anymore”
The unfinished women’s revolu-

tion continues. For all this country’s

talk about valuing families, we all

still work in a world where we’re

best rewarded if we pretend we don’t

have any. This fantasy has perse-

vered largely because women, out of

indiaelSchwabStrtn

necessity, have focused on getting

tbe jobs they deserve, not changing a
business culture.

As more women work, our values

and needs come with us. Since busi-

ness must attract and keep talented

women, the shift to a “humanized”
work world has begun, led by the half

of the human race still primarily re-

sponsible for taking toe dog to toe vet.

This shift will mean work environ-

ments where careers aren't trauma-
tized by the birth of a child, where
“flex time” and “job sharing” aren’t

synonyms for “mommy track,”

where companies see the wisdom
and profit of less stressed-out work-
ers, and where the definition of suc-

cess is rewritten to include balance,

meaning and connection as much as

money, power and prestige.

Michael Moore has just complet-

ed "The Big One” a documentary.
I believe toe next big labor trend

will be toe exciting new growth in-

dustry of privately owned prisons.

For years we’ve had to settle with
accepting inferior products made by
inmates in far-off countries. I bought
an umbrella made in China toe other
day and tbe darn thing fell apart

before I even got home. I thought, “If

this had been made by American
prisoners with good oP American
know-how. I’d be dry.”

Why should we go all toe way to

China to have things made with pris-

on labor when we can do that right

here? Many American companies
are already doing this. We have the
largest prison population ever, and
there are only so many license plates

to be made.
Wbat an underutilized resource!

Why not convert all our closed-down
factories into sparkling new prisons?
All we have to do to get our old jobs
back is turn to a life of crime.

Albert J. Dunlap is chairman and
chiefexecutive of the Sunbeam Corpo-
ration.

The key to economic growth in tbe
global economy is die freedom and
flexibility inherent in America’s free
enterprise system. But too many
workers have not been able to reap
the benefits.

This is why some of America’s
most innovative companies have de-
veloped a policy that should become
a model: awarding stock options to

all workers. A piece of equity in toe
company should not be traded for

wage concessions, but rather be pro-
vided in addition to regular compen-
sation. stock options do more than
just increase employee compensa-
tion. They shake up the corporate
culture and change employee atti-

tudes. Waste gets eliminated, sup-

plies are used more effectively, and
employee time is used more produc-
tively. It’s high time for all C.E.Q/S
and boards of directors to take the

lead and turn workers from renters
into owners.

Claudia Shear is an actress and
the author of the play "Blown Side-

ways Through Life.”

To me, the next great shift for

Americanworkers as they drift, teth-

ered together only by computer ca-
bles in the arid landscape of the

communication revolution, is that

there isn't anyone to order lunch in

with and split the fries.

Old Saws, Sharpened

I
n which an assortment of

commentators, wiseacres,

actual working folks and
people with nothing better

to do were asked to put a
1997 type of spin on five

classic snippets of labor-related

Americana.

All work and no play ....

. . . makes Jack a dull boy.

Proverb

. .

.

makes Jack want to appear

on the cover of George magazine
without his clothes on. Wait, may-
be that should be all play and no

work.
Christopher Corbett

Baltimore writer

... pretty well describes Tom
Stoppard’s “Arcadia.”

Gordon Osmond
Manhattan playwright

. .

.

makes Jack a Type A person-

ality with cardiovascular problems

desperately trying to ditch his time

share in Florida while sweating out

a securities Investigation.

Will Durst

Host of, PBS’s “Uvelyhood”

You load 16 tons, wbaddaya get?

. . . Another day older, and deep-

er in debt
Folk song

. . . Four hours of paperwork and

an OSHA inspect
Will Durst

... A passenger with a lot of lug-

gage who’s only going three blocks.

Chris Moriarty

New York cabbie

... Actually, you don't get 16

tons, because this package is sold

by volume, not weight Contents

may have settled during shipping

and handling. So maybe you get 11

tons. Wbaddaya want?
Christopher Corbett

... A very angry hard drive.

Gordon Osmond

... A teamsters’ strike against

U.P.S.

Stephanie Robbins
Illinois lawyer

... If you’re a workfare mother,

$5.15 an hour. If you’re a school

custodian, $10.35 an hour. If you’re
a nursing borne aide, $8 to $15 an
hour. If you’re with U.P.S. full

time, $17 an hour. If you’re a new
public school teacher, $24,000 a
year. If you’re BUI Gates, some-
times $1 million a day.

Susan Jane Gilman
Washington writer

I put 34 years Into this firm, How-
ard, and now I can’t pay my insur-

ance! You can’t ...

... eat toe orange and throw the

peel away— a man is not a piece of

fruit!

Wiliy Loman
“Death of a Salesman”

. . . have my Bud Light.

Chris Moriarty

. .

.

expect me to continue to sur-

vive by supplementing my pay
with company office supplies.

Ron Schultz

Seattle administrative analyst

. .

.

believe the Health Insurance

Portability and Accountability Act
will cure toe problem.

Stephanie Robbins

You shall not press down upon the

brow of labor . .

.

. . . this crown of thorns.

William Jennings Bryan

. . . tbe whims of young whipper-
snappers with MBA’s.

Sue Ann Boehme
Memphis businesswoman

... Try the chest for a better

chance at resuscitation.

Gordon Osmond

. .

.

ever. That’s their really sen-

sitive spot It really makes them
mad when you touch them there.

Touching that brow area wakes up
toe union movement And then

there’ll be heck to pay.

Andy Valvur
San Francisco comedian

I drat wanna work, just want ...

... to bang on the drum all day.

Todd Rundgren song

... to sue.

Matthew Scully

Virginia writer

... to shop the Internet all day.

Ron Schultz

... to be waited on hand and foot

by nubile houseboys while I write

my feminist discourse.

Susan Jane Gilman

... ay husband to.

Cynthia Kaplan

Manhattan actress

... to press down upon the brow
of labor this crown of thorns.

Christopher Corbett

... to have the American Dream
handed to me by my parents.

Andy Valvur

ry of pro sports.

“Rooting for tbe Jets,” said a long-

time fan, “is like reading novels in

which all toe good parts have been
cut out”

“It’s a lifelong torment,” said an-

other fan. “We sit out there in the

pouring rain, in toe snow. There
should be a 12-step program for us.”

Now, like compulsive gamblers
with their rationalizations at the

ready, Jets fans are entertog yet

For Jets fans,

hope springs

eternal.

another season of hope. This time it

is Bill ParceUs, one of the great
coaches of recent years, who is sup-

posed to lead us to the promised land,

otherwise known as toe playoffs.

Mr. ParceUs, a tough guy, has
counseled us to forget the traumas of
the past, to shed them like a ratty,

threadbare coat. History means
nothing, he says. But tiara’s his opin-

ion. Mr. ParceUs has been to three
Super Bowls in the last dozen years.
Jets fans, on toe other hand, are a
fearful lot. We have endured so
much.
More than 3.6 billion people have

been born since the Jets won the
Super Bowl, and IB billion have died.

To get an idea of bow realty long ago
it was, consider toe folk)wing: Man
had not yet walked on the moon. Earl
Warren was still toe Chief Justice of
the United States. Bill Clinton was 22
years old. Bill Gates was 13. Katie
Couric had just turned 12.

What fan, delirious from tbe tri-

umph engineered by the gimpy-
kneed Namato and his upstart team-
mates, could possibly have known
that it would be almost a steadily
downhill ride from then until the turn
of toe millennium?

And what fan, having hung on
throughout that terrible ride, can be
confident now that things are chang-
ing? We have been teased so many
times before. I remember a national-
ly televised Monday night game in
1991. The Jets were in the midst of
yet another supposed renaissance.
Not only bad they changed coaches,
they had changed toe design of their
uniforms. And they had a highly tout-

ed running back named Blair Thom-
as. Speedy. Powerful. Good. That’s
what we were told.

The Jets were leading the Chicago
Bears 13-6 with less than two min-
utes to play. The game was in the
bag. The Jets had possession and all

they had to dowas hang an to the ball
to win. Tbe quarterback handed off
to Blair Thomas, and he promptly
fumbled. The Bears quickly scored
and won the game in overtime.
Tbe Times ran a headline the next

day that said: “Maybe Somebody.Up
There Doesn’t Like the Jets."
Once again we have a new coach

(the fourth in five years) and the
team is contemplating a uniform
change. But the fans are the same.
We cannot help ourselves. We want
to believe that this time will be dif-
ferent We are following Mr. Par-
cells.

The season opener is today,
against the Seahawks in Seattle!
The kickoff is at 4 P.M. I can’t
wait p
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On Film, World War II is Still a Moral Minefield

By ANNETTE INSDORF

WORLD WAR II may
have ended in 1945, but

the shadows cast by its

devastation still perme-

ate contemporary cinema. At leasts

three movies about to open — “My
Mother's Courage," "A Self-Made

Hero" and "The Long Way Horae"

— attest not only to the continuing

fascination that the war holds for

filmmakers as well as audiences but

also to a historical reckoning. All of

these films probe degrees of govern-

mental guilt, from the Nazis' Final

Solution, to French collaboration, to

United States immigration quotas.

Each movie has a distinct context,

form and set of concerns. From Ger-

many, Michael Verhoeven’s film

"My Mother’s Courage" is the fic-

tional reconstruction of a true story

about the deportation of a Hungar-

ian-Jewish woman. From France,

Jacques Audiard's "Self-Made

Hera" is a fictional film that ques-

tions the image of France as a resist-

ing nation. And from the United

States. "The Long Way Home" is a
documentary, directed by Mark Jon-

athan Harris for the Simon Wiesen-

thal Center in Los Angeles, that

traces the postwar period when tens

of thousands of European refugees

attempted the clandestine voyage to

Palestine.

Mr. Verfaoeven, 59, is best known
for another exploration of wartime
Germany and its legacy, "The Nasty

Girl" (1990). That film was based on

the true story of a young Bavarian

woman who after the war encoun-

tered obstacles to writing an essay
with the title "My Town During the

Third Reich." Earlier, he directed

"The White Rose” (1982), a dra-

matic reconstruction of a student

group that fought the Nazis. "My
Mother's Courage" can be seen as

the third part of a trilogy that con-

fronts German wartime guilt as well

as postwar amnesia.

Based on a play by George Tabori
that was first staged in 1978, the film

takes place during one summer day
in 1944: Elsa Tabori (Pauline Col-

with a smile, and his voice-over nar-
ration begins; newsreel images of
Germany’s famed Babelsberg Studio
are accompanied by another male
voice, which turns out to be that of
Joseph Goebbeis, Hitler’s propagan-
da chief; and on the set of the film,

Mr. Tabori’s 80th birthday is cele-
brated by cast and crew.

Lest a filmmaker himself feel

guilty for "using" the Holocaust to

make a fictional film, this self-con-

scious layering provides a “frame"
— and a reminder that what is inside
the frame is fabricated — Mr. Ver-
hoeven, who is not Jewish, explained
in an interview. “We have no right to

assert that this is reality," he said,
"precisely because it is a true
Story."

“No, it is only a reflection," he
continued. "The dimensions of this
horror, of this truth, are so unimagin-
able that I could never really repro-
duce them. This is why I make it

clear that it is a film, a perform-
ance."

“My Mother’s Courage," which
won both the Bavarian Film Prize in

Germany last year and a special
award from the 1997 Jerusalem Film
Festival, contains visual allusions to

movies like "The Great Dictator" by
Charles Chaplin and "Shoah" by
Claude Lanzmann. These are Mr.
Verhoeven’s way of acknowledging
that his movie is part of a now-
established international genre, the

Holocaust film, and that there are
dangers inherent in a form like the

docudrama, which purports to re-

create history.

"Cinema can only approximate re-

ality," he insisted. "The more per-

fectly cinema is able to imitate reali-

ty, the more questionable I find it —
particularly with this subject I

would rather use drastic changes of

style, including slapstick and hom-
age to films, so we all know, 'This is

cinema.’

"

“While 1 admire the intentions and
effect of films such as ‘Schindler’s

List,’ *' he continued, referring to Ste-

ven Spielberg’s 1993 film, "I have to

find ray own way — a more Euro-
pean, German way — of depicting

these events, which are an important

Soaail Reteastng

Mathieu Kassovitz in “A Self-Made Hero," by Jacques Audiard — A
fictional film that’s an allegory for an entire country, France.

iins), a cheerful Hungarian-Jewish

woman, is suddenly arrested and set

on a path to Auschwitz. Using dark
humor, “My Mother’s Courage" ful-

fills its :itl« when Elsa boldly con-

vinces the supervising SS officer that

she has a Red Cross pass to travel

freely. Miraculously, she returns to

Budapest in the train compartment
of this officer, a vegetarian who sees

no irony in telling her he can’t stand
the Idea of a creature being hacked
to death.

The beginning of “My Mother's
Courage" is like a series of Chinese
boxes, as Mr. Verhoeven leads view-
ers to reflect on how history is repre-

sented: on video, a German man
denies that he ever took part in the
deportation of Hungarian Jews (he
will later be seen as the SS officer)

;

George Tabori greets the audience

part of the history of my country.

This is one of the reasons the film

opens and closes in present-day Ber-
lin: to show that this story is being

told from a modern German per-

spective.”

Mr. Verhoeven makes it clear with

a written coda that Elsa Tabori’s
story, while true, is atypical: out of

760,000 Jews in Hungary before the

German occupation, 500,000 were
killed. By contrast. "A Self-Made
Hero," which opens Sept. 12, is a
fictional film that its director sees as

an allegory for an entire country,

France, in Mr. Audiard’s adaptation

(With Alain Le Henry) of the novel by
Jean-Fran^ois Deniau, the central

character, Albert (Mathieu Kasso-

vitz.), misses the chance to be a hero
early in World War II. At the end of

the war, however, be appropriates

Pauline Collins and Ulrich Tukur in Michael Verhoeven’s “My Mother’s Courage” — Only a reflection of history.

the true stories of others, fabricating
a new identity as a member of the
French Resistance. He earns the
trust of those in power and is promot-
ed to the rank of lieutenant coloneL

R. AUDIARD offers a
wryview of just how easy
it was to invent a past in

the confusion of 1944 and
1945. “This was when the great lie

that gave birth to my generationwas
built up, namely France as a war
resister." he said, speaking after a
screening of his movie at the Tellu-

ride Film. Festival in Colorado last

year. "This is a country that after

five years of zealous collaboration

tries to reconstruct its identity and
its virtue around a great lie."

“A Self-Made Hero" is part of a
rich cinematic tradition that began
with Marcel Ophuls’s “Sorrow and
the Pity." It consists of films that
explore and ultimately expose how
victims of Nazism had more to fear

from French denunciation or arrest

than from German occupiers.

Claude Bern's latest movie, "Lu-
cie Aubrac," released in France this

year, probes even more painfully

into the betrayal of French Resist-

ance heroes by one of their own. But
"Lucie Aubrac" — based, like “My
Mother’s Courage," on the true story
of one woman’s bravery combined
with luck — has been questioned by
some French critics for what they

,

see as its melodramatic or old-fash- ,

ioned form. While World War II is

still haunting filmmakers — even
after movies ranging from Fran90is
Truffaut’s “Last Metro” (1980) to

Louis Malle's “Au Revoir, les En-
fants" (1987) — the originality of the
European approach in the 1990’s

seems to lie in its irony.

Like “My Mother's Courage," “A
Self-Made Hero" includes an eye-
winking device that distances the

viewer: an older Albert (Jean-Louis
Trintignant) recounts the tale to the
camera, and we see musicians play-
ing. Subsequent shots of the orches-
tra self-consciously reveal that they
are performing the soundtrack of the
movie. Mr. Audiard thus fulfills an
adage of Jean-Luc Godard: "The
only reality in a film is the reality of

its own making."
When it comes to documentaries,

“reality” is a problematic term in-

deed. And “The Long Way Home" —
like the two previous films produced
by the Simon Wiesenthal Center,
“Genocide" and “Liberation" —
presents powerful historical materi-
al, with actors reading the testimony
of survivors and other central par-
ticipants from the end of World War
II.

Narrated by Morgan Freeman,
“The Long Way Home," which is

opening on SepL 19, confronts nation-
al guilt based on indifference, for
example bow little was done for Eu-

/ di §

rope's doomed Jews by nations, in-

cluding the United States. It shows

how insult was added to injury when
the survivors were imprisoned again

in displaced-persons camps, whose
conditions were only slightly better

than those of the concentration

camps. The film also presents the

refugees' efforts to get to Palestine,

and Britain’s heartless attempts to

block them. As the narration ex-

plains, bankrupt Britain’s policy was
based on its need for oil, which was to

be found only in the Arab world.

When asked about the context for

“The Long Way Home,” the director

cited acclaimed documentaries like

“Shoah" and Alain Resnais’s “Night

and Fog" as examples of films that

have already documented the de-

pravity of the concentration camps.
“But,” Mr. Harris continued, "few
films have dealt with the experiences

the survivors faced in the displaced-

persons camps afterward — the in-

difference and hostility, the irony of

being liberated but not free.”

Just as the fleeing Jewish passen-

gers on the ocean liner St. Louis

were denied the chance to disembark

in America during World War II, the

ship Exodus 1947, crammed
with Holocaust survivors, was not

permitted to land in Palestine two

years after the war ended. Archival

film and witnesses recall how the

refugees were forced back to camps
in Germany. Even legal immigration

quotas in the United States were not

met because some right-wing politi-

cians and patriotic organizations op-

posed admitting the refugees. Ulti-

mately, fear of Communist infiltra-

tion overrode compassion.

“My primary purpose in making
the film, though, was not to damn
America and Britain for their post-

war conduct toward the Jews, or to

explore their guilt," Mr. Harris said,

“but to examine how all of us —
people as well as nations — respond

to survivors of such overwhelming
pain and tragedy. Most of all. I want-

ed to look at how the survivors them-

selves managed to begin again."

Whether the aim of filmmakers is

to honor the survivors or to educate

younger viewers with cautionary

tales, movies like “My Mother’s

Courage,” "A Self-Made Hero" and

“The Long Way Horae" suggest that

certain wounds will never heal, for

individuals or nations. In this way,

the films are much like “Hitler's

Willing Executioners" by Daniel Jo-

nah Goldhagen, the recent book that

has provoked so much discussion

about the culpability of the German
public.

"Despite all the books and movies
produced on World War II and the

Holocaust." said Mr. Harris, "it’s

still very difficult to comprehend,
intellectually and emotionally, their

catastrophic dimensions."

Annette Insdorf. author of “Indelible

Shadows : Film and the Holocaust,"

is director of undergraduate film
studies at Columbia University.

MAGAZINE MERGER MANIA

By David J. Kahn / edited by Will Shortz
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Jewish refugees in a displaced-persons camp, as shown in “The Long Way Home," a new documentary.

ACROSS
1 Routine responses?

6 Least amiable

12 Onewhosetsup
shots

18 Make for

20 Radiators and such

22 CamdenYards
player

23 One ofthe Beverly
Hillbillies

24 TheWorld
25 Lab vessel

26 View surreptitiously

28 Concubine's room
29 Tart

30 How the celebrity’s
mom and dad
survived?

37 Contemptibleone

38 Theme park
transport

39 Hit man, so to speak

40 Novelist Nin

42 Name ofthree
English rivers

43 Be against change

47 Howthe case of
commercial
espionage is halted?

52

duDiabie

53 Cryofdelight

54 Bitter, to a Brit

55 Chatter

56 Nonplussed

58 Birchbark

60 Bowlinggame
63 Commute overseas

regularly?

68 Quit

69 Top
70 More monumental
71 Short test for

'brains?

72 Base figure: Abbr.

73 Annual hoops event,
familiarly

74 Taste

77 Evening hours, to
LanyKmg?

87 Ready fora vacation

88 Sundance's girl

89 Pour troubled
waters

90 Where theVia del

Corso runs

91 Elath resident

94 Small toymakens;
Var.

95 President Bush
writes part of his
autobiography?

101 Andretti, forone

102 1920’s White House
nickname

103 Greenish-yellow hue
104 Sit inon

106 “EngRat" novelist

110 Birdie of
Broadway’s "Bye
ByeBirdie"

113 Diving instructions,

maybe

114 Barely perceptible

115 Heavy hammer
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114

Iffm.

116 Lay bold of

117

vdrite

118 Krupp family city

DOWN
1 Muslim pilgrimage:
Var.

2 Cousin ofa lemur

3 Weekly radio
program

4 Heatless

5 It can go in brackets

6 Angrywords

7 Animator’s sheet

8 Words before and
after“what" far
Popeye

9 LAX abbr.

10 Counterpart for
madame

11 Wall Street figure

12 Stole

13 Hardware

14 Chutists' needs

15 Keen
16 80’sTV divorcee

17 Strapped

19 Arizona native

21 Mayo Clinic test

27 S.A. country

30 Master

31 Not dissonant,
musically

32 Beat it!

33 Emulate Tyra Banks
34 Agassi, at times

35 Challenger of Stalin

36 Sign of damage
41 Mollify

43 When repeated, cty
at a celebratory
party

44 Intimidate, with
“out"

45 To fetch— ..."

46 Combining the ideal
characteristics of its

variety

48 Nipped, with "out"

49 1973 World Series
stadium

50 Reached in amount

51 “TheTime Machine"
people

56 Letters on a
telephone bill

57 Redressed, with
"for"

58 Williams title start

59 "So then what?”

80 Specter

61 Left and right,

maybe
62 Midpoint: Abbr.

63 Camp vehicles

84 Strain

65 Big name in golf

66 Light: Prefix

67 Tax-free bond,
briefly

74 Bankinggame
75 "Seeya!"

76 English 101 subject

78 Mostgamesome
79 Having equal angles

80 Salinger dedicatee

81 Interpret

82 She had a Tootsie”
role

83 List ender

84 Tpkes.

85 ‘Das
Rheingold”
locale

86 Telephone
connections

91 Leaning to the
right

92 Corned beef
alternative

93 Important sports

org.

Ill 112

95 Exams for advanced
study, briefly

96 Noted stationer

97 “Coffee r
98 Churchly: Abbr.
99 Some office

equipment

100 ft^ve's place
105 Letters after Gov.

Jeanne Shaheen's
name

107 Sportscaster Scully

108 Compass heading
109 Thrash

111 Sensitive subject,

often

112 Stereo site
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Od a hot summer's day, 16

teenagers walk through

Yad Vashem accompanied

by a handful of adults. The scene is

commonplace until you look a little

closer and listen mere carefully.

Some of the teens speak softly

among themselves. Their language

is Arabic, and they come from vil-

lages with names like Julis and Kafr

Yasif. Like the Jewish members of

the group, the Arab and Diuse teens

wear long white T-feiits displaying

the name of die Ghetto Fighters
1

Museum and die wad ‘‘GUIDE”

printed in large block letters across

the back.

The group's tour through Yad
Vashem is the culmination ofa year-

long afterschool program that teach-

es Arab, Druse and Jewife high-

school students about the Holocaust

AIM 13 participants volunteered for

the program. This is its first yean

"What happened to the Jews - this

painful thing-made me feel I had to

know more," said Rania Sakas, a .17-

year-old from Kafr Yasif, with

attractive brown eyes and a quick

smile. *T knew the Holocaust hap-

pened. but I didn't understand its

enormity. I didn’t realize bow many
innocent people died and how bard it

was for the Jews.

"Before this workshop, I identified

with the Jews, but now I understand

more about their pain."

Sakas, along with 19 otter stu-

dents from Kafr Yasif, 24 from the

Druse village of Julis, 39 from Acre
and 30 from kibbutzim in the north,

spent one afternoon a week from

October to March studying about the

Holocaust at the Ghetto Fighters’

Museum at Kibbutz Loharoei

Hageta’ot At the end of the pro-

gram, those who wanted to partici-

pated in four day-long sessions dur-

ing the summer in which they

learned together about related sub-

jects such as Holocaust denial and

Arab and Druse highschoolers studying the
Holocaust in depth? The notion seemed unrealistic -
untii a year-long afterschool program uncovered an
eagerness and empathy no one knew was there.

Ruth Mason reports.

theArmenian genocide.

The project is die brainchild of
Raya Kalisman, a former history

teacher and school principal from
Misgav. She said this is the first time

in Israeli history that Arab youth are

learning about die Holocaust in

depth, (They are taught a little about

it in 11th grade for their matricula-

tion exams.)

During a sabbatical year in

Washington, Kalisman volunteered

at die Holocaust museum in a pro-

ject that taught African-American

high-school students about the

Holocaust.

“I saw what the program did fix'

these kids and I thought, ‘If this is so

successful with children who have

no connection with Israel, why not

try it here?'" she recalled.

The museum staff was excited

about Kalisman’s idea and is sup-

porting the project, though not finan-

cially. The Education Ministry paid

Kalisman’s salary for a year while

she set up the project and also paid

for tire project's first year. Next year,

her salary will be paid by die Ghetto

Fighters’ Museum and the project is

to be financed with a grant from the

Abraham Fund, which supports

Arab-Jewish coexistence programs.

“We have to leam about the past in

order to fix the future,” explained

Racbelle Schilo, director of tire

Abraham Fund's Israel office. "The

Holocaust and its humanistic ramifi-

cations can help all of us understand

the dangers ofracism."

At first Kalisman (fid not know if

high-school students would respond.

“Tfcacheis toldme that kids would-

n't come out in the afternoons,” she

said.

But after all the ninth graders in

Julis visited Yad Layeled, the new
children’s memorial at the Ghetto
Fighters’ Museum, halfofthem vol-

unteered to continue in tire afternoon

program. Before thatfirst visit, “they

hardly knew anything,” Kalisman

said.

“Yad Layeled is a living museum
that tells tire story of the Holocaust

to children from the point of view of

children. We don’t use much written

material. Visitors listen to tapes from
children's journals, children’s voic-

es, videotapes of adults telling about

themselves as children during the

Holocaust," she explained

Those who participated in the

afternoon program also learned to

use (he Internet at die Oranim
Teachers’ Seminary and communi-
cated through E-mail with African-

American pupils in Washington
learning about the Holocaust
Kalisman hopes to bring the two
groups together some day.

The highlight for students and
teachers alike was the graduation

ceremony, during which the gradu-

ates- guided tbdr families around

Yad Layeled and exhibits at the

Ghetto Fighters’ Museum.
“It was amazing to see these kids

guiding their families^tiieir teachers,

their frioxls.lt gave them a lot Each
one seemed 10 centimeters taller,"

said Tzvika Oen, a teacher in tire

program.

“My mother cried at the gradua-

tion,” said Samahar Khirbawi, 16, of
Julis. "She said die didn’t know it

wouldbe so interesting and special.”

The graduates are now considered

official guides and will lead younger

classes through the museum next

year.

Until now, teaching the Holocaust

to Arab youngsters "was a taboo

subject,” said Kalisman. “The Arabs
said that bringing up the Holocaust

was manqnJative, and the Jews felt

they didn't want Arabs to touch tire

Holocaust because it is holy and they

would politicize it

“But we feel this is the way to real

coexistence - learning together, dis-

cussing together. Because the stay

of the Holocaust is so strong, it cre-

ates the possibility of real

dialogue.”

Motti ShaJem, director of the

International School for Holocaust

Studies at Yad Vtsbem in Jerusalem

said his organization is also begin-

ning to reach out to Israel’s Arabs.

"There is a very base difficulty

here.” be said. “We researched the

matter fa a year. We didn’t want a

situation in which the Arab children

would come here and after four min-

utes say, *What about theArab holo-

caust?’ - which they consider to
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By DONALD P. BAKER

T
eenagers Greg Bernard,

Jewish and from a middle-

class Silver Spring,

Maryland, family, and D’Vuighn

Spencer, who is black and lives in a

£ poor section of Washington, DC,

seem to have little in common.

But after nearly a month of dialing

the experiences of their respective

heritages - from pluming flowers in

a garden in the racially tom Crown

Heights neighborhood of Brooklyn

to repairing an arson-damaged black

church in Greensboro, Alabama -

the two young men made an unex-

pected discovery.

“We could be brothers. Tte ideas

that we have... he was finishing my

sentences,” said Bernard, 17.

exchanging a high-five with

Spencer.

"It showed me we really are the

same," confirmed Spencer, 16.

“Both of us believe in non-preju-

dice.’’ Interjected Bernard, “In^heal-

» inc. and fixing our differences."

' Bernard and Spencer are among

22 Washingron-anea high school

seniors— 1 1 Jewish and 1 1 black—

panicipatine in a year-long PVffam

called Operation Understanding DC.

which seeks to rebuild alliances

between the two minorities.

The highlight of the program is a

recently completed 23-day tour of

sites that hold special meaning for

blacks and Jews, including Harlem

Brothers under the skin
One is white, middle-class and Jewish, the other

black and poor. The two Washington-area
highschool seniors, are both learning to be
soldiers in the ‘army of racism eradicators.’

and Ellis Island in New York, the

Lorraine Hotel in Memphis, where

Martin t Jithar King Jr. was assassi-

nated, and a memorial to slain civil

rights workers in Philadelphia,

Missouri.

“Our mission is simple, ambitious

and vital,” said founder Karen

Kalish. “We aim to bring these two

groups together again to dispel

stereotypes— promote cooperation,

mutual respect, dialogue and under-

standing. We are preparing them to

promote interracial harmony, respect

fa diversity, and eradicate racism by

building a positive coalition between

the two groups.”

At its conclusion, Kalish hopes to

unleash “an array of racism eradica-

tors” who are equipjted fa leader-

ship roles in a nationwide dialogue

on race, a goal compatible with

President Clinton’s call fa “a great

and unprecedented conversation

about race,” which he issued one

week before these teenagers

embarked on their search fa com-

monality and understanding.

But first the teenagers had to con-

front their stereotypes of each other

Bernard’s classmate, Anna
Madder, said she thought “everyone

in the South was a hick or a redneck

and they all lived in trailers.”

Rebecca Stoil of Alexandria,

Virg inia said she believed that

“blacks, with a few exceptions, were

less ambitious, less interested in lit-

erature and dress more trendy” than

she and her friends.

And Washington high-school

senia Damien Frierson, like several

other blacks, acknowledged that he

arrived thinking that “all Jews were

rich and racist and hated Christians.”

It was often at night when the

teenagers sat in .
a circle and

“processed” the day!s experiences

that they began to break down these

stereotypes and see each other as

individuals.

That was true ofthe everting wheo

the teenagers talked about a visit

they bad made a few (fays earlier to

an abandoned Jewish cemetery in

rural Port Gibson, Mississippi,

where die Jewish contingent recited

Kaddish, white the black students

remained on the bos.

It was apparent during the discus-

sion that the Jewish students thought

the black students should have

joined them at the cemetery.

“No death should go forgotten,”

said high-school senia Yad Zakai,

who has visited Holocaust camps in

Poland. Tt could have been a learn-

ing experience” for those who
stayed on the bus. Several of die

blacks responded that they thought

.

the Jewish students wanted privacy

fa a religious activity.

Such frank exchanges mean “true

education is taking place," said

Christian Dorsey, a Georgetown

University graduate who was one of

two trip leaders. Dorsey is black; the

other leader was a young Jewish

woman, Melinda Pollock from

George Washington University.

The organization’s$150,000 annu-

al huHgpT fa raised from churches,

synagogues, individuals and founda-

tions. The participants are expected

to earn money to cover a share of the

trip and to help solicit funds. The
largest gift, $50,000, came from film

directa Steven Spielberg’s

“Righteous Persons Foundation,”

which is funded by profits from his

movie Schindler's List.

The program began with a retreat

over the Martin Luther King Jc

birthday weekend. By die time this

tour began, the teenagers had visited

the Holocaust Memorial Museum,
attended Easter services at a black

church, and shared a Passover Seder:

This fan, they will meet with

Supreme Court Justices Clarence

Thomas and Ruth Bader Ginsbuig

and with Mack and Jewish members
ofCongress, attend a bara bat mitz-

va. leant how to respond to racist

remarks, and celebrate Hanukka,
Christmas, and Kwanzaa.

As the tour progressed, from

Crown Heights through the

Mississippi Deha, on to Selma and
Montgomery, it became apparent to

the teenagers that their similarities,

which they put in writing, dwarfed

their list of differences.

Now Madder'sview isTfl under-

stand you, Iam not afraid ofyou."In
Montgomery, the teenagers visited

the Southern Poverty Law Cento;

Martin LatherKing’s DexterAvenue
Baptist Church and the statehouse

where thea-Gov. George Wallace
boasted, "Segregation today, segre-

gation tomorrow, segregation
forever" (AP)
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Offthe Wall

By Sam Orbaum

Young Arabs and Jews learn to coexist through studying together: ‘The story of the Holocaust is so strong, it creates the possiblity of real diaologue.’ n»ae Hand)

A taboo overturns, revealing trust
have happened in ’48.

“You have to move carefully and

slowly. Last yearwe concentrated cm
research and teachers; this year we
hope to bring dozens ofArab classes

to Yad Vashem.
Kalisman encountered foe same

chalfege in a teacher-training project

die launched earlier tins year. It

brought together35 Arab teachers in

a four-hour weekly seminar on
teaching the Holocaust - the first of

its kind for Arabk-speakers. One of
the issues that invariably conies up
in die Arab groups - both teachers

and students - is the suffering of
IsraeliArabs.

“It's not less important that Jews
team about our suffering,” Khirbawi

said. “It's not fair that I team about

their suffering and they don’t team
about ours. I hope in die future they

will”

“Ws’re starting to talk about how
to have tills dialogue,” Kalisman

said. “Our mandate is toteach about

the Holocaust, but we ale drinking

together about how best to address

this issue.”

She is currently looking for fund-

ing for a course, planned in conjunc-

tion with Haifa University, that

would bring IS Arab and IS Jewish

history teachers together to teach the

narratives of both peoples in a way
that will increase understanding.

It seems clear that the Arab

participants have gained a greater

sensitivity to die Jewish past and to

Jewish pain. And it’s changed some
attitudes, too.

“Everything I teamed here helps

me respect Jews as people," Khalil

Ayoub, 15, of Acre, said. "Before. I

didn’t talk much with Jews. I didn't

have much contact Now, when I

meet a Jew, I speak to him, maybe
even -take a phone number. I see

them as people. That's what I

learned from this course - to respect

peofte."

Nothing tike a traditional

bar mitzva, marshmal-

lows and alL

When Rabbi Jay Karzen made

aliya from Chicago in 1 985, he dis-

covered that the last thing the

Jewish State needs is rabbis.

Fortunately, he is just the right kind

of rabbi to make his mark here:

unorthodox Orthodox. After a year

here, he found his calling. He
couldn’t help but notice the bala-

gan at the Wall, which for locals

might be a way of life, but for vis-

iting families conscripting their

children into Jewish adulthood,

well, something had to be done.

The Bar Mitzva King was bom.
He called his shriek Rituals

Unlimited, never realizing that

hundreds of rituals later, he'd be

writing a book on the “unlimited"

part of it

He’s been asked to fulfill some of

the damdest requests you can

imagine. Like the 75-year-old man
who wanted a bar mitzva ... to

please his 95-year-old mother.

Sane of the tetters he's received

suggest that there are Jewish

youngsters (be also does a nice bat

mitzva) who might just as well be

summoned to the Torah in

Disneyland. An Arab beigele ven-

dor atDung Gate understands more
about Judaism, and the Wall, and
bar mitzvas. than a fair slice of

Diaspora Jewry.

Rabbi Karzen assures us that all

these letters are real (I assure you his

responses were a lot more kindly

titan my suggestions hereunder) __

“We would tike to decorate our

side of the mchitzu fence with bal-

loons and/or flowers, to make it

look more festive. Is this a prob-

lem?"

A problem? Nah. Regulars at the

Wall have long been saying the

place needs a bit of oomph.-Maybe
you can bring some Christinas dec-

orations?

“We bear that most of the men
wear black velvet skullcaps at the

Wall. We prefer hhie.and intend to

bring satin kipot with our son’s

name and date on them. Is this

“Can you rent tefillin in Israel?
We do not wish to purchase this

expensive item for one time
usage”
Rent a car instead.A pair of tefill-

in is standard equipment with all

rent-a-cars in Israel.

“Our son does not attend reli-

gious school and cannot read any
Hebrew. Can you conduct an all-

English bar mitzva service for us?"

A cinch. We’ll just use the origi-

nal English version of the Torah,

and not the Hebrew translation.

"Jason’s birthday is in

November, but we can only come
to Israel during the summer vaca-

tion. Is it permissible to advance
the ceremony a few months? Can
you be flexible and stretch the law

a bit? After all, isn't it more
important for a Jewish youngster

to have his first aliya in Jerusalem

a few months early than not at all?

(We could have lied and told you
he was already 13.)"

I could go to Rabbinical Prison

for that. Tell you what we’ll do.

You say he’ll be 12 years old?

We’ll give him a bat mitzva

instead.

"We will be pan of an organized

tour group and want to have a

simple early morning bar mitzva
service in otter to be back at the

hotel for breakfast and not miss

the day's tour. Can we have a 6:30

a.m. service (abbreviated)? Do we
get a discount for a shorter

service?"

Or you could skip the hotel

breakfast, ask them for a discount,

and I’ll arrange fa rabbis at the

Kntel to serve coffee and danish.

“We plan to write prayers to

place inside the Kotel, as is the tra-

dition. Can these prayers be written

in English a must they be only in

Hebrew?”
I’m afraid the English translator

is on vacation at present Can you
write them in Aramaic? .

“Please order a large; sign' with
our family name for fee Kotel so

‘Can you rent tefillin in Israel? We do

not wish to purchase this expensive

Item for one-time usage.
1

acceptable and will fee ultra-

Orthodox make fun of us if we
wear yannulkas of a different color
and fabric?"

I assure you fee uJtra-Orfeodox,

who are avowedly not clofees-con-

scious, will be deeply moved by it

all. In fact, I suggest you bring an
extra supply of bine satin ftippoi for

them to wear too. And I'll tell them
to wear theirMue suits.

“VVe expect a very large crowd at

the Western Wall for our simeha.
Can you please arrange to book fee

entire Kotel fa Oris event. We are
prepared to pay whatever it costs.”

Consider it date. I know of an
abandoned disco downtown, we
can redirect the other worshipers
there fa the day. Nobody will

mind. PS: There’s an automatic
teller embedded in the Wall, for

your convenience.

“For our invitations we need to

know fee exact address of fee

Kotel."

The Wail, 3842-A The Holy One
Blessed Be He Boulevard West,
Suite 2428, al-Quds.

“We are not a particularly reli-

gious family. Is it possible to have
a non-religious BM ceremony at

the Wall?"

Why, sore! A religious ceremony
is not. the only way to induct a
Mushing boy into manhood.

“Here in the USA all sets of

tefillin we see at the local book-
stores and Sisterhood Gift Shoppes
are all BLACK. Can tefillin be blue

or some other bright color? We
would prefer something more
festive than black! After all this isa

Simeha!"

When you get to Israel, I’ll take

you to a Black Sisterhood Gift

Shoppe, where all the tefillin are

white.

feat when the guests arrive they
will be able to locate us easily

”

Are you in luck. They’ve just

installed a great new electronic car-

toony kind of stadium scoreboard
on the Kotel. We can program it to

flash messages like “Yo! Gerald’s
bar mitzva guests! Over here by the

hot-dog stand!"

“We are preparing the Tbrah
honors list to bring wife us. a
non-Jew have a non-speaking
honor during the Torah service

(Le., opening fee Ark curtain or
doors)??? Will it be offensive to

you if we give such an honor to a
Jew who is agnostic?"

Tra afraid this would not be
allowed. They will have to con-
verL Fortunately, your bar mitzva
package includes five free circum-
cisions. ’

“Our navel agent has booked you
to officiate at our daughter’s bat
mitzva She wishes to wear a
tallit fa the service and we wish to

purchase this item in Israel. We
understand that in an area called

'Meah Shearim' they have fee
largest selection of tallitoL Do they
also carry a variety of female tallitot

in feminine colors?"

You’re more likely to find this

item in Gaza City.

“I know that you supply the
candy that is thrown at the bar
mitzva. Our son is afraid of being
hurt by aggressive candy-throwers.

Can we bring marshmallows from
the States?"

May I suggest felafel balls.

Yosher koach to Rabbi Kaizen
for sharing this stuff wife us.

Watch fa his book. Joyous
Jewishness, coming to a Jewish
bookstore a Sisterhood Shoppe
near you. Movie rights available
on request

In these times

you cannot AFFORD
to be without
THEJERUSALEM
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Bezeq posts NIS 553m. losses
jEHHifER raEDLB

Results due to NIS lb. reorganization costs 3J55SS
DOLLAR / SHEKEL MAOF INDEX
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Bezeq Ltd's second quarter net

losses totalled NIS 553.1 million,

a result of the reorganization plan

which will cost the company NIS
1 billion, chairman Izzy Tapoohi
said yesterday.

“Any company that goes
through a reorganization will have
an initial loss,” Tapoohi said. “But
without taking that action the
company will not be able to

become leaner and more competi-
tive and, to withstand the competi-
tion in the coming years.”

Second quarter net income In-

1996 totalled NIS 168ra.

Tapoohi said that the restructur-

ing program, which includes the
laying off of 1 ,800 of the compa-
ny’s 9,000 employees by mid-

1 999, is expected to save the com-
pany NIS 400m. per year, allow-
ing the company to regain its

investment within four years’
time.

Revenues for the second quarter

of the year totalled NIS 2.1 9b„
compared to NIS 2.15b. in the
same period last year, a 1.99b

increase.

For the first six months of 1997,
revenues rose 43% to NIS 4.4b„
compared to NIS 4.2b. in the same
period one year ago.

Operating profits for the first

half of the year jumped 20.7%, to

NIS 799m. from NIS 661m. in due

same period last year.

The directors' report said the

company needs to implement the

restructuring plan due to intensify-

ing competition in the market-

place. Recently, two new telecom-

munications companies began

providing international service,

and the government published a

tender for a third, cellular phone

carrier:

While the growing competition

may force Bezeq to streamline its

activities, it will impede the com-

pany's profitability in the future,

analysts said.

“The company’s future is chang-

ing as a result of the gradual

demonopolization,” said Mark
Meiras, managing director of

Pacific Mediterranean. The com-

m T w TO F M T W 7H F

Bank of England chief:

Pound excessively strong
DOLLAR / DEUTSCHEMARK

August 1996 - September 1997

DOW JONES INDUST. AVG.

August 1996 - September 1997

JACKSON HOLE, Wyoming,
(Bloomberg) - The current strength

of the British pound is greater than

can be sustained over the long run.

Bank of England Governor Eddie
George said Saturday.

“We’ve got an exchange rate

which is clearly stronger than we
think can be sustained in the longer

term,” George told centra] bankers
and economists at the Kansas City

Fed’s annual symposium.
Financial stability is the topic of

this year's conference, which drew
participants from Europe and the

Pacific Rim as well as North
America and South America.

The strength of die pound “creates

a tension between die external and

internal interests of die economy”
said George. While a strong currency

has benefits for the domestic econo-

my, putting downward pressure on
consumer prices, itputs exporters at a

competitive disadvantage.

George’s comments came in the

context of a discussion of financial

asset price fluctuations, which may
occur in apparent contradiction to

monetary and fiscal policies.

“What can you do. if you're pur-

suing sound policies and you get

asset price fluctuations,” anyway,

George asked rhetorically. “I think

foe answer basically is, you have to

hold on. We can’t expea foe world

to be the totally ordered and struc-

tured place we'd like it to be. We in

the UK. are confronted with this

dilemma now.”

The strength of the pound has

posed a dilemma for the Bank of

England in recent months. In the

past year - from August 22, 1996,

to August 22, 1997 - sterling has

risen 1 9.5 percent against a trade-

weighted basket of currencies and
20.2% against the deutsebe mark.

At the moment, the drag of foe

strong pound is working for the

Bank of England, restraining infla-

tion without hampering the econo-

COMPANY RESULTS

Bank Leumi second quarter net up 38%
By DAM GER5TEHFELD

Bank Leumi reported yester-

day that net earnings in the sec-

ond quarter of 1997 rose 38 per-

cent to NIS 1683 million.

During the first six months of
the year, net earnings rose
240.4% to NIS 801.1m. Most of
the rise was attributed to a NIS
464.6m. capital gain from the

sale of shares in Leumi
Insurance Holdings and Africa

Israel Investments.

Second quarter net profit

climbed 38.3% to NIS 168.5m.
from the same period last year.

For the first half, net profit

jumped 240.4% to NIS 80 1 . 1 m.
Annualized net return on equi-

ty, including earnings from the

sale of shares, was 15% as

against 8.1% .last year.

Bank Leumi, the country's

second largest commercial bank,

attributed the higher earnings to

improved profits in its opera-

tions while containing costs.

Provision for doubtful debt

rose 36% to NIS 334.6m. The
bank said the increase was due
to the decision to accelerate the

pace of new provisions because

of the slow economy and the

one-time gains.

Credit to the public, in the 12
months to June 30, rose 12.7%
to NIS 82.6b., while deposits

from the public rose 10.3% to

NIS 113.9b.

Solel Boneh Building and
Infrastructure announced yes-
terday that net profit in the sec-

ond quarter fell to NIS 1 4m.
from NIS 15.8m. a year earlier.

Without expenses for workers
benefits, net profit rose to NIS
21.8m.
During the first six months,

net profit rose slightly to NIS
36m. from NIS 35.9m. a year

earlier.

The company’s income went
up to NIS 971.9m. from NIS
949. 1 m. in the first half of 1 996.
Solel Boneh stated that the net

figures exclude expansions of
NIS 7.8m. for a benefit given to

workers who purchased the

company’s stock options when
they were offered to the public

in May 1997. Without those
expenses, profit was NIS 43.8m.
The company said it has per-

formed works worth NIS 9.71b.
during the first half of the year,

which reflects a 2.4% rise from
the same period last year.

DO YOUR
INVESTMENTS
HAVE RETURNS
LIKE THESE?

ASIA
ENTERPRISE
FUND _

Description Options Dais for

submitting

bids

Payment for

forms and

tal. for inquiries

Envelopes lor

payment of teL

Up to 100% 14/10/97 02-5395614/5

NIS 1000

b«s- contract

tor several vrs.

Supply i install-

ation of UPS
systems

Up to 100* 14/10/97 02-5395616/429

NIS 1000

ASIA TIGER
GROWTH
FUND —

GREATER CHINA
OPPORTUNITIES
FUND _

At CommStock, we follow the market closely to seek out the

world’s best mutual foods— and we’ve found excellent,

award-winning potential in Asia.

With a small minimum investment of $10,000, these foods

can be ideal sources of income and growth for any portfolio.

lb find out more about top performance in Asian funds,

please call George Warszawski, director ofour Internationa]

Funds Division, at 02-6244963.

W+ES The Israel Telecommunications Corp. Ud.
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following goods:

hander no. 1 Description I Ortons 1 Date lor I Payment far 1

6507/085

70/97/802/D
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registered business, IhAcerising and regulations.

B. Guarantees as detailed in the tender papers.
C. The forms are in Hebrew.

2. The tender papers are available at the Acquisition Department
(Thum Rechesh), Tenders and Orders Section, 15 Hatari St,
Jerusalem. Sundays - Thursdays, 9 am. - 12 noon.

In order to receive the papers you must show proof of

depositing the required sum of money as follows:
* Israeli depositors - the paymnent should be deposited in the
Bezek account in foe Postal Bank, account no. 5-31 1757.
* Overseas depositors - payment should be made to the
Bezek account. Bank Leumi’s central branch, Jerusalem,
account na 12-901-97633/84.

The deposits are non-refundable.

The receipts together with the supplier's paticulars should be
faxed to 972-2-52781 13. Confirmation of receipt of the fax at
972-2-539561 6/429/61 5/4.

3. The bids must be placed in foe Tenders Bax at 15 HalzviSt,
Jerusalem.

4. Be28k Is not obfigated to accept the lowest bid, or any other
bid or to award foe tender to any one candidate. c

5. Faxed or telegramed bids will be disqualified. 1

CommStock Trading Ltd.
Futures, Options, andStock Brokers f
Jerusalem: City Tower, 34 BenYehudaSt f
TeL 02-624-4963; Fax. 02-625-9515

|
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my and enabling it to get by without

another.rate increase.

Still, the strong pound is starting

to weigh on British exporters.

Orders to exporters dropped in

August to their lowest level since

November 1992, according to a sur-

vey by the Confederation of British

Industry. The CBI said 48 percent

of the manufacturers it surveyed see

export orders as below normal for

this time of yean Only 1 1 percent

reported orders above
-

normal.

The euro, the anticipated

European currency, now looks as if

it will be less stable and more prone

to inflation than the deutsche mark,

the de facto benchmark for curren-

cy stability on the Continent, so a
certain number of people are shift-

ing funds into the safe haven of the

pound, the bank says.

Once foe future of the euro is

worked out and people know better

how much it will be worth, foe

flight to the pound win slack off.
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pany won’t have a significant

return on equity in the coming

years because they won’t have

monopolies.”

Although income will drop,

bringing down expenses will

allow tlx? company to maintain its

profitability, Tapoohi said.

The company's reorganization

plan will be implemented after

arrangements are reached with the

workers’ union, and the resulting

agreement is approved by the

board, the Government

Companies Authority, and the

Treasury.

Under the new structure, there

will be fewer field units, and the

company will suit itself to its main

role as a national sales company.

Last month. Merrill Lynch, the

world’s largest equities under-

writer. boueht a 12.5% stake in

Bezeq from the government for

$2S0m.
The sale of Bezeq shares

reduces the government's holding

in Bezeq from 76^ to 63.5%.

Earlier this year, the Knesset

Finance Committee approved the

Government Companies Authority’s

plan to reduce the government's

stake in Bezeq from 76% to 52%.

Cable and Wireless PLC of the

UK has a 10% stake in Bezeq.

The Globes financial daily yes-

terday reported that sources close

to the company said the financial

results would hinder Bczeq’s

11.5% public share issue, sched-

uled for November.

Where to stay in Israel

HOTELS
JERUSALEM

C
H0TB.NEWE1LAN- Located otlrtgh»ay#l betweenTd Awiv - Jerusalem, firetdass >

hotaU 160 rooms, year-ramd sport & health dub, tennis, bicycles, horses. Aug. 24-Sept30.

stay 3 nights pay far 2 TaL 02533 9339 1^026339335 emafclMWgn^^

C
MOUNT20N HOTEL- Sept SpedaO 4th night freei KBs in parents rm freetN

Superior tourist class, near Cfoematequa Overlooks CHd City, minutes from new)

city center. Swimming pool, Bealthriub- Tei. 02-568 055, Fax: 02-673 1425.

LOWER GALILEE

(
KIBBUTZ HOTS. LAV1- Near Ttierias.h a beautffulreligioosKtoifc 124 superior A
rooms and su&es. Indoor-heated pool, terms carta. Salt tosher cuisine. Stop tor lunch

andtia^WtfaUfetoir.Wanri.teerx^seiv^ TeL 06-679 9450, Fax. 06-679 5399. J
UPPER GAULEE

(
KIBBUTZ HOTEL KFAR G1LADI - 180 air-conditioned rooirts, aR with shower,\
bath, telephone, radio, and TV, kosher cuisine, outdoor & indoor heated I

swimming pools, sport & health club. Tel 06-690 0000, Fax 065S0 0069. J

ARAD OTHERS
/"UNA BEODSkfl - spacious rooms lor rent, with beautiful desert view - all

[
amenities; air-conditioned, shower, bathroom, kitchenette, cleaning and a

J

^telephone. Long / short termTel. 07-995 0697. J
GAULEE MOUNTAINS
/VEGETARtAN BBJ& BREAKFAST ~Between Safed and K»nfeLN Restrooms®-conA

[
dffioned, shower andfofel, TV, religerator. balcony, deaiar.En^sh spoken art understood]

V PhSp Campbel, Airnirn Viage. 201 15. TeL 0fr698-9W5, Fax. 06698 0772, afln. PfittpLJ
ZICHRONYA’ACOV

C
BBT MAHION-A small fernfly-run hotel All rooms air-conditioned with telephone^

&TV.Ustanxxis Casa Barone restaurant serves home-cooked meats on the 1

picturasque terrac&Fax: 06439 6547TeL 06-629 0390 amalfc m^iwn@pob«xo(aB J

GENERAL TIME SHARING

CLUB SALE- for purchasefcale/rentaJ of holiday weete mall time-sharing

dubs/hotels - Israel and worldwide! TeL 09-862-8064, 052-991-645.

Where to eat in Israel

JERUSALEM

/’AlfGBxTFBSTORANTEITAUANO- Frommert 1997 Guflesay* “The most supert

|
pasta in the courtryL." Also fresh fish & Roman specialties. Kosher Deary CaB owners

\J\ngeto Pi Segni I Lori Rosentaanz for reservations. 9 Hodcanos, Tel 02-623 6095. ^

/"PERA-frMBA (AgasVa Tapuah}- authentic paste & ttalan specialties, prepared^

j
by former Italians, Sonatan & Miriam Otiolengtt. Also crepes, pizzas; 7 Hama'atot

V^St (oft King George) Tel 02525 1B75 Kosher-dairy. Glass of wine with this ad. ^

(
RIENZI -Candfefjght dining in an elegant decor. Fresh fish and homemade
pasta. Kosher-Miry. Business lunch from NIS 35. 10 King David St (Across

from Hebrew Utfon College). TeL 02-622 2312L

ROSH PINA

/^THE LEBANON RESTAURANT - Main road outside Rosh Pina, near Paz HBng
^

I - station.A connoisseurs oriental restaurant Selection gritted meats, salt-wtoer Rsb,V schwarme, humous +Ui bread, salads, and many main courses. TbL 06-693 7568.

Where to visit in Israel

GENERAL

{SAVE TIME AND MONEY -Contact Jucfy at SIGHTSEEING TOURS, 81
*\

I
Hayarton St, Tel Aviv. 10109817 6248, Fax. 03-517 B835 {from ftitamaflonaf ex:)

\Jff2-3-617 88361- Booking dafly sightseeing touts to all of IsraeLJoidan and EgyptJ
CENTRAL ISRAEL

C
HASMONEAN VILLAGE - An authentic recreation of the days ot tha

"\

Maccabees, located in the ModUn area, adjacent to Route 443. Lots of
J

activities far chUdren and their parents. Fluent EngBsh.TeL 08-926 1617. J

What to do in Israel
DEAD SEA

G
BN GB3( COUNTRY- Dead Sea, resort hotel, restaurants, themw-minera!
spa (black mud and swimming pool), botanical gardens, special events center.

TeL 972-7-859 4760 «naH: eg@kjbbutz.coJI ^
SAFED

"

fASC0IT- four base in the North tor Jewish mysticism. Best youth hostel, great*

1
tocaion. Dally dasses, tours, Jewish Muftj-MedJa Center, weekly shabbafons,

y^spedal seminars. 10% off with this 4LTeL 06^92 1364, Fax: 06892 1942.

~ -

I 100 CONTINUOUS DAYS
i special rate package 1

To appear in this special tourism column or for more

I
details -send fax to: 1

100 DAYS Tel. 02-5388 408 I

| or call: 100 DAYS Tel. 02-5315 608 , 5315 630
1

ask about our 100 DAYS special offer.
.

.
1
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TASE slumps
in narrow trade

Israeli stocks dropped after US
shares fell during the Israeli week-

end and as investors reacted to

higher interest rates.

1 parting die decline were: Teva

Pharmaceutical Industries LtdM
Israel’s biggest drug company:

Bezeq LkC the state-controlled

telecommunications provider, and

Bank Leumi, Israel’s No. 2 bank

based on assets.

Teva slumped 5.25 percent,

while Bezeq and Bank Leumi
shed 2-25% apiece.

Among the handful of gaining

stocks on die Mishtanim 100, Gal
Computers rose 1.5%, and
Maritime Bank, which reported

that its second-quarter net income
bad tripled, added 0.5%.

Ihe Maof Index of25 shares fell

2.34% to 288.16. The Mishtanim

Index of 100 shares also fell

2.34% to 280.8. The Maof index is

down more than 9% since it

STOCKS

Maofmi6Tl34

touched a record 317.66 on

August 6.

“Wall Street was weak," said

Daniella Finn, head of research at

securities firm Hanot Batucha.

-Also, macroeconomic indicators

didn’t look good after a long peri-

od of declining rates. Interest

rates went up, and the money sup-

ply seems out of control.”

Last Thursday, the Bank of

Israel raised its benchmark interest

rate 0.7 percentage point to

13.4%.

Eli Nahum, head trader at
Zannex Securities, also cited
“expectations of instability in
labor relations," reflecting threats
from the Histadrut to call a gener-
al strike over the government’s
efforts to sell state assets.

Investors also are worried about
“the continuing freeze in the peace
process," he said. Teva's
American depositary receipts fell

to 52 3/8 on Friday, from 54 3/4 on
Wednesday, the last day. of trading
in New York to influence Tel Aviv
August was the worst month for

US stocks in seven years.

Bank Leumi fell as it reported
second-quarter net income rose
38%.
Foods producer Osem

Investment Ltd. dropped 2%. The
company's reported second-quar-

ter net rose 6.6%. Comfy
Interactive Movies Ltd. sank 8%.

(Bloomberg)

No progress in US-Japan trade dispute

WASHINGTON (Renter) - The
United States is concerned by a
lack of progress in resolving a dis-

pute with Japan over port practices

but still hopes that trade sanctions

can be avoided, a US official said

on Friday.

“The port practices situation

is quite disturbing and we are
very concerned with the present
status of the discussions in
Tokyo,” said Charles
Hunnicutt, assistant secretary
for aviation and international

affairs at the Department of
Transportation.

Tel Avtv shares data supplied

by Pacific Mediterranean

Investments, Tel. 0&-958-5873.

All other data supplied by

Commstock Trading Ltd., TeL

02-624-4963. Due to

technical failures data may
be inaccurate. The
Jerusalem Post will not be

held responsible for the

consequences of any

transaction made on the

basis of these data.

Readers wlfojmsh to report

missing or misquoted data

should do so on postcards

only; addressed to

Jerusalem Post Business

Desk, P.O.B. 81, Jerusalem

91000

The US Federal Maritime

Commission is poised to hit

Japanese cargo ships entering US
ports with a 3100,000 surcharge

on Thursday if Japanese authori-

ties fail to come up with a plan to

change port practices that US offi-

cials say discriminate against for-

eign shippers.

“It is our hope that over the

weekend the Japanese parties can

reassess their current positions,"

Hunnicutt told reporters.

He said Japanese shippers, for-

eign shippers and the Japan

Harbor Transport Association

(JHTA) were to meet on Sunday in

an effort to get negotiations back

on track.

Sanctions set by the US com-
mission earlier this year were

delayed until September 4, after

Japanese officials promised to

reform port operations.

But US officials said they bave

been disappointed with Japanese

efforts and that the sanctions will

go into effect as planned if no
progress is made.
Japanese officials have said they

would retaliate if US sanctions are

imposed.

ISRAEL MONEY MARKETS
Patati (foreign currency dsposlt rates) (11.9JM)

Curanay (dapoaft for.) 3 MONTHS 6MONTHS 12MONTHS
U.S. dofer ($250,000) 4.750 5.000 5.375

Pound storing (£100,000) 3475 4.000 4.250

German mark (DM 200,000) 1.625 1.625 2.12S
Swiss franc (SF 200,000) 0.B25 0.750 1.000

Ytwi (10 mMon yen) — — —
(Rstse vary higher or towerthen Indcstsd aceortflng to dsposty

Shekel Foreign Exchange Rates* (29.8^7)

CHECKS AND

DATA COMMUNICATIONS VIA

^5 Ft) COMPUTES SYaTEMB LIMITED
ri L_|J pmms HAWiDtASCB a anwty

Foreign financial data courtesy of

CommStock trading Ltd.

^1 Futures, Options,

Stocks, Bends

andMutual Funds

34 Ben Yehuda SL, Jerusalem

l
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TRANSFERS BANKNOTES Rte.
: k*

Buy Sett Buy SMI Rate*-
Cunancy baskst 3.7298 3.7900 — — 3.7807

LLS. dofiar 3.4750 3.6311 3.41 259 25140
German mark 1JI395 1.9706 1.90 200 14584
Pound startfog 5.6288 6.7194 SJS S^O 5.6885

Ranch franc 0.5764 U5857 a58 020 04819
Japanese yen (100) 2*177 2J9646 286 3.01 29423
Dutch florin 1.7223 1.7801 1.89 1.79 1.7383

Swiss franc 2J458 2J835 230 242 23681
Swadsh krona 0.4465 0.4627 0.43 0.46 0.4498

Norwegian krone 0.4892 0.4788 0.48 0.49 0.4743

Danish krone IL6096 03179 0.50 0.53 04143
Finnish mark 08464 aesae 0.83 0.67 0.6828
Canadian dolar 2.4997 2^401 245 268 25276
Austraftan doBsr 2^515 25927 250 263 24818
S. African rand 0.7410 0.7530 0.87 0.78 0.7501

Belgian franc (1€) 09396 0.8548 092 0.97 04484
Austrian schBng (10) 2.7562 28007 270 284 27828
italan Bra (1000)* 1J806 20126 1.94 205 24011
Jordanian dinar 4JB978 4.9768 4J3 5.16 44372
Egyptian pound 0^900 1.0700 0.99 1.07 1.1068
ECU 38098 3^713 — — 34470
Irish punt 6.1778 5.2614 5.08 5J34 54323
SpariWi peseta (1009 2^968 23327 225 237 23179

“Thaas rates vary Becoming to bank. “Bank of Israel.

SOURCE: BANK LEUMI

GENERAL ASSISTANCE
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EMERGENCY
PHARMACIES
Jerusalem: Amcna. 9 Leib Yaffe. 673-

1901; Balsam. Salafa e-Din, 627-2315;
Shuafat. Shnafal Road, 581-0106; Dar
Aldawa. Herod's Gate. 628-2058.

Tel Aviv: Pharma Daf Jabotinsky, 125
Jbn Gvirol, 546-2040; Smerpharm Gimel.
1 Ahimeir, Ramai Aviv Gimel, 641-7171.
TUI 1 a_m. Tuesday: Pharma Daf
Jabotinsky, 125 Ibn Gvirol, 546-2040. TUI
midni^hu Superpbarm Ramai Aviv, 40
Einstein, 641-3730; London Ministore
Supetpbann, 4 Shan! Haraelech, 696-0115.
Ka'wwKbr Sava: Avner GUad, 34

Weizmann. War Sava. 762-6826.
Netaqya: Rafa-EL 14 Stamper. 833-

1107.

Haib: Harass. 33 Hanassi. 833-3312
Krayot area: Kddri Holim Clalit

Zevulnn, 192 Derech Auo, Kiiyat Bialik,

878-7818.

Berdfya: Gal Phann. Beil Merfcazim, 6
Maskii (car. Sderot Hagaiim). Herzliya

Phuah, 955-8472, 955-8407. Opeo 9 in, to

midnighL

Upper Nazareth: Clal Pharm. Lev Ha’ir
Mall, 657-0468. Open 9 aan. to 10 pjn.

DUTY HOSPITALS
Jerusalem: Hndassah Ein Kerem (iwtr-

nal, sutgeiy, orthopedics, ENT); Misgav
Ladacfa (obstetnesk Bikur Holim (pedi-

atrics); Shaaie Zedek (ophihalmotogy).

1U Aviv: Tei Aviv Medical Center Dana
Pediatric Hospital (pediatrics); Tel Aviv
Medical Center (internal, surgery).

Netanya: Laniado.

POLICE 100

FIRSTAID 101
Magen David Adorn
In emergencies dial 101 (Hebrew) or 911

(English) m most parts of the country. In

addition:
Aihdorf* 8551333
Addcekn 6551332
Becntadn* 6274767

Kter Siva* 9902222
Nahafija* 9QI23J3
Neranyv* 860*444

Bdi Sbcmedi 6523133 PcrahTikvi- 9311111
Eta Bcgfcn- 5793333 Behovoi- 9*51313
E3aT 6332444 Ration* 9642333EDO- 6332444
Haifa* 8512233
Jenoalcnr 652313?
Kjrmid" 9965444

Ration* 9642333
Sifcd 6920333
Td Aviv 34601 II

TQierias* 6792444
• Mobile Intensive Care Umi (M1CU)

service in Lhe area, around the clock.

Medical help far tourists (in English)
177-022-9110
The National Poison Control Center at

Rambarn Hospital 04-852-9205, 24 hours a

day, for information in case of poisoning.

Bran - Emotional First Aid - 1201 .

also Jerusalem 561-0303, Tel Aviv 546-
1111 (cWidren/youth 546-0738), Rfehon
Lazion 956-&361/2, Haifa 867-2222,
Beersfteba 649-4333, Netanya 862-
5110, Kanrael 983-8770, Kfar Sava
767-4555, Hadsra 634^789.

Crisis Center for Religious Women
02-655-5744/5. 24-hoyr Service, confi-
dentiality guaranteed.
Wizo hotSnes for battered women 02-

651-4111, 03-546-1133 (also in Russian).

07-637-6310. 08-855-0506 (also, in

Amharic).

Rape Grids Center (24 hours). Tfel Aviv
523-4819.544-9191 (men). Jerusalem 625-
5558, Haifa 853-0533. Eilat 633-1977.

Hadass&h Medical Organization -
Israel Cancer Association support service

02-624-7676).

DO -22
SO 49

WHERE TO GO

Notices In this feature are charged
at MIS 28.08 per line, including VAT.
Insertion every day of the month
costs NIS 520.65 per line, including
VAT, per month.

JERUSALEM
Conducted Tours
HEBREW UNIVERSITY. Tours Of the
Mount Scopus campus, in English,
daly Sun.-Thur., 11 am from
Bronfman Reception Center, Sherman
AdmWslration Bldg. Buses 4a, 9, 23,
26, 28. For info, cafl 588-2819.
HADASSAH. Visit the Hadassah Instal-
lations, Chagal Windows. TeL 02-
6416333.02-077-6271.

TEL AVIV
Museums
TEL AVIV MUSEUM. Yona Lotan:
Selected Paintings 1958-97. Second-
fmnd, Original vs. Reproduction;
Didactfc exhtortion lor children and
youth. Mlcha Kkshnen The Local Spirt
photographs 1 97&S6. Eti Jacote The
World of Wonders 3, Paintings 1996-
97. Dorrt Yacoby: New series. *AB the
WOrWs a stage." The Consctbn fo
Context. GofeCfore; HELENA RUBIN-
STEIN PAVILION FOR CONTEMPO-
RARY ART. Ylgal Ozert 1994-07.
Hours: Weekdays 10 sjil-8 pjtl Tub.
10 a.m.-io pm Fri. 10 am-2 p.m.
Msywhoff Art Education Center. TeL
6919155-8.

HAIFA
WHATS ON IN HAIFA, dial 04-
8374253.
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British

soccer

postponed

over Diana

death
LONDON • (Bloomberg) -

Sports chiefs yesterday postponed

fixtures including Liverpool’s FA

Carling Premiership clash with

Newcastle as a mark of respect

following the death of Diana,

Princess of Wales.

Peter Leaver, chief executive of

the Premier League, issued a

statement through PA Sport

which read:*‘ln light of ihe tragic

death of Diana, Princess of

Wales, the Fa Premier League

has as a mark of respect to her

family, decided to postpone this

afternoon ’s Liverpool , v

Newcastle fixture.

"The world of football joins the

nation in expressing our deepest

sympathies to all those who knew
and loved her."

The Division One match

between Crewe and Port Vale at

Gresty Road was also postponed

by the Football League as was the

Scottish Premier Kilmamock-
Motherwell match. The
Silverstone motor racing festival

was also put off to a later date.

Explaining the decision to post-

pone the Kilmarnock game,

Scottish League secretary Peter

Donald said:“We have decided on

this action because of the mood of

the nation."

The League also took the deci-

sion to call off tomorrow's Old
Firm match between Celtic and

Rangers.

Seles holds

off Pierce
NEW YORK (Reuters) - Second

seed Monica Seles pulled a Lazerus
act at the US Open yesterday, res-
urrecting her game in time to score
a three-set victory over ninth seed
Mary Pierce and claim a spot in the
quarter-finals.

It was die first meeting of the
Open between seeded players and
the First real marquee matchup
between two competitors with gen-
uine Grand Slam credentials.

But after the first set, two-time
Open champion Seles looked dead
in the water before roaring back for

an exciting 1-6, 6-2, 6-2, victory
that brought a standing ovation
from an appreciative Arthur Ashe
Stadium crowd.
“When she gets on a roll she

doesn't let up," former Australian
Open champion and this year’s
Australian runner-up Pierce said of
Seles’s recovery.

Despite Pierce playing one of her
best and most focused matches in

recent memory, Seles picked up the

volume of her notorious granting
and the power of her punishing
two-fisted strokes to turn the con-
test her way.
Joining Seles in the quarter-finals

was 1 7-year-old rising American
star Venus Williams, a 6-2, 6-3
winner over Smith African Joanerte
Kruger.

Williams next faces Sandrine
Testud of France, who pulled (Hit a
6-3. 4-6, 7-6 victory over Karina
Habsudova of Slovakia.

Tfestud, who picked off fourth-

seeded French Open champion Iva

Majoli in the second round,
secured her final eight berth by

dominating die tie-break 7- 1

.

On the men’s side 13th-seeded

Australian Patrick Rafter and
Wimbledon runner-up Cedric
Pioline of France took decidedly

different paths into die round of 1 6.

Rafter raced past Frenchman
Lionel Roux 6-1, 6-1, 6-2 in under
an hour and a half.

Pioline, on the other hand, battied

back from two sets to one down to

squeak past India’s Leander Paes 3-

6. 7-6, 1-6, 6-3, 6-4.

How Saturday's seeds fared:
Men (third round)-.

Pete Sampras (1), United States, del.
Alex Radulescu, Germany. 6-3. 6-4. 6-
4.

Richard Krajicek, Netherlands, del.
Alex Corretja (6), Spain, walkover.
Jonas Bjorkman, Sweden, del.

Gustavo Kuerten (9). Brazil. 6-3. 6-1 ,
7-

Felix ManUfa (12), Spain, del. John
van Lottum, Netherlands. 6-7 (0-7), 6-2.
46. 7-6 (7-5). 6-2.

Daniel Vacek, Czech Repubflc, del.
Mark Phr^oussls (14), Australia, 7-6

Petr Korda (15). Czech Republic, del.
Martin Damm, Czech Republic. 4-6, 6-
3. 64. 7-5.

Women (third round):
Martina Hingis (1), Switzerland, def.

Elena Lfkhovtseva, Russia, 7-5. 62.
Jana Novotna (3), Czech Repubflc.

def. Mfajana Lucie, Croatia. 62. 67 (6
7), 63,
Lindsay Davenport (6), United States,

def. Patty Schnyder, Switzerland, 1-6,
6-1 , 64.
Rachel McQuillan, Australia, del.

Conchita Martinez (7), Spain. 62. 7-5.
Arantxa Sanchez vicario (10), Spain,

def. Alexandra Fusal. France, 62, 61

.

Mary Joe Fernandez (12), United
Stales, def. Paola Suarez, Argentina, 6
1, 62.
Magui Serna, Spain, def. Kimberly Po

(16). United Stales. 64, 6-3.

Ballesteros delays Ryder Cup picks

UNITED EUROPE - Germany’s Bernhard Langer adds plenty of experience to the European

Ryder Cup team, which is still awaiting final selections. (Rc“H51

MUNICH (AP) - Seve
Ballesteros yesterday posrponed
announcing his two captain’s
picks for the European RyderCup
team because a lingering wrist
injury - to Miguel Angel Martin
could force the Spanish player
out of the event.

The rest of the team was decid-
ed yesterday at the BMW Open
when Martin and three other play-

ers clinched the final guaranteed
spots.

Sweden's Robert Karlsson won
the $1.2 million tournament after

he edged Carl Watts of England
on a four-round total of 264 - 24
under par.

Martin, who hasn’t played since
missing the cut at the British

Open in July, has until

Wednesday to prove that he’s
recovered enough from surgery to

play the Ryder Cup which begins
September 26 at Valderrama,
Spain.

“Martin is a very fair man - I’m
sure he will decide for himself if

he can play or not," said
Ballesteros.

Ballesteros will then announce
his two picks Thursday at next
week’s Canon European Masters
held at Crans-sur-Sierre. Spain's
Jose Maria Olazabai, 1 1 th on the
Ryder Cup rankings, will move
into the team if Martin drops oul
Martin, who will begin putting

practice Wednesday will have to

prove to a PGA European tour
doctor that day he is fir to play.

“I’m afraid next Wednesday is

D-Day for us," said European
tour executive director Ken
Schofield. "There are II other

players and a team captain

involved.”

While the American team that

qualified for die Ryder Cup event
is young and inexperienced, the

European team can again rely on
veterans like Germany’s
Bernhard Langer and Ian

Woosnam of Wales.

The European team qualifiers

and their number of Ryder Cup
appearances: Colin Mont-
gomerie, Scotland, (3). Darren
Clarke, Northern Ireland (0),

Langer (8), Woosnam (7). Per-

Ulrik Johansson. Sweden (1 ), Lee
Westwood, England (0), Ignacio

Garrido, Spain (0), Costantino

ftocca, Italy (2), Thomas Bjoem.

Denmark (0), Martin (0) or

Olazabai (4).

Nick Faldo, whose 10 appear-

ances are more than ail the

American qualifiers put together,

is one of the favorites to be

selected by Ballesteros for his

captain’s picks.

The US team and number of

Ryder Cup appearances: Tiger

Woods (0). Justin Leonard (0),

Jim Furyk (0). Scott Hoch (0),

Tom Lehman < 1 ). Phil Mickelson

(I ), Jeff Maggert (1) Brad Faxon

(1), Davis Love III (2), Mark
O’Meara (3). Fred Couples (4)

and Lee Janzen (1).

To add some seasoned players

to his young team, US captain

Tom Kite picked veterans Lee
Janzen and Fred Couples as his

wild cards.

israel electric "mumman

Generation and Transmission Group
Tender No. 2/1997

ir the purchase of electricity from an
d'nMSMltont power producer

Date ^^^phasing

Morocco unhappy with

tennis venue in Israel
By HEATHEH CHAIT

While local tennis officials say it’s "business as usual."
the Davis Cup tie between Israel and Morocco to be held
later (his month at Ramat Hasharon is by no means a fait

accompli.

Morocco has requested that the tie (September 19-21 )

be held in a neutral country and a decision is expected to

be handed down within a few days by the International

Tennis Federation.

The Moroccans insist that security concerns, rather

than politics, are behind their request

Chairman of the Israel Ifennis Association, Dedi
Hamik, appeared unfazed at yesterday’s press confer-

ence in Tel Aviv where he staled clearly, "We won’t play

unless in Israel."

Hamik continued that be had fall confidence that the

ITF would rule in Israel’s favor, citing die example last

year where Spain's request to move the tie from Ramat
Hasharon was rejected.

The tie, the first time Israel will host a Moslem coun-
try in Davis Cup tennis, is crucial in that the winner will

remain in the Europe/African Zone Group I while the

loser will drop to Group H.

Court No. 14, not the Canada Stadium. wQi be the

venue for the matches and will be equipped with an espe-

cially fast surface to favor fee hosts.

Comprising the Israeli squad will be Eyal Ran, Eyal
Erlich, Noam Behr, Ravrv Weidenfeld and Nir Welgreen.

Oren Motevassel, the fourih-ranked Israeli player, chose
not to make himself eligible for the squad due to his

reoent poor shape and his desire to focus on his profes-

sional career.

The squad will leave next week to compete in die

Tashkent tournament before returning for a practice

camp in Israel.

Morocco’s top two players. Hisham Arazi and Karim
Alami, are both in the world's top SO players and are

obviously the favorites to win the tie.

However, Israel's captain Shlomo Glickstein was not

yet ready lo throw in the toweL “On paper they're better

than us; they are superb athletes and have all the shots,"

be said, “but thehomeadvantage and the crowd wffl help
balance the odds."

Eyal Eriicb, the top local player ranked at ISO in the

world, was also optimistic. “The differences in experi-

ence and results are big but we’re going to play to win,"

he said

Banin makes debut in SeneA
Tal Banin yesterday became the first Israeli to play in the prestigious

Italian league when he turned out at Milan’s San Siro stadium for his

new side Brescia, against Inter Milan with Ronaldo.

Banin, who in the off-season joined the Italian side, recently promot-

ed to the Serie A Italy’s premier division, had a good match, although

saw his side lose 2- 1 in the dying seconds after he was substituted in the

83rd minute.

Brescia led 1-0 through a 73rd-minute Hubner goal, but two strikes by
Ricoba saw the points stay at home. " On Lewis

Comets winWNBA title

HOUSTON (AP) - League
MVP Cynthia Cooper scored 25
points, including eight straight

free throws down the stretch, as
the Houston Comets captured the

first WNBA championship with a
65-51 victory over the New York
Liberty on Saturday.

The Comets, who beat file

Liberty only once in four regular-

season meetings, fought a tight

defensive baltle for a 28-24 half-

time lead, then used a 10-0 ran
early in die second half to take

control. The Liberty' went score-

less for 6:27 in one stretch.

SCOREBOARD
BASEBALL - Saturday’s results: Atlanta 15. Boston 2; Chicago 9, Cleveland 4;

Mets 13. Baltimore 6; Montreal 7. Yankees 2; Florida 4. Toronto 1 ; Los Angeles 11,
Seattle 2: San Francisco 7. Anaheim 3; Philadelphia 2. Detroit 0; Chicago White
Sox 9, Houston 2; Pittsburgh 3. Milwaukee 1; Minnesota 4, Cincinnati 1: Kansas
City 16. SL Louis 5; Colorado 4, Oakland 3; San Diego 4, Texas 1.

RATES

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS - Alt rales
include VAT:
Single Weekday - NIS 134.55 lor 10 words
(minimum), each additional word NIS
13.45

FRIDAY AND HOLIDAY EVE - NIS
210.60 10 words (minimum), each addi-
tional word NIS 21.06
TWO FRIDAYS - NIS 351 lor 10 words,
(minimum), each additional word NIS
35.10
MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRI-
DAY (package) - NIS 304.20 lor 10 words
(minimum) .each additional word - NIS
30.42.
WEEK RATE (6 insertions) - NIS 432.90
lor ID words (minimum), each addftfonai
wort - NIS 43.29.
FOUR FRIDAYS (package) - NIS
555.75 for 10 words (minimum), each ad-
ditional word - NIS 55.57.
MONTHLY (24 insertions) - NIS 1053 (or
10 words (minimum), each additional
wort NIS 105.30.
Rates are valid until SEPTEMBER
30 1997.

DEADLINES offices:

Jerusalem - weekdays: 12 noon the day
tiefore publication; tor Friday 4 p.m. on
Thursday.
Tel Aviv and Haifa - weekdays: 12
noon. 2 days before publication; for Friday
and Sunday: 4 p.m. Thursday in Tel Aviv
and t2 noon Thursday in Haifa.

For telephone enquiries please call
02-5315644.

DWELLINGS
General

WHERE TO STAY

THE JERUSALEM INN
at the Crty Center -

double or large family moms
pwaia bathroom, T.V„ telephone

quality furnishings,

Tel. 02-025-2757
Fax: Q26261297

JERUSALEM LODGES LTD.
Short and king term rentals.

Bed and DreaJdast.

P-O. Box 4233. Jerusalem 91044.

Tel 02-5611745, Fax: 02-5667566.
E-Mail: jerel@jeel.coJ

DWELLINGS
Jerusalem Area

HOLIDAY RENTALS
REHAVIA, 3, FOR the High Holidays.
Fully furnished, beautifully renovated.
Sucea porch. Tel. 02-663-6147.

RENTALS
ARNONA, MODERN COTTAGE. 6.5
rooms, big garden. Tel. (evenings) 02-

671-6738, (mornings) 026236353.

BEIT HAKEREM, 5, duplex, 5 veran-
das, quiet, immediate. Tel. 09-9563077.
050-627-027.

CENTRAL, 2, BEAUTIFUL, completely
furnished, immetfate. telephone, ate. Tel
050647-880, 026656858 (NS).

KIRYAT MOSHE, 2 + hall, telephone,
heating, view, partially furnished. Avail-

able Irom 15.9. long term. Tel. 02-993-

1136. .

GERMAN COLONY, UNIQUE, 3 or 4,

garden, basement, parking, form term. Im-

mediate. (No commission). DJVIROLU
StANI. Tel 02-623-5595..

GIVAT CANADA, BEAUTIFUL, 3 room
furnished apartment, ground Boor, partj-

_ S750 TeL 02623-IrKj^pnvate entrance.

GREAT FOR STUDENTS! great location

in Baka, 4, fully furnished, beautiful,

balcony, long term. Tel. 02-673-1076,
050-294404.

REHAVIA, (AZA), 3 * hall. Furnished,

second floor, balconies. Immediate. 02-

534-4777. 052-602-737.

SALES
BAYIT VEGAN. 2.5 rooms.'beautHul.
immediate, 3rd floor, Succa. prrvate c.

healing. S1S5.000. Tel. 02-643-7649.

0

CLASSIFIEDS
MUST SELL NOW - Hapalmach. Old
Katamon. 3 separate flats in one build-

ing. 5 rooms - S320.000 . 4 rooms -

5290.000, 40 m. penthouse - 5120,000,
can be converted to one unit Tel. 02-
672-0996, 050-976575.

NEVE YA'AKOV MIZRACH (Haredi).
beautiful, 3 rooms * garden, no steps.
$155,000. Tel 026869090.

4jS t

N

RAMOT, Trager, private entrance,
garden, balcony, many improvements.
REMAX/PROFESSIONALS. Tel 02687-
1020/30. Jerry: 050674955.

GILO (TARSHISH), 46 + balcony, won-
derful view. Si 74,000. Exclusive to
Shiran through RUT ANGLIA. Tel. 02-
6766650

GIVAT-MORDECHAi. 3.5 + VIEW,
only SI65,000 Gdud-Halvn, 46, ground
floor, nice garden. Exclusive to toACTIVE
MODEL 15. 02661-9854,050-303-900.

HARAV-BERLIN, ATTRACTIVE, 1.5
+ kitchen and bathroom. Balcony. Option
lor garden access. Tel: 02-563-0643,
052679-356.

REHAVIA, 5 SPECIAL, welHnvesied. 2
large terraces, air conditioning.
5376.000. immediate. GESHER REAL-
TY. Tel. 026666571.

WANTED
HOST FAMILIES WANTED for Ameri-
can students. 2 weeks in October. Corrv
pensation. TeL 02678-4062.

WHERE TO STAY

BED & BREAKFAST. WARM ai-

mosphere, private shower, TV in room,
many extras. French Hill. Jerusalem
S30 for a Sint

’ ’

02681-0870
sagha@frost.cail

riciiL.ii mu, Jthuadiom
single. S50 for a couple. Tel.

tO. Fax 02-581-1385. E-Mail:

DWELLINGS
Tel Avfv

RENTALS
RAMAT AVIV GIMMEL, 4 rooms, fur-

nished beautifully. Tel. 052-4D4-694. 03-
6426773 (NS).

APARTMENT ON ASHTORJ Haphartii,
balcony, good condition, S700(month.
paitzafy furnished. Tel. 03644-0391.

APARTMENT, 1 BEDROOM, sea view,
short/tong term, near Sheraton Hotel,
quiet. Tel. 03-523-4560. 03623-8067
(Mr. Maid).

AZORE) CHEN, LUXURIOUS, 5 + bal-
cony. air conditioned, doorman,
club. YAEL REALTORS. (MaJdan). Tef.

6426253.

DWELLINGS
Sharon Area

RENTALS
RAMAT POLEG, DUPLEX penthouse,
panoramic + sea views, 4 balconies, luxu-
nously equipped, optional furnishings. Tel.

052-

SALES
CAESAREA, LUXURIOUS HOUSE,
antique style! Dunam + pool. Excellent
lo-

cation. Facmg sea. TeL 050-231-725, 06-
6366261.

HERZLIYA PITUAH, LUXURIOUS
house + poof + separate unit + basement
Attractive. Tel. 09-955-2692. 050-338-
128.

HERZLIYA YERUKA, 4-APARTMENT
building, 5 rooms, 3 bath, weff-invesled, 3
exposures, parking. Tel. 09-956-7172,
052655-024.

HOFIT, LARGE VILLA, excellent comer
location. View. Lovely garden. Tel.

09-8886539.

DWELLINGS
Haifa and North

SALES

OENYA ALEPH, SINGLE house,
breathtaking view, no stairs. Tel. 04-825-

5202.046626238.

DWELLINGS
Eilat and South

TIME SHARE SALES
HOLIDAY UNIT IN Club Hotel Eilat,

week 52, including RO. TeL 04623-4030.

SITUATIONS VACANT
General

GENERAL

GRAPHICARTIST,
native English, fluent

Mac, Freehand,
Photoshop, writing skills,

for beautiful program.

TRANSLATOR,
Hebrew to English, highly
acclaimed, creative texts
for 6-9 year olds and
educators, parents. f

TeL 02-623-4664 1

HOUSEHOLD HELP
Au7>AJR REQUIRED in Re*ut, (ModTin),
TeL 08-926-2430.

LIVE - IN. AU PAIR. 2 children (36.7) +
housework, non - smoking. Tel. 09-95D-
8351, 03-544-2493, 050626603.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Jerusalem

OFFICE STAFF

immediate vacancy for

HEBREW-ENGUSH
SECRETARY

English mother- tongue
Full command of Word

Tel. 02-6221128

ENGUSH/HEBREW ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT. Bookkeeping experience
a must Resume: Fax 03691-7869.

SITUATIONS VACANT
Tel Aviv

HOUSEHOLD HELP
HOUSEWORK - CHILDCARE. EX-
PERIENCED. Tel Aviv. Tel. 03-642-
0374/5, or 052-526691.

AU PAIR FOR 4 year old boy + house-
work, in Harta. TW. 04626-3479.

SOUTH*AFRICAN AU PAIR AGENCY Is-

rael based, requires many South Afri-
can/other girls, live-in aujjaira
wide. Top conditions +d7 high saia

.Tel

wide. Top
Wonderful job opportunities. TeL 0361
0423.

ire country-

'it

SITUATIONS VACANT
Haifa and North

HOUSEHOLD HELP
LIVE-IN, IMMEDIATE, FOR 2 months
elderly woman. Good salary. Ein Hod.
Recommendations. Tel. 04-084-3166.

PURCHASE/SALES
Jerusalem

FOR SALE
GE WASHER, SAUTER turbo oven,
butcher block table, mini-oven. Tel. 03-
5286903.

VEHICLES

IMMEDIATE AU-PAJR JOBS available,
friendliest families, best conditions, the
agency with a heart lor the Au Pairs.
Call Hitna: (03) 9856937.

SAYVON, SEEKING AU PAIR -Thouse-
teeping. Itve-in. bed and bath separate,
non-smofong. Tel. 03636-9564.

EXCLUSIVE AU-PA1R AGENCY in
North Tel Aviv seeking qualified. Men
candidates, high salaries. Tel.

General

GENERAL

ABIEPAL0GE
QUALITYNEW&USED GARS
TAXFREE& UNRESTRICTED

_ Trading - Leasing
25 Years - Countrywide Service

-•ftsBport-Our
TteL 056-240977, TfeUFar.

PASSPORT
HOUSEKEEPER, CLEANING AND iron-
ing. 4 days weekly, 1 2.00-17.00, refer-
ences. Tef. 03-604-7313.

1965 JAGUAR XJS with upgraded 1983
englna Tourists only. Black, perfect

515,000 or best Offer. TeL 050-703677.

WANTED - NANNY + light housekeep-

696-4637, 050-400172. 1993 MERCEDES 190, loaded, 1994
230 CE, loaded, low price. TW. 09-742-
9517. 052-423327.SITUATIONS VACANT R

Sharon Area

HOUSEHOLD HELP
.

|_ VEHICLES i

Jerusalem
LIVE-IN, KFAR SABA area, separate ac-
commodanon unK. Tel. 050-306565.

OFFICE STAFF PASSPORT
MULTINATIONAL COSMETIC FIRM
seeks bilingual Bebrew/Engflsh manager,
international business experience, excel-
lent P.R skBfe. TeL 052-245879.

1993 FORD TAURUS,
A/C. power everything.

condition,

11

SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY CLASSIFIED OFFER!
And that isn't aii...Save another 10%!

We want your used car classified ad..
... so we’re making an offer you cant refuse!!!

Your classified car ad can run in The Jerusalem Post for only:

__ _ NIS 58.50 for two full weeksQM| Y NIS 88.50 for one full month
NIS 1 i 7.00 for two full months

1. Save 10% on above prices, by using the mail-in coupon in this paper {2 weeks NIS 52.65; one month NIS 79.65; two months NIS 10530)
2. You get up to 25 words, to say just how great your car is!

3. You may upgrade from package to package, by paying the difference.
TERMS OF PUBLICATION: Advertisement must be for one car only. You may cancel ad. Ifyou sell the car, but no refunds. Payment]

by cash, check or credit card. airarap
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CRITICS’ CHOICE

All sorts of wonderful creatures appear In vivid close-up in the documentary ’Microcosmos.’

THEATER
Helen Kaye

Oy! This poor old chappie (Gabi Ararani) hac an
impossible dream - to visit a top-drawer American
prostitute. But he’s a beggar, so he settles for a two-
bit local substitute (Gifts Munte) as a birthday pre-
sent to himself. And he visits her despite die oppo-
sition of his son ('Rami Baruch). Hanoch Levin
wrote and directed the Cameri production of The
Whore from Ohio, which is at the Jerusalem Khan
tonight and through Tuesday at 8:30 p.m- (Hebrew)

FILM 7

Adina Hoffman

MICROCOSMOS - This small nature
documentary focuses in amazing close-up on die

insects, flowers, frogs, and birds in and around a
French field. Aside from a few expository sentences

spoken by an off-screen narrator, it has no script -
and offers no explanations - whatsoever; For an
hour and a quarter, we watch this little world from
a bug’s-eye view, an experience which is at times

quite remarkable. Hie images, one by one, are some
of the most astounding you will ever see on screen,

moving as they do through a phenomenal parade of
nearly sublime shifts in scale. As movie qua movie,

MuiOlosmos is weakened by kitsch celestial

music, misty-eyed shots ofthe meadows and moon,
and the disappointing readiness of filmmakers

Claude Nuridsany and Marie Perennou to resort to
story-telling gimmicks and cheap personifications.
But in the end, it doesn’t really matter. The film
brims with so much natural wonder, it’s possible to
overtook these cinematic shortcomings and just
ogle the ladybugs. (General audiences.)

MEN JEN BLACK — Barry Sonnenfeld's
playfully off-beat parody of the Martian-movie
genre stars Tbnuny Lee Jones and Will Smith as
nattily dressed officers in a top-secret agency
designed to keep track of all alien life forms cur-

rently residing on planet Earth. The funniest thing
about the film, which was written by Ed Soloman
from a comic book by Lowell Cunningham, is its

crisply matter-of-fadt approach to good old worldly
law and order. There’s something at once knowing
and rather resigned about the practical, slightly

archaic way in which the MSBs go about their work
- cruising their beat, drinking coffee from paper
cups, pulling over aiiea-owned cars to check die
driver's license and registration Clearly, die uni-

verse is too vast and mysterious a place to be
policed effectively by a few deputized mortals in a
gas-guzzling Plymouth. But the agents do what
they can to keep the peace, and their actions come
to seem logical in a loopy, deadpan way: of course
there are Martians on die streets of New York, and
ofcourse someone high-up must know about it. The
movie pokes gentle fun at conspiracy theories at the

same time that it honors them. With Linda
Fiorentino. who doesn’t have enough to do as a
leggy COTonej/damsd in distress. (English dialogue,

Hebrew subtitles. Parental guidance strongly

advised.)

CRYPTIC CROSSWORD

ACROSS
1Troublesome
furniture-remover gets
politer after treatment (XI)

10 To affect drastically at
university, finish last (5)

11 Scrooge fell approaching
Welsh town (9)

12 Contract drawn up,
wearing false smile? (9)

13 Listlessness a bit of a
rotten nuisance (5)

14 As good ns resort ofSt JVLalo

16)

1G City area stilleuphoric? (8)

18 Pot and tin basin damaged
(5)

20 Mad search for a drink...

(6)

23 ...one following whisky in a
holiday island (5)

24 Dropping the subject of
punishment (9)

26 Test due? It may be very
poor (9)

27 Whipped, with head
removed, and swallowed
(5)

28 Nervy, as rain breaks out
for the celebration (11)

2 Mountain-nymph

DOWN
has

nothing to say (5)

3 Sting I’d treat with
dispatch (7)

4 Deliver salvage free and
save lives? (6)

5 "The Mount”, correct
address of cardinal? (8)

6 Teas of the D’Urbevilles
opening can be the most
tender (7)

7 NotedfuninOklahoma,for
example (7,6)

8 Burns left ontheheadfrom
brown coals (8)

9 Actors sport in new comic
pictures (5,8)

15 One’s marbles reduced
without thinking (8)

17 State of young girl,

beautiful girl who loses
head (8)

19 Type of camel associated
with theMl at night? (7)

21 Wretched Henry, a penny
down (7)

22 Peg price, say, of wall
decoration (6)

25 Bill Hill—figure in
Whitehall, perhaps (5)

SOLUTIONS

Yesterday's Quick Solution

ACROSS: 1 Midnight, S Blow, 8
Intimate,9Aces, 11Bedproeaie,M
Cog, 16 Largo, 1? Bta, 18

Amontillado, 21 Back, 22 Optimist,

24 Emit, 2S Swindler.

DOWN: 1 Mail, 2 Deter, 8

Immacnlata, A Hat, 6 Laggage, 7

Wesleyan, 10 Mbdcntfon, 12 Peril,

18 Scramble, 15 Guocehi. 19 Oxiel,

20 Stir, 23 Pew.

QUICK crossword

- ACROSS
1 Extreme fear (6)

4 Consider (5)

8 Nauseate (5)

9 Helps (7)

10 Unpredictable (7)

11 Only (4)

12 Goal (3)

14 Norwegian
capitaT(4)

15 It was Persia (4)

18 Protuberance (3)

21 Cooker (4)

23 Comprehend (7)

25 Calm (7)

26 Trudge (5)

27 Vote for (5)
'

28 Behind (6)

DOWN
1 Big bird (6)

2 Explosions (7)

3 Offering (8)

4 Cleanse (4)

5 Spring (5)

6 Hurry (6)

7 Ball (5)

13 Calamity (8)

16 Put life into (7)

17 Bringdown (6)

19 Strain (5)

20 Disposition (6)

22 Eradicate (5)

24 Over (4)

CHANNEL

1

6:30 News flash

631 News in Arabic
&45 Good Morning
Israel

EDUCATIONAL TV

&00 Asiascope
8:30 Wes Moi Tout
SfcOO Re

9:25 Social _
9:55 Engfish

10:00 For hevay young

11:00 History

11:55 Work) Literature

12:15 Science
13:15 Medicine
Demystified

1330 Cartoons
15:00 Musical
Fantasies

15:10 Without Secrets

CHANNEL 1

15:30 Denver, the
Last Dinosaur
15&5 Super Ben
16:00 Shlngalana -
documentary series

about Bon cubs
16-J25 Super Ben
16:35 Garfield
1&5SA New Evening
17:34 From Herd to
HerzJ-iha Flag
18:05 Super Ben
18:15 News in

English

ARABIC
PROGRAMS
18*0 Sport
19riX> News

HEBREW
PROGRAMS
19:30 News Sash
1931 TheBriza
Festival. Ashketon
2£h00 News
20:45 PopoWca
22:15 Bugs
23:05 Townies
23:30 News
00:00 Dalty Versa

CHANNEL 2

6:15 Todays Programs
6:30 Cartoons
7:00 This Morning
9:00 Rrvka Michaefi
9£5Senora
10501
11:45,
11:30 Fudge
12*45 Israel music
13:00 RrtSngtfgh-
ridtog school cframa
13:30 The Fresh
Prince ol Bel Air
14:00 Degrassi Junior

High
14:30 Tic Tac
15rt)0 Itch and Mitch

15:28 Madfeon
mDO The Bold and
the Beautiful

16:50 Different

Driving

17:00 News maga-
zine

17:301
HaRs-newi
series set in a colege
18:00 Roseanne
18:36 Dave’s Wbrtd
19:00 Walker, Texas
Ranger
20:00 News
20:30 Wheel ol Fortune

21:35 Backwards
2221 Commando
(1985) - a retired spe-
cial agent goes back
to work when Us
daughter is kid-

napped. With Arnold
Schwarzenegger.
00:00 News
00:05 Commando -
contd.
00:17 September
(1987) -a troubled

woman invites lour

housegbests for the
weekend who vent
their angst With
Woody Aten, Mia
Farrow, Denholm
QBott and Baine
Striteh.

1:50 Night Music
2*1 The Piglet Fies

406Concert-
Menttelssohn's

Sonatas and
Variations tor Ceto
and Kano
3:35 On the Edge of

the Shelf

JORDAN TV
(unconfirmed)

14:00 Holy Koran
14:10 Cartoons

15:00 Glette Sports

15:30 Deep Water

Haven

16:00 Animal Show
16:30 Ocean Girl

17:15 French programs

19:00 News in French
19:30 News hear&nes
19:35 Neighbors
20:00 Murphy Brown
20:30 Babylon 5
21:10 Highlandef

22:00 News in

2235 ER
23:15 Homicide

MIDDLE EAST TV

7:00 TV Shop
14*0 Body Electric

15:00 Basic Training

15:30 The 700 Club
16.-00 Larry King
17:00 Flying House
17:23 Famfly Chalenge
18:10 Beakman
18:35 Saved by tieBeB
19:00 Showbiz
19:30 World News
Tonidht
20:00 FjiFamiyl
20-.50 Movie: Dad, 1

Angel and Me
22:30 Body Electric

23:00 CNN
23*0 The 700 Club

rrv 3 (33)

16*0 Cartoons
16*0 Edge of the

CSff

17*0 Panorama
18.-00 The Tyrant
19:00 News in Arabic
19*0 Are Ybu Being
Served?
20:00 News
20:45 The Man With
the Golden Arm
(1955)- Frank
Sinatra stars as a
Chicago drug dealer
fighting his depen-
dence on the needto.
Wkh Eleanor Parker
and Kim Novak.
22:45 Fortunes of

War-pan 4
23:40
Now

ETV 2 (23)

15:30 Echo Point

16:00 Wonder Why
16:30 Scientific

Library

17.-00 Happy FamBy
17:30 Didawsiofi

IS:00 Arabic

Cafigrariy

18*0 Today’s Health

19*0 Asiascope
19:30 Vs 8 Vs
2th00 A New Evening
20*0 Through Our
Eyes
21:00 Sibration

22:30 News Writing

23:00 The Onedn
Line

FAMILY CHANNB.
P)

7:00 Good Evening
7:30 Love Story with

Tbssi Siyas (rpt)

8:00 Dates (rpt)

9:00 One Ue to Live

9:45 The Young and
the Restless (rpt)

10*0 Days of Our
Lives (rpl)

11:15 Angara (rpt)

12:00 Bamaby Jones
12:45 The Commish
13*0 Wings
14:00 Dates
14.-50 Days of Our
Lives

15:40 Ridd Lake
16*0 Angara
17:15 One Life to Uve

18*0 Good Evening

wfeh Guy Pines

18*0 Local

Bmnrtnart
19*0 The Vbung and
the Restless

19:40 Beverty His
90210
20*5 Tine's Up-
Gong Show
20*0 The Nanny
21:10 The NakBd
Truth

21*5 Larry SandBfs
22*0 YBvLapid Live at

10

22:30 Love Story wfth

YbssiSiyas
23*0 Seinfeld

23:25 Babylon 5 (rpt)

00:15 The Streets of

San Francisco

1:05 Bamaby Jones

MOVIE CHANNEL
(O

13:00 Against Their

wo (1994) -a female

ex-con battles corrupt

prison aixhorittas

14*6 Seeing Stars

15*5 A Hoflday to

Remember (1995) -a
cfrorced mother
returns to her home-
town and resumes a
relationship with her
old beau, the sheriff

17*0 Dancra in the
Dark (1995) -a
ctencer ts sexuaSy
assaulted by her
tather-hvtew. Her hus-
band refuses to

believe her.

18:30 The Way to

Dusty Death (1995)-
a thrtSer based on an
Affstair Maclean
novel A retired rating

driver is enticed back
to the circuit, and ds-
covers he is being
manipulated by a
drug ring. With Ljida
Hamilton
20*5 Losing Chase
(1996) - a woman
recovering from a
breakdown becomes
involved with rhe-

woman hired to care
for her. W8h Helen
Mrren. Deeded by
Kevin Bacon
22*0 M. Butterfly

(1993) -true story of

a French tipkxnai

who had a 20-year
long affair with a
Chinese opera singer
who managed to con-
ceal from him that she
was a spy, and a
mart. With Jeremy
Irons and John Lone.
Dfrected by David
Cronenberg
23:45 Chrome
Soicfiefs(l992)-a
sokfler returns home
from Operation Desert
Storm to find his

brother dead and
seeks revenge. With
Gary Busay
1:15 Whistey Down
(19961 — (rpt)

2:45 Sexual
FtesponseOp-
eratic (86 mins.)

CHILDREN (6)

6*0 Cartoons
9*5 Demis the Menace
9*0 What a Mess
10:00 Freakazoid

10:20 Ren and Stimpy
10*5 Famiy Matter

11*0 Kirk

11*0 Hot Air BaBoon
12*0 Sheshtos
13:00 Magic Schoobus
13*0 The Little Bear
13:40 Make Believe

Closet

14*0 Sonic
14*5 David the Gnome
15*0 Ninja Turtles

15*0 Jumanjl
16*0 HBside-new
cframa
16*0 Cafifomia Dreams
1&50 Back to School

17:15 Chiquititas

18.-M Sweat Valey

Ugh
18:30 Honey Bee Hutch

19:00 Jin Jin and the

ESI
2 3 A 8

Newsflash Helen aid
TheBriza
Festive

Beverty HBte
90210

the Guys Travelogue:

Bahamas

2M News News
Three's

Company
Nomads:

Time's Up Losing
Chase

MarSed

26:33 Wheel of

Fortune

-Gong
Show

with

ChHdren

Popolitica The Nanny Roseanne

21rf» The Naked
Truth Cosby

Show

The
Making of
a Doctor

21:30 BadcwaitiS Larry
Sanders Dttferent

World

22:00 YairLapid M.
TWO GirtsBugs _ Uve at 10 Butterfly
and a
Sailor

22:30 Love Story
wtthYtesf
Sfyas

National

2&0Q Seinfeld Geographic

Panda Patrol

19*0 Helen and the

i Three's Company
20*5 Married with

Chfldren

2£h50 Roseanne
2i;i5 Cosby Show
21:40 Different World

SECOND
SHOWING (6)

22:10 Two Girls and a
Saitor (1944) -classic
musicai about two sis-

ters who fal in love

with the same sator.

With \&n Johnson
and June AByson
00*0 Life with Father

(1947) -a nostalgic

comedy about grow-
ing up m a conserva-
tive American family of

the 1880s. With
WBam Powell.

Elzabeth Taylor and
Irene Dunne (118
mins.)

CHANNEL

8

8*0 Open University

8*5 The Power of

Made, part 3 (rpt)

9*0 Ruby Wax Does
the Season, part 5
(rpt)

9*0Tannh&user-
romantic opera by
Wagner, conducted
Zubm Mehta
12:50 Far Flung Fbyd
13*0 Travelogue (rpt)

13:40 World df Wine:
Port and Madeira
14:10 Lwinq in the

Shadow of Breast

Cancer
15:15 Whars New
about Menopausem
16:10 National

Geographic: Africai

Meerists (rpt)

17*0 Open University

19:05 Far FKmg
Floyct North Thailand

19*5 Travelogue:

Bahamas
20:05 Nomads: Kenya
- new. tour-part series

21:00 The Making of

aDoctor
22*5 National

Geographic:

Humpbacks of Hawaii
23:40 Open University

NBC
SUPERCHANNEL

7:00 VIP
7:30 The McLau^ifin
Group
8*0 Meet the Press

9*0 Today
10*0 European
Squawk Box
11:00 European

Money Wheel
15*0 CNBC Squawk
Box
17*0 Gardening by
the Yard
17*0 Awesome
interiors

18*0 The Site

19*0 National

Geographic
Television: Animal
Minds
20*0 The Ticket

20*0 VIP
21*0 Dateline

22*0 Table Tennis

23*0 Best of The
Tonight Show
00*0 Best of Late
Nigh! with Conan
O'Brien
1:00 Best of Later

1*0 NBC News
2*0 The Tonight

Show

STARPLUS

7*0 TheWonder Years

8*0 (

9*0'
9*0 A Taste of

Louisiana

10:00 Nine To Fwe
10*0 Dynasty
11*0The Bold and
the Beautiful

12*0 Santa Barbara
13:00 WWF Wresting
14*0 The Wonder
Yfeare

14:30 Hindi Shows
18*0 Star News
19:00 Family Towers
19*0 Chicago Hope
20*0 The Bold and
the Beautiful

21:00 Santa Barbara
22*0 Star News
22*0 X-FDbs
23:30 Star Trek
00*0 Vegas
1*0 Ctorah Winfrey
2*0 12 Jimp Street

15:30 Canoeing,

Ranee
16*0 Extreme
Games. USA
18:00 Triathlon:

French Iron Tour
18:30 Strongest Man
of Europe
19:30 SpeedworkJ
21*0 Extreme
Games, USA
23*0 Sumo
00:00 Eurogoals
1:00 Snooker

STAR SPORTS
(unconfirmed)

6*0 Sports Unfimfted

7*0 Inside PGATour
7:30 Golf: Omega
Tbur
8*0 Equestrian:

Nations' Cup
9*0 4x4 Offroad
10:30 World of Super

16:00 Superbfiffl

17*0 Atia Sports
18*0 Tennis: Live US
Open
00*0 Super
1*0G0l:Oi
Tour
230 Tennis: Uve US
Opai

: Omega

CHANNEL5

6:30 Bodes in Motion
16*0 Bodies in

Motion
16:30 vmBAbaskabal]
18:00 International

Journal
19*0 Hi-5

19*0 WNBA Final

21*0 Boxing
22:00 English League
Soccer
23*0 Fabulous World
of Speed
23:30 Basketball
roundup

EUROSPORT

9*0SaBng
10*0 Cycling
11*0 Motorcycfing

13*0 IndyCar
15*0 Beach
Vpleyball

B8CWORLD

News on the hour
7*0 Assignment (rpt)

8*0 Newsdask
9*0 Hard Tak (rpt)

10*0 Assignment

(rpO

11*0 FtevoiHsof

frxfia

12*0 Haid Talk (rpt)

13*0 Jeremy
Ctailcsoifs Motorworid
14*0 Newsdask
15*0Assignment
(rpt)— • •

16:15 World Basiness
16:30 Asia-Pacific

Newshour
17*0 Airport (rpt)

18*0 Hard Talk

19*0 Tomorrow's
World (rpt)

20*0 The World

21:30 Hard Taft (rpt)

22*0 Window on
Birope
23*0 The Travel

Show
00*0 Newsdesk &
Business Report
1*0 Asia Today
2r10Newstight

CNN I

NTERNAHONAL

News thru the day
6:30 Pinnacle Report
7*0 Insight (rpt)

8*0 Global View

9*0 Wbrtd Sport
11*0 CNN Newsroom
12*0 Ftfure Watch
13*0 American
Edition

13^45 Q&A (rpO

14:00Asian News
14*0 Wbrtd Sport
15:15 Asian News
15*0 Business Asia
16:00 Impact
17*0 Wbrtd Sport

frPO
18*0 Asia Tbday
19*0 Q&A
2(k45 American
Edtion
21*0 World Business
22*0 Impact
23*0 European News
23*0 Insight

00*0 Worto Business
00*0 World Sport
1*0 World View

VOICE OP
MUSIC

6:06 Morning
Concert
9:05 Yaron Hasson:
Magnolia; Ami
Mafeyani: Poem for

flute quartet;
Schnittke: Cello
concerto; Herbie
Hancock: Jessica;
Ives: Sonata no 1

for piano
12:00 Light

Classic* - Verrfi:

excerpts from
Rigoletto, II

Trovatore and La
Traviata
13:00 Artist ol the
Week - Sviatoslav
Richter. Bach: from
The Well-Tempered
Clavier book 1

14:06 Encore
15*0 Cyqteof '

Works - Beethoven's
piano concertos
16:00 Early music
17*0 Etnahta-
repeax broadcast
from Henry Crown
Auditorium,

Jerusalem. Jan
Frekffin: Memories, 8
pieces (1995);
Brahms: 4 Balades
op 10; Schumann:
DavidsbOmflerttinze;
Mozart Rano con-
certo no 17; C.P.E.
Bach: Sonata h E
minor for lute and
piano
19:00 Rainbow of

Sounds
20:05 Mozart
Symphony no 15;
Bee-thoven:
Symphony no 7
21:00 A Matter of
Agreement
23:00 Just Jazz

MOVIES

JERUSALEM
CINEMATHEQUE Beavte & Butt-bead
5 * Satam Cinema 7 • Secrets& lies 930
. Landscape hi The Mist 0:45 G.G. GIL
Jerusalem Mali (Mates) * 6788448
BeenoaAustin Powers«4Jar Uar«°Dr.
Jefcyil & -Ms. Hyde 4:45, 7:15, 9:45 >

Addicted to Love 7:15, 9:45 • The Lost
WorlcfecSatman & Robfri 4:45, 7*15, 9:45
• Afl Baba /Hebrew dialogue) »The
Adventures of Pfnocchio 4:45 • ThatOM
Feefing 7:15, 9:45 JERUSALEM THE-
ATER Aftutpow 7. 9*0 RAV CHEN 1-

7 * 6792799 Crerat Card Reservations
• 0794477 Rav-Mecher Butting. 19
Ha’oman st_ TaJpicH Breakdown 7*0,
9:45 • Men In Black 5. 7*0. 9:45 •

RoseamaTS Grave 5, 7*0. 9:45 - George
of the Jungle 5, 7*0, 9:45 • In Love &
War 5. 7*0. 9:46 • Con Air 5. 7:15^^45 •

Anaconda 5, 7*0, 9:45 MEVASSERET
ZION Kotya 4:45 -AH Baba (Hebrew tfia-

logue) 4:45 • Con Air 7:15, 9:45 • Speed 2
9:45 SMADAR * 5618168 The Fifth

Element 10 • Mcrocosmos 12:15, 5,

6*0, 8 • Secrets and Lies 2
TEL AVIV
DIZENFGOFF AnwrgJow«>Kolya 11

am, 1,3, 5:15. 7:45, 10 • Anna Karenina
11 bjtl, V3L 5:15, 7:45 Heads Above
WSater 10 GAT In Love & War 5. 7*0,
9:45GORDON Jerry Maguire 5*0 7:45,

10 G.G. HOD 1-4 * 5226226 Hod
Passage, 101 Dizengofl St Bean 5, 7*0,
10 - Austin PowersooAddleted to Love 5.

7:30, 10 - The Lost Worto»8atman &
Robin 11*0 am., 1:45 - Vertigo 7*0, 10
• Afi Baba (Hebrew Oaioguej 5 LEV The
Fifth Bement 11*0 am, 2, 5, 7*0, 10 «

MtorocosmoB 11:45 iitl, 1:45, 3:45, 6, 8,

10 • Secrets and Ues 11 arru 7*0, 10 •

The EngOsh Patient 1*0, 6:45, 9:45 •

Sett-Made Hero 11:15 am- Sttine 4:45-

The Prisoner of the Mountolra 1*0, 5 *

Beautiful Thing 3 G-G- PFER Bean 5.

7*0, 10 - Addicted to Love 7*0, 10 • All

Baba (Hebrew (SaJogue) 5 - Or. JefcyH A
Ms. Hyde 5, 7*0, ItT• Different For Ghls
5, 7*6. 10 Austin Powers 5. 7*0, 10 •

Batman & Robin 2*0, 5. 7*0, 9:45 -

Anaconda 2*0, 5, 7*0, 9:45 • George of

the Jungle 2*0, 5, 7*0, 9:45 •

Breakdown 2*0, 5, 7*0. 9:45 Con Air

230, 5, 7115, 9:45 -Hercules (Eng&sfi dia-

logue) 2*0. 7:30. 9:45 • Hwcutes
fHebrew c&atogue) 5 - Donnie
Brasco-Mbsolute Power 5, 7:15, 9:45

G.G. TEL AVIV » 5281181 65 Pinsker

St The Lost World-Batman & Robin
4.-45, 7*0. 10 • Dr. Jefcyil & Ms. Hyde 5,

7*o) 10 iEL AVIV M0SEUM Gabbeh
5, 7, 8*0 • A Moment of innocence 10

haJfa .

CINEMA CAF6 AMAMI it 8325755

The Prisoner of the Mountains 9:30 •

Shine 7:15 - Kolya 7:15. 9*0
GLOBECITY =8569900 The Fifth

Bement 4*0, 7. 9*0 - Bean 5, 7:iS^ 9*0
• Dc Jekyfl & Ms. Hyde 4*0, 7, 9*0 -

AdtScJed to Love 4:45, 7, 9*0 - Con Ajt

4*0. 7. 930 • Batman A Robin 11 am.
4*0 -The Lost World n am, 4:30- AH
Baba 11 am. 5 - Austin Powers 11 am,

4:45 MORIAH *6643654 The Fifth

Bement 7*0, 9:45 ORLY « 6381868
The EngSsh Patient 8, 9:15 PANORA-
MA Afterglow 4*0, 7. 9:30 - Afi Baba •

Breaking tne Waves 6*0, 9:15 • Batman
& RobtooThe Lost World 4*0 - Kitting

Zbe 7. 9*0 RAV-GAT 1-2 » 8674311
’

Man In Black 4*0, 7, 9*0 • Anaconda
4*0. 7, 9*0 RAV-MOR 1-7 » 8416898
Men In Black 5, 7:15, 9*0 « Herctdes
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 • Breakdown 4*0, 7,

9*0 • George ofthe Jungle 5, 7:15. 9*0
- Anaconda 5. 7:15. 9*0 - In Love & War
4:45, 7, 9*0 • Con Air 4*0, 7, 9*0 -

Hercules (Engt&i (tiatogue) 7:15 • Romy
& Michele 4:45, 7, 9*0 • Breakdown
7:15, 9*0 • Hercules {Hebrew dialogue) 5
• George of the Jungle 5, 7:15. 9:30 • Fly
Away Home
AFULA
RAV CHEN « 6424047 Men in Black
7:15, 9*0 * George of the Jungle •

Hercules (Hebrew iSalogue) 11 am, 5 -

Anaconda 7:15. 9*0 • Donnie Brasoo
7:15, 9*0

G.G. GIL w 8647202 DITferem for
Girte-Liar Liar 5, 7*0, 10 • Addicted to
Love 730, 10 - The Fifth Bement 4:45,

7*0, 10 • The Lost Worid»Batman a
Robin 4:45 ORLY Bean~Dr. Jekyfl A
Ms. Hyde 5, 7*0, 10 - An Baba (Hebrew
(SaloaK) 5 • Austin Powers 7*0, io
RAVCWEN *8661120 Men to Black 5,

7*0, 9:45 - Speed 2 5. 7:15, 9:45 •

George of the Jirogle 5, 7*0, 945 -

Anaconda 5. 7*0, 9:45 - Breakdown 5,
7*0. 9:46 • Con Air 5, 7:15, 9:45

ASHKELON
GG. GfL * 729977 B&n*Qr Jekyfl &
Ms. Hyde 5. 7*0. 10 -Batmans Robin
4:45, 7*0, 10 Addicted to Love 4:45

The Fifth Bemem 7*0, 10 - Afl Baba
(Hebrew dialogue) 5 RAV CHEN
Anaconda»Breakdown 5, 7*0, 9:45 -

George of the Jungte°°Men in Black 5,

7*0, 9:45 > Hercules (English dialogue}

7*0 - Private Parts 9:45 - Hercules
(Hebrew dialogue) “That Dam CatolOl
Dalmatians 11 am, 5 - Hercules

RAV CHEN BraakdownwAddlcted to
Love 5, 7*0, 9:45 • Men fri Black 5, 7*0,
9:45 - George of the Jungle 5. 7*0. 9:45
• Anaconda 7*0, 9:45 • Speed 2 5, 7:15,

'

9-A5 • Con Air 5, 7:15. 9:45 * Fly Away
HomexThe Lost WOridnAH Baba5
BEERSHEBA
GLG. GIL *6440771 Bewv-Dr. Jekyfl &
Ms. Hyde 5, 7*0, 10 • Addicted to Love
5. 7*0JO - The Fffth Etamem 4-45, 7*0,
10 G.G. OR! *6103111 Different for
Gbls 5, 7*0, 10 - Ridlcule~Auslin
Powers 7*0. 10 - The Lost World 4:45.

7*0. 10 • Batman & Robin 4:45 - All

Baba (Hebrew Oaiogue) 5 RAV-NEGEV
1-4 *6235278 Men In Black 11 am, 5.

7*0, 9:45 George of the Jingle 5. 7:30.
9:45 - Breakdown 7*0. 9:45 • Anaconda
5. 7*0, 9:45 - Hercules (Hebrew dia-

9) 5 • Ry Away Home-Hercutes

T ivi ijiu wen in macx-ouean
• Dr, Jekyfl & Ms. Hyde 7*0.
ules (Hebrew dtetogue) wAfi
raw efetopuej 5 • The Fifth

EILAT
GIL The Fifth Bement 7*0. 10 • All Baba
(Hebrewdatogua)5 -Austin Powers7*0,
10 - Batman & Robin 445 - Bean 5, 7*0,

HADERA
LEV Man In Blacks. 7*0. 10-Anaconda
5, 7*0, 10 • Microcosmos 7*0, 10
Hercules (Hebrew dialogue) 5 • The Fifth
Bem^7*a 10 - ByArey Home 5

COLONY *6902666 Donnie Brasco
“Microcosmos 5*0. 7:45. 10 HOLIDAY
Private Parts 7:45, 1 STAR * 589068
Bean 7:45, 10 • In Love & War 730, 10 •

Men bt Black 7:45, 10
hodhasharcSn
GIL Men In Black 7*0, 10 > All Baba
(Hebrewdialogue)5 •Addicted to Lowe 1

0

• George of the Jungle 5, 7*0 • Bean 5,
7*0. 10 • Anaconda 7*0. 10 - HerculesMr5*' 5

CINEMA Anaconda 7:15, 9:30 • Men In
Back 7:15. 9:30 • Donnie Brasco 7:15,
9:30
KFAR SAVA
G.G. GIL *7677370 Men In BtoctooBean
S. 7*0, 10
10 > Hercules
Baba (Hebrew
Element 7*0, 10 • Austin Powers 10
The Lost World 4:45 - Addicted to Love
10 • George of trie Jungle 5. 7*0 -

Ridicule 7*0. to - Batman & Robin 4:45
KJRYAT BIAUK
GIL Dr Jekyfl & Ms. Hyde 5. 7:15, *A5 •

The Fifth Etamant 5, 7:15, 9:45-Speed2
5. 7:15, 9:45 - The Adventures of
PtnocxMo^lebrmdiak^j'/^K^dvo
Love 5, 7:15, 9:45 -The English Patient 7,

9*0 • Space Tructers 5. 7:15. 9:45 - The
LostWorld 5. 7:15, 9:45 • Liar Liar5. 7:15,
9:45 -Austin Powers 5. 7:15, 9:45 - Bean
5.7:15.

WRYAT SHMONA
G.a GIL *6905080 ^ Men In

BlactoqAddlcted to Love 42b. 7. 9*0 In
Love & War 7. 9*0 • AH Babe (Hebrew

HEICHAL HATARBUT Breakdown
8*0
UPPER NAZARETH
GLG GIL Space TTuckers««olyaMMtei
in Black-Bean 4*0, 7, 9*0 - to Love &
War-eAnaconda 7. 9*0 • Batman A
Robfri 4*0 • The Fifth Bemem 7, 9*0 •

Hercules (Hebrew dialogue) -All Baba

G.G. GIL 1-4 « 404729 Been-Austin
Powers 5. 7*0. 10 - Batman & Robin
4:45 - The Fifth Bement 7*0, 10 • All

Baba (Hebrew detogue) 5 • Dc Jekyfl &
Ms. Hyde 7*0. 10
NETANYA
G.G. GIL 1-5 v 828452 BeannOr. Jekyfl
A Ms. Hyde«Austfn Powers 5, 7*0, 10 -

The Fifth Bement 7*0. 10 • Batman &
Robin-oAfi Baba (Hebrew dabguaJ 5 -

Addicted to Love 7*0. 10RAtf«lENw
8618570 Men In Black 5. 7*0, 9A& •

of me_ Jirogle

5, 7*aft45
5, 730, 9:45 -

.5 • Anaconda 5,
730, 9*5
ORAKJVA
RAV CH0I tr 6282758 Men in Black
7:15, 9*0 • Anaconda «Prtvate Parts

ORN^UDA
G.G. GIL 1-4 Different for Gfrts-oThe
Associate 7*0. 10 - The Fifth Bemem
4:45, 730, 10 - Space Truckers 5, 7*0, 10
All Baba (Hebrew dfefeguq) 5 • Batman
& Robin 4:45
PETAHTIKVA
G.G. KECHAL Men In Black 5. 7*0, 10
• Breakdowns. 7*0,10 • Austin Powers
5, 7*0, 10 GLG. RAM 1-3 * 9340618
The SalnboUar umwrhat Okf Fseflnq
7*0 SIRKIN The Rfth Bement 7*0, 10
All Bata (HfebrewdfeftrejeJ 5 • Dr. JekyU
& Ms. Hyde 7*0, 10 - Hercules (Hebrew
datooue) 5 - Addicted to Love 10 - Bean
5, 7*0, 10 - Anaconda 5. 7*0, 10 - The
Lost World 4:45, 7*0, 10
RA'ANANA
CIN MOFET The EngSsh Pattern 630
PARK Aftentiow 7*0, 10-Men In Blade
5. 730. 10 • The Fifth Bement 7*0, 10 •

Anaconda 5, 7*0, 10 - Addicted to Love
5, 7*0, 10 • George of the Jungle-cRy
Away Home 5 • Hercules (Hebrew dia-
logue)

RAMAT GAN
RAVGAN 1-4 » 6197121 Roseema's
Grave 5, 7*0,9:45 • In Lore & War 3:45 -

George of the Jungle 5. 7*0 -

Breakdown 9*5 • Hercules (Hebrew (Sa-
toguei) 5 • Bean 5. 7*a 9:45 - Hercules
(Bidfisft dialogue) 730 - Batman 8 Robfri
5. 730. 9:45 • Anaconda 5. 7*0, 9:45 •

^^THA'S^TON
KggAVAfterglowS. 7:15,9:45

CHEN Afterglow 7:45, 10 •

Microcosmos 7*0. 9:45 - GSbbeh 7:45,
9:45 - Bean 730, 9:45 RAV MO^
George of the Juntie 5, 7*0, 9:45 -

Batman & Robin 5. 730. 9*5 • Men in
8feck 5, 730, 9:46 - Breakdown 9:45
Herodes (Hebrew dialogue) 5 • Private
Pap 5, 7*0, 9:45 - Roseanna^ Graves.

730
9:45 * Hercul“ (&&& tiatogue)

RISHON LE2SON
GIL 1-3 The Fifth Etamant 730. 10 - AD
Baba (Hebrew cSatogve) 5 - Batman &
Rohm 4:45 -Bean 5. 730. 10-Addfctad
to Love 730, 10 RAVCHEN Men In
Black 5, 7*0, 9*5 - Fly Away Home 11
am. 1:15. 5 - Georgs of the Jungb 5,
7*0, 9:45 - Breakdown 5, 7*0, S5 .

Anaconda 5, 7:30. 9:45 • Hercules
(Hebrew efiatogua) 8, 10 -Arma Karenina
8. 10 - Men In Black 8, 10 - Anaconda 8.

mfUD
RAV CHEN Men to Black 5. 7*0, 9:45 -

Breakdown 5, 730, 9:45 firoroe of^le 5. 7*0. 9:45 - toIbSK™
Afl times are p.m. unless otherwise
indicated.
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Gasoline prices up
Fuel prices were updated at midnight last night, with 96 octane
gasoline up 1 .2 percent to N1S 3.37 a liter and 95 octane

(unleaded) gasoline up 12% to N1S 3.37 a liter.

Most other fuel prices went down, however Heating oil is

down 3.56%; fuel for public transport is down 3.53%, and fuel

for civil aviation is 0.65% lower. Jerusalem Post Staff

Immigrants to be absorbed on kibbutzim

A new model for absorption whereby groups of new immigrants

are absorbed on kibbutzim is to be introduced by the Jewish
Agency this week. The first group of immigrants, some 400
from the CIS, is due to arrive tomorrow and will spend a year

on kibbutz as put of the “first home in the homeland'’
absorption program.

A total of 1 20 families are arriving, in five groups or garinim.

Each kibbutz involved in the plan will absorb three or four fam-
ilies.

Prior to their arrival, work was done by Jewish Agency emis-

saries to strengthen the social ties between the families and to

introduce them to kibbutz life. Most of the immigrants are

between 25-45, according to Aliya Department director-general

Mike Rosenberg. Aryeh Dean Cohen

Gov’t must show cause for jammingM radio

The High Court of Justice yesterday ordered the government to

show cause within 10 days why it should not refrain from
jamming broadcasts of Radio Palestine. The injunction came at

die request of Shinui MK Avraham Poraz, who said that

jamming (he broadcasts was illegal because it was contradictory

to the Oslo Accords and other of Israel's international

obligations, tie said that a mutual electronic war could also be

detrimental to Israel. The State Attorney’s Office pointed out, in

its response to the petition, that the jamming has not yet gone

into effect- Batsheva Tsur

Tires of 20 Arab cars slashed

Members of the anti-Arab Kach movement are suspected of

slashing tires of 20 Arab-owned cars in the Shuafat Refugee

Camp Saturday night, reports said yesterday. In all dozens of

Arab-owned vehicles in east Jerusalem have been vandalized in

recent weeks, and Kach has claimed responsibility.

Yesterday Kach spokesmen said the tires were slashed in reac-

tion to stone throwing by Arabs at Jewish-owned cam in the settle-

ment of Ofra and (he Samaria area. Kach also issued a statement

threatening to react to any Arab action taken against Jews. Itim

Ministry; Stay away from Kishon River

The Environment Ministry has warned that boating on the

Kishon River and even coming into incidental contact with the

water could be dangerous.

The Kishon River is the most polluted of the country's water-

ways, suffering from massive pollution from industrial, munici-

pal and agricultural sources. Fish cannot survive there and con-

tact causes a burning sensation.

The high acidic contents of die industrial pollution is responsi-

ble for the bums, said Yeshayahu Bar-Or, head of tire ministry's

waterways and streams department The wanting was issued

after vacationers were found to be boating on the waters.

Uat Collins

No-smoking group upset at minister

The Israel Lobby for the Prevention of Smoking will complain
before the High Court ofJustice against Transportation Minister

Yitzhak Levy for “violating his commitment" to bar smoking on
all commercial flights to and from Israel that are up to five

hours in length.

The case before the High Court, which earlier this year
instructed the minister to bring a halt to smoking on shorter

flights after airline stewards and a frequent passenger said it was
endangering their health, will be beard again in late October.

The forum, representing a variety of public organizations

opposed to smoking, said it “regretted the minister's failure to

meet his commitment to the public,” made three months and six

days ago. Judy Siegel

‘Algeria gov’t still in control’
By PAWD BUDGE

The Algerian government is

apparently winning its battle against

splintered Islamic fundamentalist

forces, despite ongoing massacres in

tire country, according to Emmanuel
Sivan, Professor of Islamic studies at

Hebrew University.

Sivan stressed that the fundamen-
talist uprising in Algeria posed no
direct threat to Israel, although it cer-

tainly worried neighboring coun-

tries, including Egypt. Tunisia and

Morocco.

“What is happening at the moment
is a fight for control of the country-

side between fragmented guerilla

groups,’' said Sivan.

The groups are fragmented into

very small pieces both because of

persecution by government and
internal feuds and government

forces.

“The government doesn’t want to

use the army because it is a draftee

army and this creates problems of

loyalty, so they either use the gen-

darmerie, which is a para-military

police force, or village self-defense

forces paid for by the government.

“We only get reports of die mas-

sacres perpetrated by tire guerilla

groups which are involved in a kind

of a rearguard struggle. They can't

control the cities or hit ofl and gas

installations, which arc the most cru-

cial resources of Algeria, so they try

to destabilize tire countryside.

According to Sivan, tire battle for

control of Algeria is taking place

between what for the populace in

general could be described as a

struggle between two evils with both

sides resorting to extreme and inhu-

man measures.

The powers that be are not com-
posed ofangels and are involved in

an eradication policy, to uproot and

physically liquidate tire fundamen-

talist groups which have fragmented
into practically hundreds of small

groups operating without coordina-

tion or an overall strategy but with

the capacity to do harm,” said Sivan.

“Overall it seems that the govern-

ment is winning in this battle at a
huge cost in terms of lives and trans-

gression of human rights.

The balance has been tipping

recently in favor of tire government,

as evidenced by the fact that they

were able to conduct a referendum

and parliamentary elections and

soon municipal elections, which

opponents (of tire regime) have been

trying to disrapt

Tire fates* massacre was a ternbte

episode in a bloody struggle which is

moving to the side of the govern-

ment ai the price 1 have indicated...If

the present regime in .Algeria had

been toppled, then Morocco and

Tunisia would have been in danger

"The eradication policies of

Algeria are on the whole policies

which Tunisia and Egypt have been

following — die former with a

gnashing success. Even in Egypt

there have been unilateral calls on

the part of some terrorist leaders for

cease-fire because they understand

the balance has tipped in fevor of the

regime.

First grade

The best thing about going into first grade is that I’m going to be big, and learn how to read and write, and I'm also looking

forward to making new friends during recess’ says Noga Aberman ofJerusalem, who starts school today at the state-religious

school in Ramot Gimmel. Noga, who said her two biggest concerns were having her penmanship criticized and having to come
in from recess, has already got all her pencils sharpened. <Ph«o: Karen Bcnm* t«u Aiyeh Dean Cohort

Head lice beat local shampoo
By JUDY SIEGEL

The head-lice infestation rate

among Israeli children is twice that

in the US and other developed

countries - largely because of the

.
use of preparations that are not

effective against pediculosis,

according to Dr. Kosta

Miimcuoghi, a parasitologist at the

Hebrew University-Hadassah

School of Medicine in Jerusalem.

ISRAEL'S ECONOMY
IS ON THE MOVE

We offer you a comprehensive and diverse range of

banking and financial services, based on six decades

of unrivaled expertise. Talk to us first, and profit from

a felly informed picture with professional services

specifically tailored to your needs, including a special

program ofhighly competitive financing opportunities.

m Open a tax free foreign currency account and enjoy;

• Strict confidentiality • Short& medium term deposits

in all major foreign currencies * Deposits convertible

into all major foreign currencies a Highly competitive

interest rates • No estate duties, tax free interest in Israel

• Funds transferable worldwide.

Should yon choose to diversify your assets, consider

investing through the Bank, in bonds and stocks, traded

worldwide and on the Tel Aviv Stock Exchange.

A real estate purchase in Israel entities foreign residents

and Israelis permanently residing abroad to loans ofup

to 60% of the property value or up to US$400,000 (the

lesser of the two).

ns or

» ISRAEL DISCOUNTBANK

! ISRAEL DISCOUNT BANK LTD.
INTERNATIONAL DIVISION BUSINESSPROMOTION AND MARKETING DEP. 18 UAPU ST, 1EL-AVJV 63433 - ISRAEL
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According to a recent survey he
conducted, the heads of 15 percent

of all children from pre-kinder-

garten through eighth grade are

infested by head lice. Mumcuoglu
said the rate can drop if the Health

Ministry implements its promise,

made last year, to demand of phar-

maceutical companies scientific

proof that their preparations are

effective.

If not, then ineffective shampoos,
rinses or sprays would be taken off

the market, die ministry said In

general, ministry policy has
allowed cosmetics and non-pre-

scription drags to be sold if they do
no harm, and has not required that

they be effective.

In an epidemiological study of

15.000 children in the Jerusalem

area, Mumcuoglu found that the

most common age for infestation is

four to 13, and drat the large major-

ity of these youngsters had up to 10
lice in their haic

He recommended that parents

comb* their children’s hair with a
regular comb, apply cream rinse to

wet hair and wash it out Then they

should go over the hair with a fine-

tooth comb for five minutes. If this

is done Mice or twice a week for

two weeks, the combing will break

the lice’s legs and kill them. Any
eggs will hatch during that period,

and the young lice will be doomed
as well— all without special chem-
ical preparations.

A small videotape with informa-

tion on preventing and treating

pediculosis can be obtained for NIS
15 from the university's parasitol-

ogy department, the Jerusalem
Municipality's health education

department and the Hadassah
Institute of Technology. Call (02)
6236204 for more information.
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Winning cards

In yesterday’s first chance draw-

ing, the winning cards were the

king of spades. 10 of hearts, ace of

diamonds and ace of clubs. In the

second drawing, the cards were

the king of spades, king of hearts.

10 of diamonds and 9 of clubs.
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Schizophrenia

project

seeks subjects

By JUDY SIEGEL

A joint US-Israeli effort to identi-

fy biological causes of schizophre-

nia is seeking local Ashkenazi fami-

lies struck by the disease. The aim is

to locate genes that increase the risk

for schizophrenia, leading to the

development of new medications

for treating the disorder.

Family members and patients wjp

be interviewed by an Israeli psychi-

atrist and then asked to give small

blood samples for evaluation, said

Dr. Ann Pulver, an associate profes-

sor of psychiatry at the Johns
Hopkins University School of

Medicine in Baltimore.

“The Ashkenazi Jewish popula-

tion does not have a higher frequen-

cy of schizophrenia than the popula-

tion at large, but we sue choosing to

study Ashkenazim only because

they are genetically more homoge-
neous and can be traced bock to a

small group of founders," she

explained.

The study is looking for families

where schizophrenia Iras affected at

least one individual. The affected

patients and their parents must be

willing to cooperate. If two siblings

are affected with schizophrenia and
some other severe menial disorder,
the researchers will be able to study
the family even if only one parent

can participate.

In families where there are two
affected children and one parent
alive, the researchers would also

prefer to study unaffected siblings.

All information will be kept strictly

confidential and participants’

expenses will be paid.
Over the past 1 7 years, Pulver has

headed a large-scale effort in tire

US, studying over 2,000 patients

and some 100 families.

Anyone who is interested may
contact the Israeli research coordi-

nator at <02)648-0253, call Pulver

collect in the US at 1-410-955-0455
or send her e-mail via

aepulver@welchlink.welch.jhu.edu
with a request for more information.


